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Connect Music Mas ter in pince of headphone,. No batteries.
No adjustment,.

Music Master M kes
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Model VI.
14" wood bell
Model VII,
2 I" wood bell
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$35
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diahtly higher in Caned.)

MUSIC MASTER transforms mere radio reproduction into artistic
creation-any set -your set -no matter what "speaker" you new use.
Mere assertion? No. Statement of fact-and this is why;
The sound board of the piano is wood. Violin and 'cello, the "human
voices" of the orchestra, -wood. The amplifying bell of Music Master
-wood! It is the wood that produces natural tones.
Not by chance is Music Master's tone chamber heavy cast aluminum,a
but because this metal not only eliminates over -vibration, but adds
tonal brilliance all its own.
And lastly -supremely -this Music Master balance of resonant wood
and metal unites to preserve, to produce, to re- create the overtones
and harmonics that mold sound into music, give color and timbre to
voice and endow an instrument with individuality.
Music Master is unique-the musical instrument of radio. There IS
no substitute.
Buy Music Master and be safe -buy Music Master and improve your set
radio rebuy Music Master and exchange mere reproduction for artistic
creation.
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Philco NOISELESS Charger

means merely pulling a plug from your
radio socket and pushing it into the
charger socket.
No changing wires.
No moving the battery.
Philco Radio Batteries - both "A" and
"B" -have other big advantages that
make storage battery gperation easy,
convenient, and economical.
They are assembled in attractive acid tight, spill -proof glass cases or in wood
cases finished in beautiful Adam-brown
mahogany. They have exclusive built -in

Charge Indicators that tell you at a
glance how far the battery is charged or
discharged.
No matter how expensive your radio
set -whether it has one tube or many
tubes -you must have the steady voltage and strong non -rippling current of
a good STORAGE BATTERY for the
best results.
Philco Radio Batteries deliver strong
non -rippling current without hum, roar or
You can buy them from your
buzz.
nearest Philco Service Station, Radio
or Music Dealer.

Philadelphia Storage Battery Company, Philadelphia
IMdeo MahoaaakedC.s,
"A" flatteries

Two

-RAR and RW- for ósalt tithe..
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the dunget and humiliations of battery
MOTOR CAR OWNERS -avoid
failure by installing high -powered. Itntg -life

Philco Diamond -Grid Pattrries. With Philco Retainers. they are GUARANTEED FOR
TWO YEARS. Philco-made automobile batteries range in exchange price from $14. SO up.
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EDIT RIALLY SPEAKING
BY

THE time these words appear in
print, the American Telephone and

By HENRY M. NEELY

Telegraph Company will have completed
its chain of eighteen stations linked up by
land wire with Station WEAF in New York
for simultaneous broadBroadcasting casting. This, to me,
seems to be a totally
Enters a
new phase of radio and
New Phase

one which is fraught
with the deepest significance for radio's future. These eighteen stations cover virtually
the entire eastern half of the United States.
Giving each station the very conservative

eight o'clock in the Central Standard Time
belt. In the next belt west, it is seven
o'clock and this is entirely too early to suit
the majority of fans. Therefore, for the
present at least, this time element will
probably act as a natural bar against the
further extension of these New York programs. The object of this tie -up of stations
is frankly for "toll broadcasting." That is
the name by which it is known among its
friends; among its enemies it is called
"Advertising by radio." The building up

Ì

,Le

Gentlemen,
We Thank You!

U.

EXCLUSIVE MANIIATTAN

w F.w

fork City's Siamese twin. Tdr9,am -Stall Radio
Section published, under date of November 29, 1924, a

front page article entitled.
"New Vacuum Tube Operates on Light Circuit"
is

else

Universal, of

earnestly about A

--T

v.

u.

"No Filament flattery I. R,.p,ord"
At the end of this optimistic feature story. there appeared
an attention-appealing 9u.' the following dnbqu, . t(.
laudatory, and anaehrnntrtrc %eat',
in

C.

"The

above

"Still in

nrleaive

.tad.

on

s
r

Radio, the clever magazine published by and
for the hams of

die

Second

we

District,

tube

is

a

the Hume (which

speared

on the new,
of New \'ork City nearly two months
before the Telegramr.Neile announcementI cnntaiue.l ao
article on the same uhjeet with an Illustration of the tube

February

of Amateur

110-solt

it

The October issue of Radio

issue

lead
the

"another proof of the Tele¡sram Mail's leadership in the
"radio field. To he
,trot made. of
tad,,, se,
"tan is to be fully informed on developments and inno

"v lion, "

IN THE

the

story on

etusrsection. only drawn on

smaller scale.

A monthly magazine must be prepared at a relatively
much greater time ahead of publication than a newspaper,
hence It seems especially amusing that
monthly macarar
putlihcd in Dormant Philadelphia for national circulation
shouts really scoop a dully paper published for con,
parat ively local consumption, in insomoions New York.
While as to the 7rlrinum .Hail's rather belated claim of
e,relusivenest it is to laugh (Hi, hi).

Signing off until M- A- R -C-II

--e.

1. C.

Denouncing

thing at the time, but we didn't
like to say anything about it
because we somehow can't get
away from the conviction that,
no matter how good we arc,
we are only about one -quarter
as good as we ought to be.
am particularly glad that
little compliment was
paid us in the department
headed "M- I -K -E" because
I consider that the cleverest
department appearing in any
radio magazine.
I

this

in

read the following:

night range of 100 miles, the eighteen stations cover 37 per cent of the total
population of the United States. This
range, as every radio fan knows. is too
conservative. Almost all of these stations
will easily have a range of 250 to 500
miles on an average night and, with such a
radius as this, the eighteen stations will
cover at least one -half of the population
of this country.
I have frequently been asked why it is
that the A. T. & T. has not extended this
range farther West. The principal reason
is the element of time: To be of greatest
benefit to the greatest number, the programs should not start later than nine
o'clock, and when it is nine o'clock throughout the Eastern Standard Time belt it is

stations scattered every here and there
throughout the country. T have frequently
listened to some of the rawest kind of

This is mighty FB, OM.
(For the benefit of you
BCL's, this is ham language
for "fine business, old man. ")
We knew about the whole

-2AnH.

DORMANT PIIILAUEI.PIIIA
every

I. So, also, does the A. T. & T. In fact, if
you were a manufacturer trying to buy the
facilities of these eighteen stations, that
is about the first thing you would have told
to you by the officials of WEAF, and they
would tell it in a manner so little uncertain
as to sound almost brutal.
There is, however, a vast difference
between the way link -toll broadcasting is
done by this link and the way direct advertising is being done by some individual

So there's a little bouquet
return for the one they

handed us.

of this great system for the purpose of
permitting manufacturers to get their
names upon the air has aroused a great todo among old -line advertisers and advertising agencies. Every here and there, as you
pick up a newspaper or a magazine, you
will see obviously inspired and biased
articles designed to arouse sentiment
against link -toll broadcasting. One might
almost gain the impression that the A. T.
& T. had deliberately set out to ruin the
entire radio industry and to spoil radio for
all of the millions of listeners-in.
Let us start a consideration of this
subject with one axiom: Direct advertising
by radio will ruin the whole game and
should not be permitted under any circumstances. You will agree to that and so do

direct sales talks from the more poorly
managed broadcasters, and I will admit
that it was enough to make the blood of
any radio fan boil.
You will hear lots of people say that
radio is not a logical business because the
fans get something for nothing. Now that
toll broadcasting is developing, we make
radio perfectly logical because, when you
dig down deep under the surface of the
subject, you will find that the fan is not
getting something for nothing. He is giving something that is of extreme value.
He is giving his attention to the broadcasting from a certain station and that attention of his is so valuable that great manufacturing or merchandising concerns are
willing to spend money ((onnnrt on Page re,
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Radio -Through Your
Phonograph!
In your own phonograph is hidden a horn
of proved acoustical merit.
With a Jewett Vemco Unit, this horn can

-

provide excellent Radio reproduction
reproduction so loud, so clear, and so accurate as to rival that of the hest phonograph
record you have ever heard.
But be sure that the Reproducer is a Vemco!
That is the secret of accuracy, volume and
tone.
No tools, no chances- -Slips easily on or off the
arm of a Victrola -We supply simple
adapters for other Phonographs. Volume control
develops.
broadcasting to amazing
strength.
Above cut shows actual sire. The
same Reproducer used in the famous Jewett
Superspeaker. Price $12; West of the Rockies,
$12.50. Adapter, when needed, slight addition.
At your dealers or use the coupon.
tone

SEND NO MONEY
Just

-

Fill In The Blanks!

Jewett Radio &
Phonograph Co.
5682 Telep;laph Road,

Pontiac, Mich.
Please send me, carrying
prepaid, a Vemco

charges

Unit with adapter if
I

will

needed.
pay the postman. My

Phonograph is

a

(moler

l

(Name.)

addrans l

distant

"There Is No Substitute for the Best"

JEWETT RADIO

&

5682 TELEGRAPH ROAD

PHONOGRAPH CO
PONTIAC, MICHIGAN

ewe

Vem

o

-ANOTHER QUALITY PRODUCT"

nit
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need three things in radio "B" Batteries
You get
satisfaction, reliability and economy.
them all in Eveready "B" Batteries. Satisfacneeded
all
the
current
tion. because they produce
by your tubes, giving you the maximum results
of which your set is capable. Reliability, because
you Caul depend on them to work at full power.
Economy, because they long maintain their
strength. and because they are low in price.
:Advances in the art of battery manufacture
make I:ereadys last longer than ever. You
actually get much longer service for your money.
There is an Eveready Radio Battery for every
radio ust. Buy Eveready Batteries.
1 "tIl'

.tlanufa.tured and guaranteed by

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY. Ixc.
San Francisco

New York

Canadian National Carbon Co., Limited. Toronto, Ontario

r

Eoeready
re bid

Ignitor
Dry Cell
".4" Battery
for oft Dry
gell Tubes
t¡ -role

11'u. 766

225:-eolt
l,Rrpc

llorieaatd

Prilr

No. 772

$2.00

4S

-rdt

Large
Vertical
Price
$3.75

.ye. 771
4

%-odt
..`.n

Bath',
i_ frown
finality,
a.s.s
Batteries

Prit

60c
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Judge Stephen B. Davis

By Henry M. Neely

Soli. it..,
merce

tangle

..f the
and the ,

Department

eh knot* tied
'

wave length.,

of l.om
well.. has to disenin the broad1a.ting

%13roadcastlllgKo4,e1 is Overcrowded
IF YOU listeners -in could
only get a close -up view
of the Department of
Commerce literally tearing its hair in despair over
the question of finding accommodations for all of

the broadcasting stations
and at the same time giving you folks a satisfactory broadcasting situation, I think your hearts
would go out in sympathy
to Judge Stephen B.
Davis. solicitor of the
department, who is the
poor unfortunate upon
whom has been wished
the beautiful task of untangling all of the knots
which are
constantly
being tied.
I went down to Washington about the middle of
February and stopped in
to see Judge Davis to find
out how under the blue
dome of an arid sky he
could look for help or
hope in any direction. I
found that he literally

couldn't.
"Do you know," said
Judge Davis, "I feel that
am now simply the room
clerk in a big hotel.
"I have been registering guests all day long
and you come to me and
T
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demand a room. I don't
even have to look at the
hotel register. The last
hundred or more people
who came to me as you
did and demanded a room
showed me conclusively
that all of our rooms are
filled. So I say something
like this to you:
" 'I am very sorry, sir,
but all of our r(i)ms are
full. As a matter of fact,
we have two and three
people in a great many of
the rooms.
" 'Of course, I will not
turn you out of the hotel
because we are not allowed to do that nor do
we really want to. We
are here to give what accommodations we can. But
I am sorry to tell you that
our accommodations for
you are now very unsatisfactory.
"'If you know any one
in the hotel at present
and if you can make arrangements with him
which are satisfactory to
both of you to share his
room, I shall he very
happy, indeed. If you
cannot do that I will not
turn you out of the hotel,
but will permit you to
sleep in the billiard room.

RADIO IN THE HOME
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But I must tell you one thing; there are
about 200 people sleeping in the billiard
room now, so you won't be very comfortable there. Still, that is all I can do for
you.'
"Now that is the situation. What are we
going to do about it ?"
I confessed that I did not know. In fact,
Judge Davis did not even pause to give me
a chance to reply. He looked like a man
who already knew that I did not know.
"We have worried ourselves gray- headed
trying to make a
solution th
would be satisfa
tory to every one,
he continued, "but
we have reached

the

stage now
where it is absolutely impossible
for us to do any-

t h i n g.
Consequently, unless the
new guests can
make arrangements to share
some of our rooms
with other people,
they will simply
have to sleep in
the billiard room."
"And," I asked,
what is the billiard room in

broadcasting ?"
"T h e billiard
room," smiled
Judge Davis, "is
the band of wave

lengths

April,

power to eliminate this cause of dissatisfaction but, with the continuing avalanche
of applications for broadcasting licenses,
we have reached the point where it is in.possible for us to do anything except permit
the guests to sleep in the billiard room.
"Radio experts have told us that two
stations broadcasting on less than 10 kilocycles separation are bound to interfere
with each other even in a very good receiving set. Therefore, it has been absolutely
necessary for us to establish this separation

1923
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voutly to be hoped
that at least one half of the present

below

about 280 meters."
This graph shows the
I began to see
light at that.
"In other words," I ventured, "you are
not empowered under the law to refuse a
license to any one. if I apply for a Class B
license, you are compelled to give one to me,

aren't you ?"

The Judge nodded and smiled.
"And further," I continued, "you will
hand me my license and say to me that unfortunately there is no regular Class B
wave length available at the present time,
and so, until there is, I will have to operate
on a wave length below 280 meters along
with about a million other stations. Is that
correct ?"
"Just about," admitted the Judge.
"That is all we can do; if you can think
of a better solution, you can have my job
and welcome.
"This department is beginning to take
the viewpoint that the applicant
for a broadcast' license really
has no inherent rights at all.
We are beginning to view radio
broadcasting as a public utility
of immense importance and are
therefore inclined to view every
problem now from the standpoint of service to the broadcast
listeners. There are increasing
reasons for believing that this
is the correct viewpoint and
that this service to the public is
the thing which will have to
guide us in all our future
decisions.
"At the present time we are painfully
aware of the fact that the public is not
satisfied with the service it is getting.
There are constant complaints of interference and we have done everything in our

becoming a n ything but satisfactory and every
additional station
simply robs' US of
some of the satisfaction which we
can get now with

our receiving sets.
The broadcast
listener should
take this viewpoint and should
impress it in no
uncertain
terms
upon every firm
which attempts to
add to the confusion in the air.
It is most de-

eaaaemi:imMli:=:

:

1925

getting reports that other people are con templating the erection of large broadcast ing stations, thinking theirs will buy public
good will to themselves. I personally trust
that the addition of more stations will have
exactly the opposite effect. When I hear
now of a firm that intends to start another
broadcasting station, I immediately picture
in my mind a firm that is governed entirely
by absolutely selfish motives and that pro poses to crowd into a place whether it is
wanted there or not.
At the present
time, new stations
are
decidedly not
1924
wanted.
Broadcast reception is

number of broadcasting stations for each month since broadcasting
began

of at least 10 kilocycles. We once tried to
lop oft a little bit of this but found that the
experts were right and we have gone back
to the 10 kilocycles separation.
"In the broadcasting wave lengths
assigned to Class B stations-say from 280
meters up to about 550, there are only 53
possible channels with this 10 kilocycle
separation. Last October we had 57 Class
B broadcasting stations. Today there are
82. We have in sight at the present time
applications which will bring the total
number of Class B licenses up to 108. Yet
we have exactly 53 rooms in which to crowd
these 108 guests. What are we to do?
"The viewpoint of public service and of
genuine value to the broadcast listener
makes it necessary for us to give certain
exclusive wave lengths to certain of the
bigger stations which are doing
important public and development work. We cannot ask them
to share their rooms with
another guest because this
would be to the disadvantage of
the public, without any consideration of its effect in hampering the development work
which is being done. Therefore,
with only 53 rooms, and some of
them definitely Assigned to only
one guest, what are we going to
do with the 108 guests who demand accommodations in this
broadcasting hotel?
"The answer is-the billiard room. We

haven't anything else in sight."

YET, in spite of this overcrowded condition of the ether, we are constantly

broadcasting stations will die with-

in a few months.
They will not be
missed except through the much improved
reception by the general public. Half of
the stations operating today are putting
out stuff which is not worth listening to,
anyhow. They are small stations, poorly
equipped. inadequately financed, badly
managed, programmed with the crudest
kind of taste and judgment and they are
operated solely for the purpose of appealing
to the personal vanity of the man who is
putting up whatever money is necessary.
In such cases as this, such a station, even
though of comparatively low power, will
inevitably blanket all receiving seta in the
immediate neighborhood. Such a station
means that for a radius of about five miles
it is useless for any man of good taste to
own a radio set because he will by his very
position be forced to listen to the undesirable programs that smear the air from this

station.

The sooner we are rid of the inefficient
broadcaster the better it will be for radio.
Not long ago, the General Electric Company, of Schenectady, New York, sent me a
statement by Martin P. Rice, who is in
charge of their broadcasting.
In this
statement, Mr. Rice, whose experience is as
wide as that of any man in the country,
pointed out the fact that a great many
stations had been discontinued during the
past three years. He added :
"Consideration of these data points to
one conclusion-namely, that broadcasting
is a serious undertaking, requiring not only
a large investment and a proportionately
large operating expense but also the ability
to please the great radio audience more or
less continuously.
"Strictly local insti- (coatla..d .. page sel
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3XP BROWNING-DRAKE

is probably no demand which we

1 receive by mail from readers oftener
than the one for a good efficient radio set
that can be bought complete for $100. This

sum of $100 seems to be psychologically
fixed in the minds of 50 per cent of our
people as the limit which they want to expend for their first radio set. And this
$100 must cover everything. They do not
want a set which will cost $100 and then
have to buy a lot of accessories in addition.
They want the whole thing to come within
that sum.
It has been rather difficult to supply
directions and specifications for a set of this
kind which would use nothing but the very
best of material. Good material in radio
costs money. And a good loud -speaker set
usually uses quite a lot of good
material, which in turn means
quite a lot of good money.
When G. P. Allen came to
Delanco to join the laboratory
staff of Station 3XP after being
our New England representative
for some time, he brought with
him a great enthusiasm for a circuit which has proved to be probably the most popular one
throughout New England. This
is the Browning -Drake circuit.
Mr. Allen also brought with
him a new piece of apparatus in
which we were particularly interested. This was the type 285
audio- transformer manufactured
by the General Radio Corporation. The curve which General
Radio publishes for these transformers shows that it has an amplification ratio of something like
20 tol. Mr. Allen was told by one
college laboratory that the true
amplification is nearer 50 to 1.

By G. P. ALLEN
lurn.ar

If

.

En/Aland rryn
mend.,
non
11Ot'

nculi.. ..t Hudln
r.r u r L.1.o,..t.n ,

ratio of this kind has heretofore always
been considered absolutely out of the question if we were to have any kind of quality
at all. We at Station 3XP were frankly
A

In

Ih.

Ntptl..n AN!'

skeptical.
Above is u view of the set showing arrangement of the parts. The numbers correspond
with the numbers on the diagrams
Below is an end view showing the grid leak

and condenser mounted under the coil

Tn order to make a test, we hooked up
one of these type 285 transformers in a
single step of amplification and rigged up
switches so that we could compare it on
the same set with the ordinary two and

The tests simply
astonished us. We found that the type 285
produced very nearly as much volume as
two stages of the ordinary transformer
and we could not detect any difference in
quality.
This pointed a way to develop the
$100 outfit, because it meant that it was
necessary to have but one stage
of audio -amplification, thus saving a considerable amount of apparatus and an extra tube.
The Browning -Drake circuit
was developed primarily for the
Let
U V 199 or the C299 tubes.
me say that, for those who like
to use these little tubes, they will

three stage amplifiers.

find this circuit extremely effi-

cient.
The diagrams given here can
be used for these little tubes, but
you must remember that the
smaller tube has a socket whose
connections are not placed in
the same manner as they are in
the standard socket. It will be
very easy, however, to change the
leads shown in these diagrams to
suit the small socket.
We developed this circuit for
use first with the Shickerling
5900 tube in order that we might
be able to make it a strictly drycell circuit. This was done for
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the purpose of saving the money necessary
for the storage battery and charger.
Ordinarily we very strongly recommend
the storage battery and charger because
there can he no question that a great deal
more volume and a great deal more efficiency can be obtained with the UV201 -A
tube or the 0301 -A than with any other
tubes on the market. But we had in front
of us the limitation of $100 for complete
cost, and that meant dry-cell operation.
After we had developed the circuit, the
S900 tube was withdrawn from the market
and the Schickerling Company substituted
a new tube which is now just making its
appearance. This is the S1600. It is a
standard -size tube, drawing only .16 ampere
in the filament. This, while a greater drain
than the old S900, is still well within the
limit of dry-cell operation, providing you
use three sets of dry cells in series-parallel.
Do not use the UV201 -A tube or the
C301 -A tube in this circuit. It will not
bring out the full efficiency of the tubes
because the regenaformers which are necesMary in this circuit are not wound for that

April,

dry cells. However, nobody buys everything at full list price, so the additional
price for four dry cells will undoubtedly be
saved on some of the other apparatus.
There are only two articles in this set
which it is absolutely essential that you
use. One is the regenaformer kit and the
other is the type 285 transformer. So far
as concerns the sockets and jacks, rheostats
and so forth, any standard make will be
perfectly satisfactory.

And now I will let Mr. Allen tell his
own story about this set and how to hook
it up.
H. M. N.
FOR a long time the readers of Radio in
the Home have been asking for a
regenerative detector with a stage of radiofrequency ahead of it. Last summer a circuit of this sort appeared, and, although
it was a mighty fine one, it was not in just
the forni we wanted to use it. We have
been playing with it at 3XP and now have
it in the shape that you have been asking
for. The circuit is known as the Browning Drake. By use of the Schickerling S1600
tubes it is possible to keep the set within

1925

pearance of the new Schickerling tube made
it possible for us to use a different tube
and still neutralize the circuit.
Our foundation is laid on the Browning Drake regenaformer put out in kit form
by the National Company of Cambridge,
Mass. I am not going to tell you how to
make these coils, for, in the first place,
Browning and Drake deserve what little
profit they can get from the sale of the
parts for the time and labor they put in
developing their idea. In the next place,
the construction of the regenaformer would
be beyond most of us mechanically.
And now let me mention the other remarkable part of the circuit, the audio frequency transformer. This is made by
the General Radio Company of Cambridge,
Mass. At 3XP we are quite prepared to
find their stuff will do all that they say it
will, but we were not prepared to find the
remarkable amplification that it does give.
One is all you can use in a circuit. and one

that you need!
Before giving the list of parts and the
panel layout, I want to caution you not to
Is all

NO.b
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94, 3XP BROWNINar DRAKE
tube. Please do not ask me for winding directions for these regenaformers They are
a special development of the BrowningDrake partnership and are beyond the
ability of any but the most advanced worker in radio to make.
This set gives us one stage of radio -

frequency amplification, a tube detector
and one stage of audio -amplification, which
is almost equal to the ordinary two stages.
Consequently it is an extremely efficient
set both in distant-getting ability and in
loud-speaker operation.
Parts and accessories cost as follows:
Parts necessary for set ....$46.40
Aerial outfit
5.00
Three tubes at $3.00
9.00
Loud -speaker
30.00
Dry cell "A" battery
3.20
Dry cell "B" battery
6.00
One "C" battery
.40
Total

$100.00

This was for the S900 tube, but for the
51660 tube it is necessary to add four more

the range of dry cell operation and still get
very satisfactory results. The three tubes
use only 0.48 of an ampere.
Although 7x18 makes a rather large
panel, it does not take a trunk to hold it.
Combining this with the fact that the set
will work with a small antenna, it comes
within the requirements of a portable set.,
although we did not start out to make it
one. I say "we" advisedly. for, although I
did the mechanical work, "H. M." and
Merrill supplied most of the ideas necessary to bring it to a successful completion.
The circuit as designed by its inventors
called for the ÚV199 or C299 tube. Unlike
many, this hook -up was the result of painstaking mathematical calculation on the part
of its designers. They knew what they
wished to do -and by means of formulae
figured what they would have to do to get
it. The resulting set was a check on their
mathematics rather than anything else. So
well did they do their work that the hookup functioned only with the small tube
for which it had been designed! The ap-

try to substitute other parts for those 1
have just named. If you do, please don't
expect an answer to your letter if you run

into trouble. Although I have given the
makes of parts that we have used in the
hook -up for the benefit of those that are
"buying the whole workb.' it is 'w ssible to
use other standard parts in their 1luce
.Just one more word.
We do not guarantee this set to give
seventeen quarts of milk a day, and beat
all the rugs in the house, but we do think
that it is at least the equal of any three tube set now in sight, and it will give some
others a run for their money.
.

Diagram No. I
Panel Layout

This is a 7x18 radion
panel. All the holes have
been measured in from
the left, short side, of the panel; and up
from the bottom, long side. The holes are
laid out for the apparatus specified. In
drilling the holes it may be necessary for
you to change the location and size of
some holes if you do not use the same
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apparatus.

Fo r
instance, if you do
not use a General
Radio rheostat you

may have

8. No. 3 Yaxley,

Marco or any
good single-

circuit, filament - control

to

change the spacing
of the holes numbered 14a and 14c.
Now think of the

jack.
Amperite lA
with mount.
10. Radion binding post strip
with '7 Eby
binding posts.
11. Na -aid or any
9.

mostemphatie

language you can,
and then let me
tell you in terms
stronger than that
you change
t h e spacing of
holes numbered
6a, 6b. 6c, 6d and
19a, 19b, 19e and
19d you will run
into all kinds of
trouble, for you
will not be able to

standard 201 A socket.
12. General Radio

-if

Company

audio transformer, type
285.

(No

substituted
here.)

neutralize the set

after you get it

13. No. 10 Yaxley
midget b a t-

done. We have

gotten this into the smallest thing we could,
so please do not ask for directions for putting it on a postage stamp. And, also, we

know we did not give you any hules for
attaching the panel to a baseboard. We
have left that up to you.
Well, go to it.! You have 18 holes to
drill--ten for the 1/8 inch drill, two for the
14 inch drill, four for the s/s inch drill and
two for the 1/2 inch drill.
Hole No.

.

6:
at,
6e

Distance In
1
4

Distance up

4
6,L
z 1i

5

24

611
611

211

Site Drill

4

4

14

4

4

1

13
15

9

11

11a

64y

1411

9

11c

94

1Ya

I

I

;y
546

1211

4151

13

I6e

34
14
6h

1711

20

16%

13}

34

x

Layout of the apparatus

Diagram No. 2
Now for the list of parts
Layout of Parts whose .location is shown
in diagram No. 2.
1. Na -ald or any standard 201A socket.
2. .0001 Dubilier fixed condenser.
3. X -L neutralizing condenser, Marco or

Sterling.

4. 30-ohm rheostat.
5. Browning-Drake

on

5 S

19c
lYp

l9d

other

part can be

zli

3%

4

4
4
4

6.

'4

4

4
4

7.

antenna coil mounted

National .0005 variable condenser.
(No other part can he substituted
here.)
No. 30 Yaxley, Pacent or Marco, two circuit jack switch.

tery switch. (On account of the limited

space I du not think you can get a
different make in here.)
14. General Radin, type 301, 30-ohm rheostat.
(Any small diameter standard make
will do.)

15. Marco,

Pacent, No.

4

Yaxley or any

standard interstagc jack.
grid condenser and

16. .00025

leak.

2 megohm

Amperite lA with mount.
Browning -Drake regenaformer attached to
19.
National .00035 mfd. condenser
17.
18.

20.

which also holds
Tickler which is inside coil 18.

(For 18, 19, 20, no other parts can
be substituted.)
21. Na -aid or any standard 201 A socket..
22. .002 fixed condenser, Duhilier mica.
You will also need two National velvet
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No.4
vernier dials which are included in the regenaformer kit.
For tubes we used the new Schiekerling
tubes. S1600. This tube uses 0.16 ampere at
5 volts, with from 45 to 90 volts on the
plate. Once again, we used Celatsite wire.
Now please, do not write in and ask us,
"Can I use this tube or that," because if
you could we would have published this
last summer instead of waiting until now.
If you think you can, go to it, but don't
tell us that you cannot neutralize your
set.

Diagram No. 3
"A" Battery Leadx

From ground binding
post (second from
left) on strip No. 10
(do not solder), to negative A post on block
No. 10 (fourth from left). Do not solder.
From positive A post on block No. 10
(fifth from left -do not solder) to positive
filament terminal on socket No. 1..
From positive A on block No. 10 (solder
now) to positive filament on socket No. 11.
From positive filament on socket. No. 11
to positive filament on socket No 21.
From ground binding post No. 10 (do
not solder
third wire coming here) to

-a

one side of the rheostat No. 4.
From the other side of No. 4 to the bottom blade of switch No. 13.
From the top blade of switch No. 13
(du not solder -more wire coming) to left hand binding post on rheostat No. 14.
From the other binding post on rheostat No. 14 to the minus filament post on
socket No. 11.
From top blade of switch No. 13 (solder
now) to top blade of jack No. 8.
From next to top blade, jack Nu. 8 to
one side of Amperite No. 9.
From the other side of Amperite No. 9
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Here is a view of the panel as we made it. The dimensions are gi ven in the layout below
to minus filament post on socket No. 1.
From left post rheostat No. 14 to one
side of Amperite No. 17.
From the other side of Amperite No. 17
to minus filament terminal, of socket No. 21.

From antenna binding
Diagram No. 4
post (first on left) of
Antenna and Grid block No. 10 to fixed
condenser No. 2.
From the other side of condenser No. 2

to middle of switch No. 7.
From bottom blade of switch No. 7 to
terminal marked A2 on antenna coupling
coil No. 6.

A minus connection on transformer No. 12.
From connection G on transformer No.
12 to grid connection on socket No. 1.
From A plus post on block No. 10
(solder now) to post marked F on coil No.
18 and from there to rotor post of condenser No. 19.
From stator post of condenser No. 19
to post marked G of coil No. 18.
From post marked C of coil No. 18 to
one side of grid leak and condenser No. 16.
From the other side of grid leak and
condenser No. 16 to grid post of socket
No. 21.

22 to detector B (60 volts) on block No. 10

(do not solder).

From detector B post on block No. 10
(solder now) to bottom blade jack No. 15.
From lower connection to coil No. 20,
on coil No. 18, to plate of socket No.
21.

From next to the bottom blade of jack
No. 15 to post marked R plus on transformer No. 12.
From post marked P on transformer
No. 12 to the next to the top blade of jack
No. 15.
From top blade of jack No. 16 to upper
connection on coil No. 18 which goes to
coil No. 20.

NOTE: In case lour coil is not
marked AI and
is the
terminal that
Operation
has no wire
of the Set
coming to it
Now, if your
from. the inside
wife has not told
0 0 0
of the tubing on
you that it is 3
which the coil is
o'clock and time
».
»e
wound. See diafor you to be in
o
ö
o
o
gram No. 2. At
bed, you are ready
the other end of
to start. "What
ö
O
the coil, on the
Iec
do you mean,
opposite s i d e,
o
o
start? I have just
NO
there is a confinished!" Let's
nection that has
see.
no wire coming
Set rheostat or
O
to it from the
O
O
resistance No. 4
inside of the
so that the full reI
tubing, but is
sistance is in the
MEASURE UP FROM T..IS f Dill
SEE DIRECTIONS FOR DRILLING - PAGk
marked G.
circuit. Insert an
No. 1 PANEL LAYOUT far eROWNNo-DRAAe
From top blade
old tube in the deof jack No. 7 to
tector socket No.
terminal marked
21 and connect
Al on antenna coupling coil (do not solder Diagram No. 5 From plate terminal of your "A" battery to the minus B and plus
Plate Leads
socket No. 1 to next to 60B on block No. 10 to test for possible
-more wires coming).
the bottom blade of jack "shorts." Turn on switch No. 13 and the
From Al (still do not solder) antenna
No. 8.
coil No. 5 to stator of condenser No. 6.
filaments should not light. Now change
From the bottom blade of jack No. 8 to the connection from the 60B to the 90B
From Al, coil No. 5 (solder now) to grid
the last post on the right of block No. 10. terminal on block No. 10. Insert the tube
terminal on socket No. 11.
From ground post on block No. 10 (Amplifier B 90v). Do not solder.
in sockets No. 11 and No. 1. On account of
From 90v B post on block No. 10 jack No. 8 being a filament control jack
(solder now) to connection marked G on
(solder now) to connection B on left end have a plug inserted in it. The tubes still
coil No. 5 (do not solder).
From connection G on coil No. 5 (solder of coil No. 18.
should not light. If they do there is someFrom connection P at the same end of thing wrong with your wiring and you will
now) to rotor on condenser No. 6.
No.
18
coil
to
plate
terminal
socket
on
No.
11
to
From grid terminal on socket
have to find the mistake. It is much cheaper
one post on neutralizing condenser No. 3. No. 11.
to spend a few moments doing this than
From upper knurled nut on coil No. 18 to buy new tubes. If everything is all right
From the other post of neutralizing
condenser No. 3 to loop on winding near which makes connection to rotor coil No. disconnect the battery and you are now
20 to fixed condenser No. 22.
ready to make the proper battery connecleft -hand end of coil No. 18.
From other end of fixed condenser No. tions to block No.
From C minus post on block No. 10 to
(Contbemea on Pate 30
A2 -A1

obA
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CNddiO Preacher is
Paid Country Style"
By W. O. WISEMAN

Pastor Brown visualizes his invisible
radio audience when he preaches before

the microphone. He is shown here in the
WOAW station studio, snapped just as
he usually appears, with his Billy Sundayish gestures

of a high -powered automobile for Pastor
Brown. He needs it to spread the religion
of Jesus Christ."
It was signed by "A group of Pastor
Played out from many like trips
around Iowa, Nebraska, Kansas, Missouri
and the Dakotas, the superannuated
"Lizzie" failed to function and Pastor
Brown spent the night with a radio-acpreaches to the World Radio Congregation quaintance farmer twenty miles from his
of Station WOAW from the topmost floor destination.
The second night he addressed the
of Omaha's tallest skyscraper, the Woodmen of the World Life Insurance Associa- Boone meeting and told it the story. That
was enough.
tion Building.
The Boone folk got busy. Many of
Uptownish and citified -eh what?
Well rather! But when it comes to them were old friends of Pastor Brown,
receiving pay for his services "Pastor even though they had never seen him beBrown," as he has come to be known, fore.
Merchants, farmers, bankers, laborers
might well believe that the clock of time
had been turned hack a century or so. He -Jew, Catholic, Protestant and Gentile
might well believe that he is tilling a rallied. A week later Orson Stiles, director
pioneer portion of the Lord's own vine- of Station WOAW, got the following telegram and a draft for $516:
yard.
"Please use this toward the purchase
For fresh eggs, country butter, honey in-the -comb, chickens, fresh fruits and
roll
into
the
studio
for
him
just
as
meats
Pastor Brown's new automobile, presented
preachers' pay came in years gone by.
to him by his radio audience.
And now there comes a new sort of Photo shows Pastor
preacher's pay, and, says Pastor Brown, Brown and his new car.
"a kind that will be used to spread the Mrs. Brown and their
Gospel more than ever."
are shown
This time it's an automobile, and it two children
with him
comes unsolicited, by voluntary contributions from his unseen congregation.
It all came about this way.
Every time Pastor Brown shouts into
the microphone,
"Hey, you
guys, take off those hats, put
down those cigarettes and bow
your heads with me in prayer;
I mean you, over there in California in that pool hall," he
brings forth a multitude of requests for him to address audiobsolete.

burning messages, accompanied
Billy -Sundayish gesticulations,
the Rev. R. R. Brown offers salvation to
a sinful world. Each Sunday morning he
WITH
by

.

-

ences in person.
Just such a request he got
from Boone, Ia., where they
were looking for an evangelist.
He complied with the request
and sallied forth in his rattletrap "Lizzie" of a model almost

Brown's admirers."
The telegram was read to the Sunday
morning audience by Colonel Patterson
at Station WOAW. No solicitation for
funds was made.
That, too, was enough -plenty.
The station was flooded with contributions- nickels, dimes, quarters -$10, $20,
$50 in checks and bills. Came contributions
from almost every State in the Union, and
many from Canada.
The car was purchased, presented -a
shining blue Nash sedan.
Then came forth from Waterloo, Ia.,
F. A. Holmes, manufacturer of the five tube radio set of that name, and presented
Pastor Brown with a receiver. Mr. Holmes
said his aged mother is a member of Pastor
Brown's congregation.
"She wanted you to have a set," he
explained.
Now there's nothing freer than the
radio brand of salva- rseqesed ow Pwse 34)
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Question oFlow Loss "and"Bunlí

H. M. Neely, Editor,
Radio in the Home.

I\

TIIF, February issue of this mayuzine, I
had an editorial dealing with a widely
published advertisement headed, "Are You
Fooled By This Low -Loss Bunk ?"
of course i did nut mention the name of
the advertiser in that article and I had no
intention of doing so, but the editorial brought
forth some correspondence which I think
should be published in fairness to all con

testy now made they show up just as efficiently as the metal end plates, yet it was in
the laboratory, under the now obsolete
Will you kindly arrange to send us
1000 -cycle test. that the metal end plate contwenty -five copies of the February issue of
denser was perfected. While the 1000Radio in the Home. billing at the regular
cycle test for condensers is acknowledged
retail price?
obsolete, the results obtained by it are
We could purchase these on the newsmainly what metal end plate construction
cerned. The correspondence is printed here
stands here, but we do not wish to deprive
is based on. This test measured dielectric
exactly as it took place and with no further
any possible patrons of yours of the oppor
comments from rice.
absorption losses, which are large at low
.V.
ll.
tunity of reading your attack on us through
frequencies, but which decrease directly as
inability to secure this issue through the
the frequency increases. It ignored the
regular channels. If your editorial in this issue is your honest
skin effect losses, which are low at low frequencies, hut which
conviction and you are sincere in wishing to advance radio, and
increases rapidly, and not uniformly, as the frequency inalso protect the interest of your readers, as well as the interests
creases..
of reliable, legitimate manufacturers of radio apparatus. it
Ignoring skin effect losses, the metal end plate construction
would seem that, before attacking us, you would have first inshows up superior to the dielectric construction, but, as you
vestigated our side of the question, and endeavored, if possible,
say, condensers are used at radio frequencies, not at the low,
to have put us right if you found us so absolutely wrong and
or 1000- cycle, frequency at which they are tested and perfected,
misguided, before striking a foul blow without warning. Howand, as a result, the skin effect losses, which were ignored
ever, -since you have
in testing, assume
made this attack on
considerable imporus, and given it a
tance in actual servvery prominent posiice. so that where
tion in your magain eta
end plates
zine, the square thing
were supposed to
to
to do now is to give
show higher efficiour reply equal
ency, or lower losses,
prominence, so that
when compared with
Mr. R. F. Rathbun,
February /0, /925
the radio fans, who
dielectric end plates,
Rathbun Manufacturing Company. Inc..
are the most interestthey not only did not
Jamestown, N. Y.
ed, can judge for
prove any better, but
My dear Mr. Rathbun:
themselves just who
in some cases actuYour letter about my recent editorial gives me an opportunity to do what / am
is the nearest right.
ally proved not as
always more than glad to do-present both sides of any controversy fairly and squarely
We are willing to
good.
The difference,
to my readers and let them decide for themselves.
You ask that your letter he
abide by their decihowever, was, in efgiven the same prominence as my attack upon you. In order to do that. I am doing
sion, for it has been
fect,
splitting
hairs.
something that I have never seen any other editor do and that is step aside from my
proven many times
and was as apt to be
usual place on the editorial page and print your letter with your signature as the
that the public, as a
in
favor
of
one
tie
as
leading editorial of the April issue.
I am also printing this letter of mine to you
whole, cannot he
other. This has been
in the subsidiary position usually occupied by the editorial of lesser importance
fooled all the time.
proven
in a number
in this magazine.
of disinterested laboIn the first place,
In printing your letter I uni making no comment upon it further than reproducing
ratories,
so it is safe
you are mistaken in
this one. I uni quite willing to assume that your attitude in the low -loss movement is
to say that it is true.
stating that we are
(i ontiuuw a rage sl)
If it is true, then
attempting to disour contention
credit increased effiis
that on the present
ciency in radio apbroadcasting wave
paratus, or "1 o w
lengths there is very
loss," as it is popularly known. if you read our "ad" again, carefully, you will find
little, if any, difference in efficiency between the two types; one
that in no place do we call low -loss "bunk."
is equally as efficient as the other. A dielectric end plate conWhat we are doing is cautioning the readers not to be
denser of good construction is as truly a low -loss unit as the
fooled by bunk on low -loss, and. as an example, take the quotametal end plate type and all the exaggerated claim and propations reproduced in our "ad" which were taken from the "ads"
ganda for metal as exclusively "low-loss" are bunk, mainly
of metal end plate condensers, as follows: "No-loss," "lowest
to influence the radio fan to scrap a dielectric end plate con
loss," "loss too small to be measured "; also other expressions
denser and replace it with a metal end -plate type, under the
such as: "Our condensers will increase your distance, volume,
impression that by so doing he is going to improve his set
selectivity, clearness," etc., etc. Do you contend that these stategreatly. After he has done this, no one has to tell him that a
ments are facts, or bunk? If they can be proven, then they are
lot of `low- loss" propaganda is bunk; he knows it, and it cost
facts; if not, then they are bunk, or its equivalent (if you can
him good money to find it out. In a good many cases, he puts
find a softer word than bunk).
the old condenser back in the set and scraps the new one. If
You give dielectric construction the benefit of the doubt
the metal end plate condenser manufacturer, in making his
(which has been proven) in admitting that in the laboratory
vild and wonderful claims, had guaranteed (i nti ned n ,.age
Dear Sir:

The Answer

Mr. Rathbun's Letter

I
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Ai Humble Thought or Two abouiLowloss"
"1

OW LOSS" certainly is a very much

discussed subject these days. That
Mr. Average Man intends to know all about
it is mighty well shown by his persistent
questions on the subject. It is not at all
hard to find the reason for this when we
consider the tremendous desire on the part
of all of us to secure better radio reception.
Low loss seems to be one point that we can
scrutinize with an eye to improved results.
My own observations on this subject have
extended over a period of
about three years and
some of the results and
actions that I have noted
have been very interesting indeed
much so,
in fact, that I feel that my
1

fly E. T. FLEWELLING
Associate Editor of "Kadin In the

Homr"

entirely a very important item, namely,
that the field produced around a condenser
or coil may be excellent for one set and impossible for another. This is because of
what other coils or condensers may lie in
the field of the coil in question.
Different condensers mean different
fields; different wave lengths, or frequen-

so

readers will be interested
in knowing about them.
First, I wish to emphasize a point or two
that oftentimes seems to
have been overlooked. It
is this: That any change
whatever in the frequency
(wave length, if you prefer) in a radio circuit
means an immediate and
prompt change in the action of the material
or parts used in the circuit.
As an illustration: it is easy to build a
receiver that will not oscillate at 500 meters, but quite a different story to make this
same receiver as efficient without oscilla-

at 200 meters, where the frequency is
so much higher or faster.
A coil may be excellent for 1000 -meter
work and no good at the greater frequency
at 100 meters.
It is useless to measure a condenser at
a frequency of 1000 cycles and expect the
results to be the same at 1,000,000 cycles or
300 meters. Yet it has been standard
Lion

practice until quite recently to measure condensers at a frequency of
1000 cycles.

Again, let us consider
another favorite method

arriving at some comparison: that of the relative merits of apparatus.
of

We remove a coil from
our set, substitute another
for it, and immediately
notice much better reception, so we decide that the
second coil is very much
the better coil and neglect

and not change the frequency of the circuit
by any reasonable change in the coil or condenser. This circuit had to be such that
changing from say 25 degrees to 75 degrees on the condenser, or 50 to 100 turns
on the coil, would not materially change
the wave length or frequency of the circuit.
It was quite a little problem to find such a
circuit but, like all other things, was easy

after we knew how.

Given such a circuit, what were we to
accomplish?
We knew
the actual resistance of
the coils and condensers,
what more could we find?
The writer is like everyone else in this world : He
likes to see with his own
eyes! I felt that if I could
see what actually happened in a radio circuit I
might be able to find a
little of value to the art
by observation.

cies, different fields. This carries us also
to the statement that a condenser has a dif-

ferent resistance with every setting of the
dial and a coil has a different resistance or
effect as we use a different number of
turns, etc., etc. It is not fair to check one
condenser at 75 degrees on the dial against
another at 25 degrees on the dial, nor one
coil against another of different shape,
position, number of turns, etc.
The question now comes to our minds to
trouble us, "If any change at all in the
circuit means a change in results, how can
we ever be sure ?"
The answer is not so hard. See that the
apparatus is measured at the approximate
frequency at which it is to be used. A
1000 -cycle test means nothing. Neither is
the use of the word "Bunk" a constructive
word to help you decide what you should
use. The public can help and is helping
toward the perfection of radio by the use
of that intelligence that the average American is so famous for.
It is comparatively easy to measure the
resistance of a coil or condenser at the frequencies at which it is to be used, and no
doubt some day we will purchase parts so
labeled. To try further to answer this
question of "Ilow can 1 tell ?" is the purpose
of this article.
Remembering that any change of frequency means a change of results, the
writer was anxious to find a circuit in
which he could use a condenser or a coil

1 propose, therefore, to nice at least
one definite answer
to such questions as
the following:
(1) Does "Low Loss" pay or is it
"Bunk"?
(2) Which is better, a metal end
plate variable condenser or one with
bakelite end plates?
(3) ,Should a condenser have its

plates spaced closely together or far

apart?

(4) Do bends or right angles in
wiring a set make any difference?
(5) Should a set be wired with hart.
or insulated wire?
(6) Does it make any real difference whether the connections are
short or long?
Having formerly confined all of my efforts to
receiving apparatus, I
have been asked many
times why I changed my
work to include transmitting apparatus
also.
There is, you know, more
than any one man can
ever master in receivers
alone and it probably
seemed queer that I
should also take up transmitting and install Station 9XBG. My answer
was, and of course still is,
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that it was done simply to study receiving
circuits further. A poor condenser might
not be so apparent in a receiver, but a
powerful transmitter will burn it up, this
in itself affording a little chance for actual
observation! 9XBG furnishes power

enough for this. Here, then, was one step
toward the answer to the questions.
Let us suppose that we have a circuit
something like that shown in Figure 1, consisting simply of a wire going by us. Let
us suppose that we can make this wire
carry any radio characteristic that we
desire.

For instance, the radio characteristic
reads something like this -100 meters, or
3,000,000 cycles, and the meter B which
measures the output reads 2, an arbitrary
figure, while meter A measures 3, also arbitrary. Let us suppose that we change the
condenser shown, which we will say is set
at a 26 degree scale, to 75 degree scale, or

that we substitute for the condenser a coil
of 50 turns or a coil to 100 turns.
Now in this circuit, within reasonable
limits, none of these changes will affect the
fact that the circuit still operates at 100
meters, or 3,000,000 cycles, or that the input or output meters show any appreciable
change. Yet if we use a condenser having
20 ohms resistance, we get arbitrarily a
reading of 2 in the output meter instead of
3 when we use a condenser having 5 ohms
resistance. In other words, change of
capacity or inductance does not show appreciably, but a change of resistance can be
noted. Such a circuit sounds peculiar, I
grant, but is quite common.
We are all familiar with the Neon tube,
which is nothing but an automobile sparktesting pencil such as the Westinghouse
"Spark C." If this pencil is placed within
a high frequency (radio) field it will emit
an orange-colored light or glow and thus
indicate the presence of such a field. Here,
then, we have the two needed things
something to show us visually a radio field
and a circuit not affected by capacity or
inductance changes. Let us see what we
can make of them.
The first thing to point out now is the
following statement. A confined field means
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less loss than one not confined. Note
Figure 2a. Here we have the field (radio)
around a wire, a confined field. Figure 2b
shows an overloaded wire with an unconfined field. This second case is the field
that causes the well -known hysteresis

absorption, interaction losses. Our object
then is to keep our fields all confined as
much as is possible. It may even be possible to confine them solely to the purpose
for which we create them!

move it along the wire, we find that the
pencil lights up over the entire length but
that it lights more brightly at some points
than it does at others. The brighter the
light the more current we have, so that we

now see with our eyes an actual demonstration of the radio fields about the wire,
and instruments and Figure 1 now can be
shown something like Figure 3, and here is

our first lesson! At the binding posts of
each instrument the field is much larger
than it is along the wire itself, and look at
the stray field about the condenser!
Supposing now that we could make a
box that would collapse about the wire, the
condenser, etc., and push all this stray current back into the wire where it belonged,
certainly it would be better able to do its
work at the output point "B." This illustrates the line of thought that I wish to put
before my readers, so I can now go on with
a few illustrations of what actually happens when various changes are made in the
circuit.
If insulated wire is substituted for the
bare wire of Figure 3 we find a picture
something like that in Figure 4. Here we
have so confined the field to the wire that
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In Figure 1 we have a straight piece of
bare copper wire connecting two instruments and a condenser. Consider that there
is in the circuit a powerful radio-frequency
current. If we take our Neon pencil now and
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the Neon pencil is barely able to light at all.
But we still observe a large field around
the binding posts of the instruments A and
B and the condenser. Removal of the binding posts on the instruments and running
the insulated wire directly to the meter
elements cuts down the waste field at these
points.
In the original layout as in Figure 1 our
output meter B registered 3, but after reducing the stray field as above we find that
with the same input A of two units we are
now actually getting more out of the circuit
or 3.2 . Improving, you see, as we cut down
the losses. Our wire has been straight so
far and as shown in Figure 4 we have difficulty in lighting the pencil.
Now we run the wire around a corner,
tie a knot in it and fasten on an extra binding post as shown in

(Continued on Page 34)
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By BRAINARD FOOTE
NOWADAYS the radio receiver is being
classed along with musical instruments, and we find radio outfits and accessories for sale with phonographs, mandolins, saxophones and the like. The mild
crimes committed in the name of "music"
that are the offerings of not a few of our
sets may not be farther from real entertainment than is the blatant squawking of
the learner's trombone, but the latter is a
necessary accompaniment to the beginner's
practice, whereas the former is, almost
without exception, preventable.
Opinions as to the possibilities of a radio
set for full musical development. and expression vary widely. Of course, to a
number of listeners, an announcement
across the continent is more "music to the
ears" than a symphony from the local concert hall, but to those who are really interested in improving the tonal reproduction of their receivers, it may be said that
there is a large field for betterment.
It is not alone by altering this little
wire, adding a condenser there, or adjusting the loud speaker somewhere else, that
faithful reproduction can be secured. It
is by a combination of all of the possible
improvements that the ideal is attained.
In each case the change may be scarcely
noted, but the sum total means better
music, clearer speech, less distortion and

scraping sounds may arise, but these are
easily preventable, and since they are so
easily removed we shall talk about them at
once.

The receiving set must not contribute

to the incoming music any sounds of its
own, and therefore, when no station is

being received, the set should
be perfectly quiet. To determine whether or not this is the
ease, disconnect the aerial and
ground and turn on the set as
usual. If there are any scratching sounds, there is probably a
loose connection in the filament
circuit.
Perhaps the trouble
may be found in loose wires on
the filament binding posts, loose
wires on the rheostats or in poor
contact between the springs of
the sockets and the prongs of
the tubes. In the last -named
case, a bit of sandpaper will fix
things and the springs may be

less noise.
If you can plug your headphones into
the detector jack and receive clearly and
perfectly, as you usually can, your local
broadcasting, but fail of good results on
the loud speaker, the fault is naturally
somewhere in the audio -amplifier. In the
amplifier we find tubes, sockets, rheostats,
transformers and, perhaps, u condenser or
two. Neither sockets nor rheostats can
cause distortion of themselves, since
neither of them is employed directly for

bent upward to make the joint firmer.
Sometimes the movable arm of the rheostat does not make continuous contact and
there is then a grinding noise as the knob
is turned. The contacting parts should be
sandpapered then, too. Very frequently
the binding posts of the storage battery

-A phonograph makes a good
speaker, but be sure there aren't any
loose parts, such as tone arm, braces
or levers that can get to rattling. If
they do vibrate, hold them tight with
felt or cloth
Above

conducting the pulsating electric currents
through which the voice and music impulses are conveyed. It is possible that
through poor contacts some scratching and

Left-If your speaker has adjustable diaphragm or magnets, place the diaphragm
as close to the magnets as possible without
causing rattling on the loud notes
become corroded, the positive terminal
becoming covered with bluish -green copper
The binding posts should be reDon't sulphate.
Left
moved and cleaned with a file and knife
blame the loud blade, and the wire cleaned, also. A little
applied to the posts after reconspeaker for blast- vaseline
necting will prevent such corrosion to a
ed music or considerable extent.
In case you hear a high -pitched singing
raucous voices.
sound that is faint with the detector tube
Maybe the audio - turned on but loud when it is turned off,
amplifier is at you have audio -frequency oscillation presin the audio- amplifier. This can be
fault. Does it ent
stopped by reversing the primary connechowl or produce tions to the audio -frequency transformer,
scratchy noises? either the first or the second. The-amplifier should be perfectly quiet whether the
Do you use high - detector tube is on or off, if it is functionquality t r a n s- ing properly.
Once in a while one of the leads of the
formers and good transformer
may become "grounded"
tubes?
that is, accidentally connected to the core

-

-
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of the transformer. If the singing noise
persists as you reverse the primary connections, test the windings with a pair of
headphones and a "B" battery, or your
loud speaker and a 221/2 -volt "B" battery

Complete the circuit through the
primary winding of the transformer, then
through the secondary,
and finally test between
the core and either
winding to determine
whether there is a
"ground." Once in a
while audio - oscillation
can be stopped by connecting the cores of the
transformers to the negative filament circuit,
which should be grounded in the set to the
ground binding post.
However, the good audioamplifier, if of no more
in series.

than two stages, should
never howl when connected in the customary
fashion.
All audio - amplifiers
do not use transformers,
however, some employing resistances and requiring three tubes in
place of two to secure
the same amount of increuse in volume. The customary trouble
with such amplifiers is confined to questions of poor contact, and with all tube
prongs making good electrical contact
little difficulty is met.
With certain audio- amplifiers, a "microphouic" noise is frequently encountered.
This may be likened to the howl produced
when the house telephone receiver is held
against the transmitter and is due to air
vibration alone -this occurring between
the diaphragm of the speaker and the walls
of the tubes. Particularly is this difficulty
found with dry-cell tube amplifiers and it
may be most easily overcome by mounting
the sockets on spring rubber strips or else
by using a socket designed to overcome
this drawback, like the Benjamin. If the
speaker points toward the set, as when
placed in back of it, or if the cover of the
set is open, microphonie noises are often
noticeable. These interfere with clear amplification considerably and cause a hollow,
ringing quality of speech or music.
. All
of these noise- makers should be
completely eliminated while the antenna is
off, before further attempts toward improvement in tone may be undertaken with
hope of success.
Then the aerial and
ground are replaced, with the set operating as before.
In case there are then any clicking or
scraping noises present, it may be that
there is a loose joint in the aerial system.
Everything should be firmly soldered from
top to bottom, if there are any joints at all,
although it is really preferable to use but
one piece of wire from the outer end of the
aerial right down to the set binding post.
With signals coming in, we are in a
position to start in on the quality of the
amplification. We immediately run up
against the question of tubes and batteries.
Defective tubes cannot properly deliver
to the loud speaker the unadulterated current impulses that spell perfection in
musical tone. A defective tube is one
which does not show a substantial change
in plate current as various voltages are

19

course, such an interchange is often the
only way to get any sort of results with
varying amplifier tubes, hut, generally
speaking, those that fail to perform in
the radio -frequency amplifier are not up to
the mark for audio, either, even though
they seem to operate quite well.
Particularly is this apt to be the case
with dry cell tubes. These vary markedly
in operation. it often being necessary to
choose from twice the number of tubes
needed those particular tubes capable of
successful operation in a set intended for
high sensitivity.
The "A" tubes of the storage- battery
type are more uniform although, after a
year's use or more, they fall a great deal
in amplification and can only be revived
into good functioning by permitting them
to burn for an hour or so without the "B"
battery connection.

applied to the grid. If you cati interchange
tubes in the radio frequency amplifier, or
in the audio- frequency amplifier, or exchange those of the audio for those in the
radio amplifier with considerable differences in results, you may be quite certain
that the tubes are not "all there." Of

NOTE : -See the article in this
month's department, "For the Advanced Student."
H. M. N.
Tubes which do not perform as they
should may be operated quite successfully
by using a higher "B" battery voltage. It
is not generally understood, perhaps, that
a defective tube distorts music simply because the variations in its plate current
do not conform correctly to voltage changes
received on its grid. But such a tube can
be brought to good operation with higher
"B" battery voltage. Of course, in the
audio amplifier, there must be a corresponding increase in the voltage of the "C"
battery. The full negative 41/2 volts that
the "C" battery affords will be sufficient
for as much as 150 volts on the plate.
There are countless radio receiving sets
in operation with tubes that are partially
exhausted, perhaps having been used over
a thousand hours without a "C" battery
and whose owners do not realize how great
an improvement in results will follow an
increase in "B" battery to 135 volts-three
"B" batteries
95 -volt units in series.
that are run down
may not successfully be used when
perfect reproduction is the aim.
Where the voltage
of a 45 -volt unit
falls to a pressure
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Counterflex Symptoms
'OR the benefit of new readers I must
explain that this is the seventh of a
series of articles on the "Counterflex" receiving system. The series
commenced in the October. 1924,
issue of Radio in the Home and
succeeding articles have contained
detailed descriptions of two-tube
and three -tube Counterflex receivers.
This month I am going to reproduce some of the letters which
I have received from readers who
built Counterflex receivers, and
answer the questions contained
therein. I am sure that the experience of these readers with the
Counterflex system will prove interesting to these who have followed this series of articles. Some
of these readers have had remarkable success with the circuit. They
have every reason to be proud of
the excellent results they have
obtained with their home -made
sets. There are a good many owners of eight -tube super -hets who
are not doing much better. Other
readers have not been so successful. but I hope that my answers
to their questions will enable them,
and others with similar troubles,
to improve the operation of their
sets.
One of the most encouraging
letters comes from Mr. Charles
Schlapp, of Covington, Ky. Mr.
Schlapp built the three -tube Counterflex, using the parts of his old
two -tube Harkness reflex set and
such new parts as were neces-

l

By KENNETH HARKNESS
A..oel.tt Editor

of "Kodlo

In

the Horne-

sary. IIe is quite enthusiastic
about the operation of his new receiver. He encloses a list of no
less than 76 broadcasting stations
which he has received. This list
includes stations in almost every
KENNETH HARKNESS
State from California to Massachusetts, and seven stations in
Associate editor of "Radio in the Home," and
Canada. Mr. Schlapp uses an
inator of the Counterflex circuit
aerial 130 feet long and found that
the use of a counterpoise instead of ground there has been no loss of volume. I use
connection greatly increased the selectivity 180-degree dials and, to show how sharp
of his receiver. In this connection, he it tunes, I had WSAI (just about three
writes:
miles from me) on with the dials reading
"My aerial is 130 feet long. including 22 -22. I tuned WSAI out entirely and
lead -in, and it seemed to be too long, as picked up KDKA (Pittsburgh), by moving
locals took up quite a bit of the dials and two points with the first dial and three
stations within ten or fifteen meters of points with the second dial, so that the
each other could not be separated. Then dials read 20-19. Then I moved slightly
I tried a counterpoise, which happens to
to 19 -17 and in came KGO (Oakland,
be another aerial running at an angle of Calif.). One more move of the first dial
about thirty degrees from the regular (18 -17) and WPG, Atlantic City, came
aerial and not quite as high. It did the in clear without a trace of interference.
trick. I can separate WTAY (283 meters) I would advise fans to try a counterpoise."
from WTAS (286 meters), completely and This is a good suggestion. If you are

troubled by broad tuning a counterpoise
will usually increase selectivity. Regarding the audibility of his receiver,
Mr. Schlapp says:
"It's a bear for outside stuff,
but I will say I don't like it for
local (WL.W, WSAI and WMH).
I can't get it cut down enough to
make it clear, using either counterswitch or detector rheostat. One
night I desired a special program
from WLW and took off my regular aerial and used twenty -five feet
of old, twisted telephone wire I
had; just threw it on the floor,
thinking to cut down volume so it
would be clear. The joke was on
me. Volume was cut very little
and I received WCY, WPG,
KDKA, WTAM and some others
almost as good as ever; in fact, my
body makes a very good aerial. I
am enclosing a list of seventy -six
stations I have received clearly
since December 20th, 1924. If
they du not come in clearly I do
not log them. Most of the stations
on this list were received on the
loudspeaker. At times two of the
Canadian stations come in on the
speaker using only two tubes."
Unless the three -tube Counterflex is correctly balanced it is sometimes necessary to provide a means
for reducing audibility when receiving local stations so as to avoid
distortion and howling. Fig. 1
shows one method of doing this.
The double-pole, double throw
switch reverses the connections to
the primary of the reflex audio -frequency transformer. When the
switch reverses these connections
the audibility of the receiver is
slightly decreased and, providing
the set is not very much out of
balance. there will be less tendency
toward self-oscillation the set
o rigwill not howl when local stations
are tuned in and the signals will
be free from distortion.
When
the switch is reversed and the connections
returned to their normal positions the set
will more easily receive distant stations.
Self -oscillation can then be controlled by
the counterdon alone.
As a matter of fact, I, myself, do not
use any such switch. I find that by turning down the rheostats a little and adjusting the counterdon, I can tune in locals
without any howling or distortion. That
is because my set is properly balanced.
later I will explain what I mean by "balanced." The switch shown in Fig. 1, however, is a useful adjunct to most sets. If
you are able to control ordinary self -oscil-

All the material in this article is fully protected by the copyright laws.
Permission to republish, either in whole or in part, will be cheerfully giren providing hie republication is fully credited to "RADIO IN THE HOME, Philadelphia." Otherwise this circuit and these instructions must not be used by other
publications nor in any other unauthorized manner.
H. M. N.
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lation with the counterdon but cannot stop
howling when receiving locals, by all means
insert the switch. Any D. P. D. T. switch
will do, the jack type being most convenient.
And now, I have a letter from Mr. Raymond Senderling, of Philadelphia, whose
Counterflex shows symptons of being in an
unbalanced state, and since I believe this
is true of a good many home -made sets I
am going to answer his letter in some detail. IIe writes as follows:
"I built your 3 -tube Harkness Counterflex set published in the January issue of
Radio in the Home and I have been unsuccessful in receiving distant stations and
cannot get the howl which you state in
testing your receiver. I am using WD12
tubes. I have tried different condensers
across my reflex and audio transformers
and only get a howl when local stations
are on. Local stations come in very loud,
but I am unable to receive distant stations.
Will you kindly tell me what I can do to
make my set perfect ?"
In the January issue I explained how
to test a Counterflex receiver to determine whether or not it is properly balanced. I first explained that if the counteracting condenser is turned to its minimum position a howl should be heard in
the phones when the two tuned circuits are
tuned to the same frequency, no matter
to what frequency both circuits are tuned.
In other words, without the counteraction
set up by the counteracting condenser, the
circuits are tuned to any frequency within
the range of the receiver. Mr. Senderling
was unable to get this effect. His reflex
tube would not oscillate. If his reflex tube
oscillated he could damp out the oscillations
by adjusting the counteracting condenser
and, to pick up a distant station, maintain
the tube at the near-oscillation point at
which maximum amplification takes place.
Mr. Senderling's receiver, therefore, is not
balanced properly. His reflex tube must
oscillate at all frequencies. Why does this

TO
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grid or plate circuits of the reflex tube.
The high resistance may he due to the
type of audio -frequency transformers or
variable condensers used or other causes.
The resistance of one or both of these circuits must be decreased. This can usually
be accomplished by increasing the size of
the fixed condenser across the secondary
of the reflex audio-frequency transformer
or the apparatus itself. For instance, the
primary of the second audio -frequency
transformer. The fixed condenser across
the secondary of the reflex audio-transformer, however, should never be larger
than .00025 Mfd. If a larger capacity
than .00025 Mfd. is needed there must be

+ B

This diagram shows how to me a jack
switch in place of a D. P. D. T. switch

tube not oscillate? Well, in this particular
case it is probably because a WD12 tube is
used. This tube has such a low internal
'capacity that there is not sufficient reaction or positive feed -back effect present to
produce self-oscillation. When a 201A or
301A tube is used, however, there should
be sufficient capacity coupling between the
plate and grid of the tube to produce self oscillation when the circuits are tuned to
the same frequency. If the tube does not
oscillate under these conditions, there is
only one other reason, provided the constants of the counterformers are correct:
there must be too much resistance in the

in Mr. Senderling's
reflex tube to oscilmay be due to the
of the tube itself.
Notice that I say "may." I have not used
WD12'a in this set myself, so I cannot say
for certain that the tube will not oscillate.
I am rather inclined to believe that it will

if the counterformers are correctly wound
and the wiring correct. However, if the
tube will not oscillate you can remedy this
condition by connecting a small variable
condenser, as shown in Fig. 2. You can
then use this condenser to produce reaction and the counterdon to produce counteraction. By adjusting both condensers

1 shows how to use a D. P. D. T. switch to cut down the audibility of the three tube Counterflex and receive local stations without any howling. The filament circuit

Fig.

is omitted

TO
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.0002 or .00025. Now,
case, the failure of the
late at all frequencies
low internal capacity

something radically wrong either with the
windings of the counterformers, the wiring
or the apparatus itself. For instance, the
connections to the reflex audio-frequency
transformer may be reversed. This would
increase the resistance of the circuits.
Make sure that the connections to this
transformer are correct. Don't merely be
satisfied with examining the markings on
the transformers. I find that a great many
audio-frequency transformers are marked
incorrectly. If your set shows the symptom described by Mr. Senderling and explained above, first examine your wiring
carefully to see that it corresponds with
the wiring diagrams; make sure that your
counterformers have the correct number
of turns, as given in the February issue,
on page 51 ; see that the connections to the
counterformer terminals are correct, as
explained in the second column on the same
page of the February issue; check the wiring to the reflex audio -frequency transformer and try reversing the primary. If
the reflex tube still does not oscillate at
all frequencies increase the size of the
fixed condenser across the secondary of the
reflex audio -frequency transformer to

for clarity

good amplification should he obtainable at
all frequencies. Please note that I do not
recommend this arrangement for 201A or
301A tubes.
Before going on to the next question.
I want to explain further that, even if the
reflex tube of a Counterflex oscillates at all
frequencies when the counteracting condenser is at its minimum position, the receiver may be out of balance in the opposite sense. That is to say, it may not be
possible to stop self-oscillation with the
counterdon at some frequencies. The receiver may oscillate too easily. In this case
the resistance of the circuits must be too
low and must be slightly increased to balance the set.
Again, this can most conveniently be
done by reducing the size of the fixed condenser across the secondary of the reflex
audio-frequency transformer, or in removing it altogether.
And now you probably understand what
I mean by a "balanced" Counterflex. The
resistance of the circuits must be neither
too high nor too low. If it is too high it
will be impossible to get good amplification. If it is too low it will be difficult to
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stop self -oscillation. The counterdon and
filament rheostats vary the resistance of
the circuits, but if the receiver is off balance in the first place the proper value of
resistance cannot be obtained by these controls. When a Counterfiex is correctly
balanced the reflex tube oscillates at all

two tubes. the set is everything I could wish
of a two-tube set, with plenty of volume for
the phones, and I get Pacific Coast stations
quite often, but when I plug in on all three
tubes. I can scarcely get anything at all, and
nothing with volume enough for the loudspeaker. In fact, the loud- speaker does
better on two tubes than on three."
It is evident that the trouble here lies
in the apparatus or wiring of the third
tube, although this effect may he caused by
a run -down filament battery. Your filament
battery should be 41/2 volts and in good condition. When you switch on the third tube
you must turn up the filament rheostat
If your battery is less than 41/2 volts or run
down, rectify this condition. If you get
signals at all using all three tubes, it would
seem to show that the transformer and
other apparatus are not damaged and the
trouble must lie in the wiring. See that

frequencies with the counterdon at its
minimum position, but it should require a
very slight movement of the counterdon to
stop self -oscillation. If it requires a large
movement, the resistance of the circuits is
a little too low and should be increased.
The next letter is from Mr. John J.
Boris. of Bronx, N. Y., who describes a
symptom which others may have experienced. Ile says:
"Over a year ago I built your one -tube
Harkness Reflex set. At that time the set
really was a wonder for volume. I was
prompted to overhaul my outfit, with dire
results!
When
first constructed
the set was so
good that I still
REACTING
brag about it
CONDENSER.
when others
speak of neutrodynes, etc.. and
this in spite of
my inability at
present to make
it work right. My
difficulty is as
follows: The
crystal can be
taken out and the
set will work.
With or without

S1

Pt

P2
1-311k

the crystal the
\COUNTE2ACTINC
T2
movement of the
CONDENSER.
second condenser
has no effect on
receiving. I have
tried numerous
crystals without
i¡
result."
The symptoms
described would
seem to indicate
that there is an
open circuit in
the detecting circuit. The fact
il: ll
that the set operates without the
crystal does not
signify anything unusual; without the (Fig. 2) Shows how to connect a reacting
crystal the tube is acting as a plain rectifier. condenser in the Counterfiex circuit. This
The thing to do in a case like this is to go is intended only for use with WD-12 or
over the detecting circuit carefully and
UV -199 tubes
test for open connections. The variable
condenser may not be making connection to the filament lead of the audio- frequency
the radio transformer T2. The secondary transformer is connected to the negative
of the radio transformer T2 may be open. side of the filament. Check all other
The primary of the reflex audio-transform- wiring.
er may be open. Test the entire circuit for
Mr. F. Keller. of Minneapolis., Minn.,
continuity and repair or replace the writes:
damaged part.
"After losing a good deal of sleep over
A similar sympton, but not so marked,
your latest circuit, the Counterfiex, I finally
is sometimes noticed when the connections decided to send out a
call for help.
to the secondary of T2 are made the having a loudspeaker, I decided to use Not
the
wrong way round. If the crystal is good. first two tubes and wire up to the
but does not seem to have much effect, try jack. I made up four basket -weavephone
coils
reversing the connections to T2.
of No. 20 wire on three -inch diameter and
Mr. Sydney P. Cook, of Victoria, Ill., mounted them on the back of .00037 conwrites as follows:
densers. The primary and secondary coils
"I first built the Harkness Reflex and of each transformer were mounted side by
later converted it into the three -tube side and the coupling could be varied by
Counterfiex, but since making the change sliding them along rubber rods. I find,
I have not had the results I expected. I
however, that no matter what capacity of
am using UV -199 tubes and the same by- condenser I use across the reflex audio
pass condensers you show in your diagrams. transformer I can't get the howl. Signals
When I plug in with the phones, using only are weak. Is it Possible to make this cirIl
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tickler

T1
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cuit work with low -loss coils as described ?"
T don't say that it is
impossible, but I
cannot give you the exact specifications at
the present time. The entire operation of
the Counterfiex, however, depends upon the
tight coupling of the radio transformer
T2. Your coupling is so comparatively
loose that the tuning of the secondary
hardly affects the primary. Consequently
there is no regeneration in the reflex tube
and signals are weak. You might be able
to make this arrangement work by increasing the size of the primary of T2 (also use
more turns on the secondary than you are
at present using) and by connecting different sizes of fixed condensers between
the plate terminal of the primary of T2
and the grid terminal of the secondary
until you find the value which gives you
the correct degree of coupling. If you
don't want to do this you can connect a
in the
plate circuit of
the detector tube.
Vary the position
of this
with respect to
the secondary of
T2 and you will
greatly increase
audibility. Then
experiment with
the primaries of
T1 and T2to deter mine the
values which give
best results.
And now I
will conclude this
article by cor90V
recting a couple
of mistakes
22V.
which were mude
in previous arß
ticles, in c a s e
nA+
they misled any
readers. Iu the
February issue
()AFig. 1 on page 50
GM/
showed the an-

tenna binding
post connected to
what was described as the
primary of
"Counterform

er

T2." This should
of course, have read " Counterformer TI."
Furthermore, the arrangement shown in
that diagram is not a wave trap, as some
seem to think. It is a tuning arrangement
for tuning the antenna to the frequency of

the desired signal. Incidentally, I might
suggest that the coil could well be tapped to
suit the size of your antenna.
Then in the January issue it seems in
the 3XP diagrams we omitted to show one
of the connections from the fixed condenser
across the secondary of the reflex audio transformer. If you wired your set up
from these diagrams make sure that the
fixed condenser No. 11 is connected, on one
side, to Terminal No. 2 of counterformer
T1 and, on the other side, to Terminal No.
4 of the same counterformer.

To Our New Readers

The Harkness Counterfiex is- one of the
most successful circuits of this past season.
It is good for both novice and experimenter.
We can still supply the issues which Mt.
Harkness mentions. See the back page of
this number.

1
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Performance
Through the calm, moon -lit silence of the mid -winter
night, your Jewett Superspeaker will increase amazingly your ability to reach out and bring in messages
you would hear otherwise only through your headset.
But stormy weather is Superspeaker weather too.
January blizzards and the hot humidity of July will
both find your Superspeaker reproducing faithfully,
roundly and without distortion, the sound vibrations
brought to it by your Radio Set.
This uniformity of performance is possible only because of the Superspeaker's exclusive, patented air
gap adjustment.
With this adjustment you can increase or lessen
Superspeaker volume, and can balance accurately the
result of any climatic change.
Ensure uniform, year-round Superspeaker performance by the one and only possible method-The
Superspeaker itself.
Throat
to

nd

trlght

as an organ pipe - --No
Impart bugle effect --Size ample to

orchestral music -A big. glory.

crooks or turn
reproduce band

ubtantlal,

non

vibrating instrument. built complete by musical Intru
ment people who know their buInaa.. Sold by lead.
Ins. established merchants

"THERE

clke

SUBSTITUTE FOR THE BEST"

IS NO

JEWETT RADIO

everywhere.

&

5682 TELEGRAPH ROAD

PHONOGRAPH COMPANY
PONTIAC, MICHIGAN
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Colors D o csïour Sct Rec eive?
By

ASSOCIATE
EDITOR OF
RADIO IN THE HOME

DAVID GRIMES

MUCH has been said and many articles
have been written concerning the how
and why of radio. Most of these compilations, while commendable in themselves,
involve theories which are too technical
for the average layman to comprehend.
Even the theories employed have been
questioned by many scientists. and recent
discoveries have left many gaping holes in
our present explanations.
All would be discouraging confusion if
it were not for the pages of history, which,
all too often, are left closed and the illuminating evidence found therein forgotten.
Sullice it for the present to say that, in this
article, we do not care why radio is or how
it operates. We will try to paint a visible
picture for you that will make the art
simpler and more easily understood.
In the first place, radio is literally as
old as the hills! If you are laboring under
any illusions in this respect, just be prepared for a good stiff jolt.
Radio, in its broadest sense, was used
by the earliest savages, and geology tells
us. by the animals, before man was. Radio
is light and radio waves are nothing more
nor less than light beams! So, every time
we look about us, our eyes are constantly
receiving or recording light beams. The
American Indians, with their signal fires,
flashing messages from hill to hill, were
using, in one form, this mysterious radiant
energy-or radio.
Now the ordinary voice vibrations or
sounds and words will not travel through
the air for more than a few hundred yards.
We have great difficulty making ourselves
heard to others over greater distances, and
even then we are compelled to shout at the
top of our voices. This method of communication, then, is greatly limited and has
been confined to short distances only.
From almost the beginning of civilization, men have tried to convey their
thoughts to others located relatively far
away. Light beams-or sight-offered a
temporary solution and the wig- wagging
and signal lights came into being. Even
as late as our Revolutionary War, one Paul
Revere made very valuable use of this
system.
Without touching on the speculation as
to what light is, we know that it has the
property of traveling out over great distances, especially at night, with little or
no effort. A small pocket flash light can
be detected miles away and this same
radiating energy can be seen anÿ clear
night arriving from stars in the sky so
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rays are merely a

farm of light rays. vibrating more slowly.
We

see

the

world today by

means of light rays and our im-

pressions of each

other and of
everything about us are merely
results
the
ability
of our
the
of
eyes to respond to these light
rays.
Suppose

our eyes were able

radio rays! What
would the world look like then?
What would you and / look like?
to respond to

And which

is the

true

world-

which we sec by light
rays and our eyes or the one
which might be seen by radio
rays with the different colors produced by the different wave
lengths of radio?
the one

Mr. Grimes. in this article. not
only shows that radio goes back
far beyond Marconi to the earlier
experiments of Alexander Graham Bell. but he also gives an
astonishing picture based upon
our present knowledge that radio
rays are merely light rays of a

color which

is

not detectable by

the human eye.

This is ore of the most interesting articles which Mr. Crimes
has done for us. Read it yourself, and then. if you have a
friend who knows nothing about

radio, give it to him.

H. M. N.

far distant as to be completely beyond imagination. All of the early uses of radio
were confined to code signals or telegraphing where certain signs conveyed certain
thoughts and the human eye was used as
the receiver.
And then carne Alexander Graham
Bell! He changed everything!
Bell, as you know, was an expert on
acoustics. IIe knew a great deal about
sound and sounds. He had made extensive
studies into the methods of producing
sounds and especially human speech. He
determined that it was a purely mechanical operation and that the vocal cord
created vibrations in the air and these, in
turn. vibrated the tightened skin in the
eardrums. Here it was sensed as sound
and communicated to the brain. Bell's
profession, you know, was instructor of
deaf mutes, and his accumulated information on human sounds was compiled in this
connection.
Now, Bell knew little or nothing about
electricity. If he had, he never would have
invented the telephone because the limited
electrical profession at that time said it
just couldn't be done.
But Bell kept at it. He knew that a thin
piece of tightly stretched skin in the ear
could reproduce all the sounds in the human
voice and besides, all the many tones in an
entire orchestra. If a thin diaphragm in
the ear could do this, then a thin diaphragm
anywhere would do as much. This was a
fact that he proved beyond all question
and was really his big contribution to
society. Shortly thereafter, this fact, having been definitely determined, was used
in a number of different ways. Edison's
application of it to the phonograph is perhaps the best known.
Bell, by means of thin diaphragms,
picked up the vibrations of the voice,
changed them into vibrations of electric
current in a wire, and then at the distant
end, converted the electric vibrations hack
into sound, using a similar thin disc. He,
thus. for the first time in history, sent the
voice out over long distances-far beyond
the limitations at that time.
This spurred him to greater effort because he realized that this system, as progressive as it was, was still limited by the
necessity of stringing wires from the sending station to the receiver.
The beam of light then occurred to Mr.
Bell. Here were these beams of light that
were capable of traveling out through space
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for apparently

ending.
Little
energy was required and these beams
merely had to be pointed in the direction desired without the aid of con ducting wires strung on pules.
Bell argued that if speech vibrations could be placed on electric currents in wires, speech vibrations could
also be imparted to beams of light
and, once so imparted, might be taken
off at same distant point and converted back into speech! This would
truly he a wireless telephone!
A
glorious possibility!
This was in 1877, only two years
after the invention of his electric
telephone and only one year after
his public exhibition of it in Philadelphia. Bell was not particularly
interested in the commercial aspects
of his telephone. In fact, he wasn't
sure it had any. He accordingly devoted much time to his wireless telephone---the first in the world!
His first efforts and tests were run
in Washington, O. C., between his
home and a school nearby. His apparatus was fairly simple and consisted
of a thin metallic reflecting disc with
an attached mouthpiece. This was all
at the transmitting end. At the receiving end he employed what is
known as a selenium cell for changing the light variations into electric
vibrations-thence through one of
his telephones back into sound.
The apparatus worked as follows:
The sending apparatus was so arranged that a beam of sunlight shone
down onto the thin metallic disc and
was reflected out through the window
to the receiving set a few hundred
feet away. As Bell talked into the
mouthpiece in front of the disc, his
voice vibrations caused the thin
mirror to vibrate and this, in turn,
caused changes in the selected beam
of light. His conversation proceeded
to go nut through the air as fluctuations in the reflected light beam.
At the receiving end, the changing
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light beam caused varying electric
currents to flow and these created
exact reproductions of Hell's voice.
The telephone receivers thus faithfully gave forth Rell's speech, connected with the sending station by
merely a measly light beam!
And
this was in 1877! Think of it!
You naturally have been wondering

just what all this

has to do

with

radio. The interesting part of the
development was just starting.
Bell next substituted an arc light
for his reflected sunlight and this
permitted him to send on cloudy days
and at night when the sun was not
available. His researches carried him
into employing
different colored
lights and noting their relative efficiencies.
Violet light, for instance, was not
nearly so effective in penetrating
foggy atmosphere as deep red light.
If his wireless telephone were to be
practical. he would need to use red
and not violet light. Otherwise, the
slightest haze in the atmosphere
would cause his outfit to become inoperative. Of course, trees, buildings
and other solid objects were still
obstacles to him- forcing him to have
a clear line of vision between sender
and receiver.
Several more years of study and
investigation followed and scientists
throughout the world became deeply
interested in Bell's work on this subject.
His efforts were described in
the technical press of most European
countries.
It was also becoming
generally realized that there were
more colors in eristence than could be
seen with the human eye.
The eye
was known to be capable of responding to colors from red, through the
rainbow to violet. Up to this time,
these were assumed to be all the colors
in existence.
Now, by various means. they were
discovering others beyond the range
or limits of the eye!
There were other colors, then, only
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The Maker's Name
a Public Promise
TOL.' on the new Bristol's Loud Speakers
established responsibility and safeguards the buyer who knows the name.
"BRIS"BRISTOL.'

Technical engineers know that for 36 years
the Bristol Company has made for the great plants
of America highly accurate and sensitive Recording
Instruments, and that they are fully qualified to
make loud speakers of great excellence. They know
that Bristol exper i e n c e, scientific
knowledge a n d
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the eye would not record them. any
more than the ordinary camera will
record colors at all!
Light beams
were found to exist both above or
beyond the violet and also below or
beyond the red. What could be better,
then, for our growing young infant,
the wireless telephone? If red lights
were more suitable than violet and
would pass through hazy atmosphere,
while violet was obstructed, then perhaps some color below the red, still
further removed from violet, would
be even more suitable.
The mere
fact that it would not he visible to
the eye would not affect the results one
way or the other. The main thing
was to find a special light bean) that
would penetrate fog and smoke so
that conversation over it would be
somewhat more reliable. If the beam
passed from the sending station to
the receiving station at all, even
though invisible, devices could he
rigged up at the receiving end that
would detect and record the light
beam and the conversation on it.
Bell tackled Uris problem in earnest.
His next tests were with invisible
light beams in the lower red regions.
e light beams down at the point
were called infra -red light. Noticeable
improvement was obtained here and
finally he employed heat waves, which
were found to be light waves of color

openly argued that if red passed
through haze and violet did not, and
if the colors in the infra -red and heat
regions passed through fog and
smoke. and red did not, then if still
lower colors could be found, more and
more so- called "opaque" substances
would tend to become transparent to
such a beam. If the proper colored
beam of radiant energy could be produced, it might even pass through
woods,
brick
buildings.
trees.
etc.! No wonder every one was agog.
It was a wonderful vision. A new era
was dawning.
A brilliant young mathematician
named Maxwell had already proved
that ordinary visible light was an
electromagnetic vibration as was also
Their wave
infra -red and heat.
lengths were determined and the new
much desired radio colors were predicted.
No one knew, however, how to
create this new desired spectrum. It
was one of those exasperating situations where one knows all about a
thing with the exception of how to
create it. These predicaments occur
quite regularly in scientific research,
especially in chemistry.
Hendrick Hertz, a young German
physicist came to the rescue, but
quite by accident. He literally fell
upon the new beans when carrying
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One of the most uridr-awoke youngsters to he heard frone, ,Station tt'JJII,
Mooeeheart, Ill., is 7- year -old Elmer Pell. He is shown above with Jack
Nelson, director of the station., who says he ',rest. knows what Elmer is
going to do or say next, although he never fails in his performance before
the microphone
on experiments on electric discharges
still further removed from violet
between spark gaps in 1887 and just
down below the infra -red group.
The use of heat waves or beams as predicted. they passed through
wood and stone walls as easily as
completely overcame his difficulty re- visible
passes through a glass
garding fog and smoke. A conversa- window light
pane.
tion imparted to such n wave passed
Hertz
added
to the store of
right through front sender to re- information on greatly
these beams because
ceiver, without worrying about smoke he proceeded
study them after the
and fog. The whole instrument was discovery. Ileto proved
experimentally
becoming more and more practical.
what Maxwell had proved mathematiWe do not need to discuss the de- cally.
Ile showed that these new
tails of this device, here. other than beams were one and the same as
to say that he used a piece of burnt ordinary light beams except for color
cork mounted in the end of a pipe or aace length. They were, of course,
for his receiver of these invisible invisible, but that was no fault of
beams. This instrument worked well theirs. That fact was a limitation of
enough to warrant its exhibition at the human eye and should not be
the Chicago World's Fair in 1892. blamed on the poor radio beam.
It was listed as a "thermo- phone
Hertz rigged up the necessary apbecause it employed a heat beam for paratus to focus, reflect, refract and
operation. However, it was often re- polarize these invisible rays.
The
ferred to, even by Bell himself, as a sume had been done many times be"radio phone," because heat suggested fore with visible light. Ile was able
the idea of radiation. A "radio- phone" to do it with the new light, thus provas early as 1892, actually working as ing the absolute similarity of the
such. It may interest you to know two. His work was SO valuable that
that Marconi did not start his work the new colors were named after him
until sume four years later-in 1896! and for many years were known as
Meanwhile. the scientists of the Hertzian waves.
world were in a furor. It was heBell's experiments together 'with
coming increasingly obvious that the Hertz's discovery led many people to
"lower" the color of light used. or the believe that the practical wireless
further removed from violet and the telephone was about to be. Sir
so-called upper color, the better the William Crookes, an Fnglish scienIt was tist, gave the subject some deliberate
penetration of the beam.

-
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thought and accordingly wrote an
article appearing in the Fortnightly
Sir William
Review about 1893.
Crookes said in this article that the
practical possibility of communication between two remote points without any intervening medium such as
wires and pole lines was certainly at
hand. He said, however, that there
were three distinct drawbacks as he

viewed it in the then present development:
1..1!ore powerful senders
were needed
2. Mare sensitive receivers
were required.
J. Some means of

or tuning

selection

between stations was necessary.
Crookes had nothing in particular
to suggest in the first two cases. hut
proceeded to enter into a discussion
of tuning that shows today his clear
vision in this regard. He definitely
cutlines the whole theory of modern
tuning giving ideas fur the construction of both the sending and receiving stations for mutual resonance.
This was in 1893 three years before
.Vnr'coi,i started his work.
The waves or beams of Hertz were
noisy in their characteristics, this being caused by rather irregular jumping of electric sparks between con
This fact alone made them
tacts.
hopeless for use with Bell's telephone
idea. Many attempts were made, hut
the waves themselves were not steady
and quiet enough to permit the speech
vibrations to pass over them. Bell's

finally to discover in 1907 and develop
the source of steady, quiet, invisible
beams, satisfactory for carrying the
voice. In his invention of the three-

element vacuum tube, he had the
necessary device for generating a
steady beam of radio. To place the
voice VIA this was an easy matter
and radio -telephony became a very
practical art during the World War.
Here it was used to communicate between airplanes and between the
ground and airplanes. In 1915,
officials of the American Telephone
and Telegraph Company talked from
Washington, D. C'., to Honolulu and
Paris. Behind it all was the same
simple basic theory of Bell's -only
applied to a better color than the

visible beams afforded.
As to why certain colors of light
perform penetrating stunts while
others du nut please don't ask us.
An answer to that would involve a
theory, and the theories just now are
undergoing slight renovation.
We
only know that they du.
Try to compare radio to X -rays
and you may perhaps be able to
visualize them. X -rays, we know, are
a form of light. They cannot be seen
by the human eye.
They are very
powerful and will pass through ordinary anhstance, quite well. They will

act upon

trate metal work, although new ones
discovered in the future may over-

come this slight drawback.
We might see the steel skeleton of
an elevator rising up from flour to
floor. an automobile running along

the street, several inches off a rather
translucent pavement. Even the tires
would be invisible.
And last, hut not least, we certainly would be puzzled to see many
watches and metal pencils hurrying
hither and thither through the air,
all bound on some apparent journey.
We would turn to ask each other
what it all meant, only to find neither
of us there. We could talk back and
forth and we might recognize our
watch in your pocket, hut alas! even
we would be transparent.
Now please don't ask us if we
would be as we are now if we couldn't
see ourselves as we are now. That
would be too much!
Su, when you are cursing your
radio act for not behaving, or when
you lose patience with that distant
station when it fades nut, try to
call to mind the above picture we
have painted for you and realize that
the wonder of radio is out the reception of a distant station but the re
ce Linn of a station at all'

would be, because we have never seen
them.
And, as we strolled up the main
streets of any one of our cities, we
would look to right and left of us in
vain for a sight of the buildings.
They would be transparent. only the
steelwork standing out as visible.
The resent radio Loma do not pene-

Compare the Value!
COMPARE the MARV -O -DYNE point for point
1-4 with any other receiving set.
Consider the
performance and the appearance and the units
consider those things and you'll wonder how such
a set can be sold for only $98.

-

What other receiving set costing $150 or more uses
Haig and Haig Straitline condensers? MARV-0DYNE does heestive they reduce losses and facilitate station finding. What other receiver incorporates a genuine Weston meter which has a special provision for "B" battery voltage? MARV -ODYNE has chosen this recognized standard as part
of its Fil -a- meter.

-

transmit and receive radio-telegraph
messages across the Atlantic.
He
immediately rose to well -earned fame,
hut unfortunately, became known to
the general public as the inventor of
wireless. Ile merely invented a good
sensitive receiver of wireless telegraph signals.
It was Bell who
started the put boiling some twenty
years earlier.
Hut people still wanted to be able
to talk and hear the actual voice over
this beam of invisible light. Here
and there some experimenter still
struggled with Bell's idea.
Ernst
Ruhmer was perhaps the best -known

-that

And speaking of the Fil-a- meter
in itself
is an exclusive MARV -O -DYNE feature. '1'lle Fila -meter a'one should make you choose the MARV-ODYNE. What this device saves in tube and battery costs by keeping the tubes at the proper operating point is obvious.
MARV -O -DYNE has so many outstanding points
of supeiority that you owe it to yourself
to go to the nearest dealer to inspect if.

really carried Bell's work for-

ward to a well- earned commercial application. Ruhmer was carrying on
his researches in Germany, co- operating to a large extent with the German
Navy. His tests consisted of rigging
up large electric searchlights and so
controlling the visible light beam by
means of a telephone transmitter as
to impart to the outgoing light a
fluctuation corresponding to the vibrations of his voice. By means of
selenium cells and reflectors, he was
able to pick up these beams many
miles away and understand talking

perfectly.
Of course he confined his efforts
entirely to visible light, so he was
greatly limited in his field of application.
lie installed these light -beam
transmitters and receivers on several
German Navy ships and to say they
were successful would he putting it
mildly.
They worked better than
could have been expected, permitting
telephone conservation between two
moving ships at a separation of several miles.
It remained for Dr. Lee DeForest
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photographic plate, and it

either. That answer involves theories
and we don't know much about them.
We can only surmise what the world
would look like if we could see it
through other colors than those
utilized at present. If our eyes could
he changed "in the twinkling of an
eye" by some magic Aladdin's lamp
so as to permit us to see the radio
beams in place of the present colors,
we might he very much astonished
and confused. All of the broadcasting stations would appear as large,
bright lighthouses sending forth
beams of colored light in all directions. Each station would have its
own particular color, depending on its
wave -length only. Right now, we
couldn't tell you what colors they

development accordingly met with u
temporary stone wall. The proper
colored light had been discovered for
him, but means for producing a
steady source of it were still lacking.
'l'he llertzian waves could, how ever, in their present state be used for
telegraphic purposes so accordingly
most of the scientific minds turned
in this direction and the art of wireMarconi
less telegraphy started.
came along in 1896 with the missing
link in the second limitation outlined
by Crookes.
He supplied the more
sensitive receiver or detector and the
first real telegraph inea.agas were
sent over real distances via the new
invisible light teams--the wireless
the radio. Marconi, about four years
later. carried his work to such a stage
of perfection that he was able to

and

a

is by pictures taken with them that
we know of them at all.
As to why certain colors of light
are visible to the eye while others
are not, please don't ask us that,

Write

us

for literature

AMBER MANUFACTURING
CORPORATION
115 W.

MAR
9he set with the

Broadway, New

York City

he Amber

DYNE
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The Broadcasting Hotel
Is Overcrowded
(l'otlaaed

Prom Page s)

tutions seldom are warranted in such
undertakings
is more logically the
function of institutions interested
commercially or otherwise in the welfare of every community throughout
the land. For example, a department

-it

!

Counterfkx Kit

Broadcasting Station Activity During Each Month
1921
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January
February
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(Figures are as of end of monta)
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1

1

1
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13
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50
25
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1

22

7
16

28

19
11

7
14
21
8
12

81
13

54
9

18

11

30

14

19
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12
16
24

18
3

35

26

10

6

9
5

570

534
548
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589
535
544
533
519
535
538
538

1925

January
February

12

store or a local newspaper to Natchez,
Mississippi, can have very little interest in broadcasting to Portland.
Oregon. Thus three years of broadcasting have resulted in a rough
classification of stations, local and
general, the furnier being of interest
in a limited range and the latter
having national or at times international interest. The future will

547
552

lengths is now in progress in the hope
of Improving conditions for the radio
listener. it would he highly desirable
to provide an exclusive wave length
for each station operating with sufficient power to reach across the continent and having programs of
national interest. Such a plan would
increase materially the reliability of
(Continued on I'.ae 36)

Division of Broadcasting Stations Into Classes
(Plgurrs Arc as of End of Month)
Class A
Class B
Class C
Class D

1922

April

none

May

Name

1R

1924

Year

Kenneth Harkness Radio Corporation,
RIR 4-00
727 -739 Frelinghuysen Avenue,
Newark, N. J.
Please send me a copy of your illustrated booklet, written by
Mr. Harkness, describing the commercial model of the new, simplified 3-tube Harkness Counterflex receiver with detailed building
instructions and step -by -step wiring diagrams. I enclose 25 cents
to cover cost of handling and mailing.

6

4

January
February

12

17
11

11
If;
14

33
34

KENNETH HARKNESS RADIO CORPORATION
727 -739 Frelinghuysen Avenue, Newark, N. J.

Mail this Coupon frn illusttate4 Book

310
382
458
608
524
548
565
576

72
76
50
24

June

President

1;0

31

April

"

28

16

March

WARNING. Deliberate traits/Ilene of the Rrkn... Counter«.s kit.
unlawfully using the .Ianeture and photograph of Mr. K.nn.th Hukne.c
have r.avntlr appeared es th. market. Lme.1 acttos u betas takes to
.too the further tale of these kit.. To protect yourself. ea im th.
of the kit you buy and make eu
rh
rhea th. word.
Kenneth
Hrkne. ladle Corp..
Newark. N. J.." pp..r on the label.

5

23

22
29
20

January
February

same volume, selectivity and receiving range with any other circuit
you would have to spend two or three times as much.
The parts in the Harkness Counterflex kit were designed by
Mr. Harkness to make it easy for you to build the set. The 7" x
18" Celeron front panel and the triple socket sub -panel are corn pletely drilled and engraved, ready for you to assemble the parts.
An instruction booklet, written by Mr. Harkness, is supplied
with each kit. This booklet dearly illustrates and carefully explains
each progressive step in the assembly and wiring so that you cannot possibly make a mistake.
Ask your dealer for the genuine Harkness Counterflex kit.
Avoid cheap imitations. If your dealer does not stock genuine
Harkness products, send your order directly to us, giving your
dealer's name and address.

3
4

1

24
77
76
97
72
76

1921

in the March issue of Radio in the Home.
This is the set which "makes distant stations sound like
locals." YIJu can build it for less than forty dollars. To get the

Total

23

October
November
December

Canadian List Price, $48.00
WITH this complete kit of parts you can build the 3 -tube
Harkness Counterflex receiver described by Mr. Harkness

1925

probably see this principle more
generally recognized and, if so, unwise investment in broadcasting
apparatus will be saved and the
problem of allocation of wave lengths
will be simplified.
"The Department of Commerce is
now embarrassed by the number of
broadcasting stations desired in corn parison to the number of wave channels available. A reallotment of wave
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Editorially Speaking
(Cont'd From Page 4)

.

well up into six figures every year in
order to induce the fan to listen to
what they are putting on the air.
If the attention of the radio fan is
as valuable as this, he is most certainly giving the broadcasting stations
something and he himself is not, in the
final analysis, getting something for
nothing as so many people are so
fond of saying.
The attention of the public is a
marketable commodity of tremendous
value. For this reason, link -toll broadcasting is entirely changing the
former aspect of radio and this lesson
is being brought home forcibly to the
minds of every one concerned. As a
matter of fact, the radio fan has always given this marketable commodity-his attention -and therefore he
has never, as so many people have
said, got something for nothing.
If his attention were not so valuable
no one would have ever established
a broadcasting station, because no
one has as yet arisen who is so charitably inclined as to pay the expenses
of one of these stations for the purpose of furnishing free entertainment
to the public at large. It is a business
proposition pure and simple; it has always been a business proposition and
it always will be a business proposition. When it ceases to be so, radio
will fail -but it will not fail.
Now let us keep in mind very
clearly the distinction between toll
broadcasting as it is being done by
this link of stations and the direct
advertising which is so frequently
and unfortunately done by a great
many of the lesser stations throughout the country.
We will start with the frank admission that all such direct advertising and sales talks should be suppressed. Let us then turn our attention to link -toll broadcasting.
Why is it that there seem to be
so many periodicals editorially opposed to the spread of this chain of
stations?
I think the answer is very easily
found. At the third Hoover conference, I attended the committee meeting which had this matter under consideration and there heard a man who
represented a very large association
of publishers make the statement that
he was convinced that the great majority of the members of his association were opposed to toll broadcasting. I venture one opinion in that
connection; I am almost willing to bet
that 90 per cent of the members of
his association really do not know
what toll broadcasting is. They have
simply been told that it is using the
radio for advertising purposes and
they had therefore announced themselves as opposed to it because they
themselves make their living from
advertising. and they are afraid that
this radio advertising will cut into
their profits.
That is just the point which seems
to be misunderstood in all of these
articles which appear so frequently.
I know of one case in which the
owner of a Texas newspaper refused
even to discuss the matter with a
broadcasting official.
"This toll
broadcasting is going to take advertising away from the newspapers,"
he declared, "and I don't want anything to do with it. They will spend
all of their money for radio advertising and none for printed matter."
"I'll just ask you to do one thing,"
said the broadcasting official. "Look
up your records for the past year for,
let us say, the National Carbon Company, and see whether they have reduced the amount of space they have
bought in your paper since they began
broadcasting."
The next day the two men met
again. "You win," said the publisher.
"National Carbon Company bought
nearly 50 per cent more space with
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us during the past six months than
they did in the same six months a
year ago. Sit down and tell me your

proposition."
I think that if the average advertising agency would look over the
records of the various people who are
doing toll broadcasting, they would
find much the same condition. Radio
can never sell directly when it is
done in this way. All it can do is to
make friends of the public and
so increase the efficiency of the
printed advertising.
Only in the
printed page is direct selling possible, and all that toll broadcasting
does for the manufacturer is to
win the good -will of the listener so
that, when Mr. and Mrs. Radio Fan
see his advertising the next time in
a magazine or newspaper, that advertisement is read word for word because Mr. and Mrs. Fan have met
the manufacturer in a friendly way
over the air, and feel a more intimate
contact with him. This result has been
mentioned in so many thousands of
letters received by the different manufacturers who are doing toll broadcasting that there can no longer be
any doubt of the truth of this statement. Toll broadcasting builds goodwill for the house; it does nothing
more, and the wise house uses just so
much more printed matter to take
advantage of the good -will built up
by radio.
In spite of the campaign of opposition to toll broadcasting, I have received, in all of my mail, just two
letters which express opposition to it.
One of these letters was very mild
in its opposition, and really did not
concern toll broadcasting as done by
the A. T. and T. chain, but more specifically mentioned some exceedingly
raw instances which the writer had
heard from his local station. Therefore that letter was really not against
toll broadcasting in the definition I
am giving it here.
The other letter came from a man
who is evidently interested in advertising, beçause he sent me a copy of
a recent issue of Printers' Ink which
contained about the most unfair and
deliberately biased article that I have
ever read in that publication. Having
been a newspaper man for twenty seven years, I have always had the
highest respect for Printers' Ink.
That article, however, was so obviously prejudiced and this prejudice
was so apparent in every line that I
made a special trip to New York to
find out what was behind it all.
It was exactly as I had expected
to find it. The article in Printers'
Ink was written under orders, and
these orders were so deliberately
dishonest that they resulted in what
amounted almost to misquotation of
some of the men whose names were
attached to expressions of opposition.
There was one case in which a prominent manufacturer wrote a letter
which said that he was inclined to
favor toll broadcasting. Then, in two
sentences, he merely indicated objections which might possibly be raised
to it. These two sentences were
quoted with hint name to them; the
good things he said about toll broadcasting were not mentioned.
During all the period of preparation
of this article, the writer. under
orders from his superiors on Printers'
Ink staff, refused to visit WEAF to
learn their side of the story.
This kind of deliberate propaganda
is foredoomed to be a boomerang.
No legitimate advertiser and no
legitimate advertising agency will
have any respect for an opinion
which is foisted upon the public by
any such unfair means.
Toll broadcasting, as it.is done today, is not yet perfect. It is, however, a million per cent. better than
toll broadcasting as it was done in
the beginning.
Mistakes were naturally made at

-
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Does Your Radio Set Reproduce
this-

NOISE
(Unpkasant sounds)

or this-

or this

TONE

TONE plus OVERTONES
(Tone color-REAL mr.n

(Sounds which hare mere
musical pitch)

In Radio, people want
Distance -but they want
TONE even MORE
Without Overtones You Get no Rich,
'Resonant Voice nor Tonal Beauty

How the Pfanstiehl Reproduces the Most Delicate Overtones
good radio set can get distance, simply by amplification.

There
efNY
l:/
1 is no distinction about that. To get tone quality is quite another

matter. And tone quality is the real measure of radio reception. Radios
differ in this respect just as pianos differ. You judge a piano by its ability
to produce a beautiful tone. You judge a radio by its ability to reproduce
a beautiful tone, from a distance.
In a piano, tone depends upon the manner in which the overtones are
produced and controlled. Without them you could have no richness or
beauty of tone. You would have a thin, hard, metallic sound -mere
pitch. You can get beautiful piano music only from a fine piano in the
hands of a good performer. Paderewski himself could not get tonal
beauty out of a poor piano.

Overtones Perfectly Reproduced
In radio you have a similar situation. It cannot receive a lovely voice or
beautiful music unless it reproduces the overtones which make it beautiful, exactly as they are sent out in delicate vibrations from the trans-

mitting station.
That has been an extremely difficult thing to do in radio reception,
simply because radio engineers have not known how to control the forward stream of radio energy as it parses from circuit to circuit in the set.
Some of the energy strays off and feeds back. That is what causes rheuncannynoisesyou hear, noiseswh ich have to be choked down orneuaal ized
by a lot of complicated devices, and these distort and spoil the delicate
super-vibrations which make overtones in your reception. Your tonal
beauty is gone, in exactly the degree that your overtones are suppressed.
The matchless beauty of Pfanstiehl tone lies in the utter absence of feedback to
disturb the delicate super- vibrations which make the overtones. These come
through INTACT. There is nodistortion %hatever. The tone is full, rich and clear
You can enjoy exactly as transmitted the vocal charm of a beautiful singer or the
tone color of a great violinist.
What an immeasurable advantage that is!
Distance, selectivity, volume, portability, are all values in radio which people
want and can have to the extent that the maker chooses to afford them. There is
no special problem about that. Radio science knows bete.

The Big Problem in Radio Is Tone Beauty
The big problem in radio is tone beauty, a full and true reproduction of voice or
music EXACTLY AS TRANSMITTED. This problem has been fundamentally
solved in the Pfanstiehl. It gets the same distance, selectivity and volume as other
high -grade 5 -tube receivers; but in tone it is matchless, for the reasons above given
Hear the new Pfanstiehl Overtone Receiver at your radio or music dealer's. If
he does not have one we can quickly get it to him.

PFANSTIEHL RADIO COMPANY
Sales Offices: Dept. E, 11 South La Salle St., Chicago, Ill.
Factories: Waukegan, Illinois

OVERTONE RECEIVER
A 5 -tube Receiver using the new Pfanstiehl system
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Here's a peculiar fact

about radio insulation
MATERIAI, that is satisfactory for general electrical
use often gives poor results in

Surface leakage very law
with Radion Panels
high - polished.
E
satin - like finish of
Radios Panels prevents
moisture from gathering to
form leakage paths and
cause leakage noise. Surface leakage and dielectric
absorption are exception-

radio -frequency service. Experience has shown that best results
come with the use of material
and apparatus designed especially
for radio's peculiar demands.
This is particularly true of insul-

ating material.
Radion is a special material,
developed to order by our engineers to meet the needs of radio.

T11

ally low.
Ralion
warping.

resist
Panels
They are easy
to cut, drill and saw. They
No special
do not chip.
Eighteen
tools needed.
stock sizes, two kinds,
Black and Mahoganite.

For radio-frequency insulation
its characteristics are highest. as
shown by authoritative laboratory tests.
The use of the most efficient
insulation material is important
not only for panels, but also for
dials, sockets, knobs, binding post panels, rotors, stators, spaghetti tubes, etc. In all these
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the start. These mistakes had their
quick reaction from the public and
this reaction invariably met with an
imrnediate change of policy. Through
many such experiences as this, the
men who are doing this broadcasting -and I mean not only the officials
of W EA F' but the big advertisers
who are paying for the time-are
learning just exactly what the public
wants and what it does not want.
They are learning just how much
credit they can give themselves and
still build good -will and just how
much ill -will is built when they try
to overstep this line.
Personally I see nothing objectionable in the way it is being done now.
The mention of the name of the

manufacturer or merchandiser is, as
was pointed out in an article in this
magazine some time ago, little more
than the "credit line" that is given
a photographer under a photograph
in a magazine or newspaper. It. is
not nearly so blatant as the name of
the automobile or the automobile
dealer which appears on the casing
of the spare tire behind so many
motor cars. It is not nearly so obvious
as the trade name on almost every

1925

but I like to hear it at the beginning
of the period and at the ending of it.
1
have been much interested in
watching my own mental reaction to
this to find out whether it is really
true. A short time ago, the newspaper which I have read for many
years gave the names of these various
entertainers in the radio program for
the evening. Lately, however, apparently in the fear that they were
giving some free advertising to somebody, they have cut out these names,
and now I constantly see that we will
have, from 9 to 10 P. M. "Radio
artists." This doesn't mean a thing
to me. What I want to know is, what
artists are they that we are going to
hear?
Are we going to hear the
Atwater -Kent orchestra or the Goodrich. Silvertnwn orchestra or the

Eveready Hour?

It is% important for me to know
which of these various attractions is
going to be on then because, like
everybody else, I have my own favorites. and if it is to be uue of these, 1
am going to stay home and tune
them in and listen to them. If not,
there are plenty of either things to do
in the world.

there is a Radion product of the
right type and size for your set.
Radios is also used by leading
set manufacturers who appreciate
the superiority of "the supreme

insulation."

,

AMERICAN

HARD RUDRER COMPANY
I1 Mercer St., New York City
CA.e.ge Office . Conway Building
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have been designed for better radio.

The New Model "C" more nearly arproachesperfectionthan anysimilar metrument the engineering world has produced.

Look (or Hammarlund Condensers in th
receiver you huy. Lyse only Hammarbtnil
Condensers in the receiver you build.

All capacities; plain

and vernier. Sold by
the better radio dealers.
Write lee tk..r,Wn. 1,41,

HAMMARLUND MFG. CO.

fY

424.438 west 33rd Street, New York

O^l. 1txlAlL

New
Model

ámmarlund
I
/tCC/SION
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CONDENSER
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A view of the reception rouet

at Station IVHAR, Seaside Hotel, Atlantic
City, N. J.

device which we buy in our ordinary

affairs of life.

When you have listened to the Cold
Dust Twins, have yocl ever heard the
name of the firm which makes Gold
Dust? I never have. When you listen
to an Everready Hour, you hear the
name of the National Carbon Company only twice -once at the beginning and once at the end. The Happiness Boys are broadcast in much the
same way.
One or two of the features in this
toll broadcasting are still open to
considerab'e pruning of credit lines
but this is a process which is going
on constantly and I believe that by
the end of this season we will see the
entire situation so cleared up as to
be perfectly satisfactory to the average listener -in.
So far as I am myself concerned.
I want to know the name of the man
who is giving me such excellent entertainment as is being provided by
these advertisers. I do not want this
name constantly dinned into my ears

I have found, since this change of
policy in the newspaper
which I mentioned, that I am building
up almost unconsciously a very strong
feeling of resentment against that
newspaper and have lately been buying an opposition sheet. This would
seem to indicate that the credit line
may have a definite and real value to
the listener -in aside from its value to
the man who is paying for the broadcasting. I have discussed this subject
with a great many people whom I
know, and I find that they feel much
the sanie way about it. The credit
line is not an undesirable feature
when it is well done.
It is, on the
contrary an important and desirable
part of the entire period of enter-

editorial

tainment.

I should be very much interested
to receive the opinions of readers in
this matter. It is extremely important that those of us who are nasociated with radio should know the
public reaction to changing phases
like this and so, if you will sit down
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and drop nie a line, I will more than

appreciate it.

I would like to ask also, that, if
you know any man who is in the
advertising business or interested in
advertising in any way, you send
him this editorial, marking for him
what I have to say about the article
which appeared in Printers' Ink.

A. R. A. DEPLORES
CONFLICT OF PROGRAMS;

WE'LL ALL AGREE
AGREAT many complaints about
good programs being broadcast
from different stations at the same
time have recently been expressed by
listeners -in, according to a statement
issued by Alfred M. Caddell, Secretary of the American Radio Association. the national organization representing the listeners -in. The general feeling is that this situation has
been made particularly acute, due to
the shift of time of the Brunswick
Hour to the same as that of the Ever eady Hour, which has become more
or less of an institution in countless
homes throughout the country.
"While apparently a matter of concern only to the broadcasting stations
and the companies furnishing the
entertainment, it is also the concern
of the radio listener -in who has spent
his money for the privilege of listening to the radio programs," said Mr.
Caddell. "Without the listener-in as
the consumer, no company could sell
a dollar's worth of merchandise, and
if the wishes of the listeners are to
be overlooked in the desire of the
companies to get their programs on
the air. somebody is going to lose
out by it.
"In the instance cited, the programs
offered have' commanded a very large
following, and the conflict of time is
bound to react adversely on the great
numbers of people who desire to
listen to both programs but who, on
account of the Brunswick people
camping on the Eveready hour, are
not now able to do so. If we are to have

good programs it is essential that
studio directors maintain a proper
regard for the offerings of other
stations and bear in mind that listen ers-in desire to receive the best that
is broadcast but that they can listen
to only one program at a time.
"In view of the fact that there is
a scarcity of really worth -while program material from which the listener may choose, the offering of two
of the very good numbers at the sanie
time can only result in considerable
displeasure. Such conflict is noi. conducive to the best interests of radio
and seems quite unnecessary."

The Answer to Mr.

Rathbun's Letter
(Continued from Page 15)

perfectly sincere. I am also quite
willing to admit that you make a
mighty good condenser. In fact, if
you will look over the files of this
magazine, you will find that I have
specified Rathbun condensers in my
own articles.
It seems to me that the truth of
this whole matter, so far as concerns
its purely theoretical or technical
side, is still so much a matter of experiment and controversy that nobody
really knows the answer as yet. Therefore, I am assuming that I have a
certain amount of justification for my
attitude, and you have an equal
amount of justification for yours.
With that, I think we may dismiss
the purely technical aspect of the
case.

Therefore, if your letter to me and
this letter to you do nothing further
than stir some of our readers into

original investigation in the technical
aspect of low-loss, it seems to me the
argument will have been very valuable
and well worth while.
This, however, does not alter my
position with regard to the tone of
your advertising. I object to the low loss movement being denoted as a
"craze." It seems to me that this
whole movement has resulted in a
much closer study of radio losses than
anything else that has happened in
the science. This movement is producing constantly improved apparatus, better design, more scientific
planning of circuits and is in every
other way leading to better radio.
It is for this reason that I consider
it most unfortunate to see any one in
so high a standing as yourself carrying on a campaign which must inevitably plant in the minds of thousands
of radio fans a serious doubt as to
the real value of the low -loss movement. To me, there seems to be no
doubt whatever of its value.
That is the opinion which prompted
me to write the editorial which you
complain of. You will note that Mr.
Sylvan Harris is beginning this
month a valuable series of articles
for me under the general title of "For
the Advanced Student."
In his
article next 'month he gives a hint
that he agrees with your position in
the technical aspect of the case. If
he comes out in future articles and
proves it, I shall print his articles
exactly as he writes them. In other
words, this magazine is not being run
to prove that my opinions are correct,
but to give the truth to its readers
with absolutely no regard to the personalities involved.
Very truly yours,
Henry M. Neely.

February

16, 1925.

Dear Mr. Neely:
Wish to acknowledge with thanks
your letter of February 10. We certainly could not ask for a squarer
deal; it has increased our respect for
Radio in the Home 100 per cent.
From the comments that have already
come to us on your editorial, we know
that if you publish our letter as you
say you will in the April issue. it will
go a long way toward increasing the
popularity of Radio in the Home, and
will prove profitable financially.
We stand for low -loss or increased
efficiency, absolutely.
We have no
fight with metal -end plate condensers
honestly advertised. Our fight is
against the bunk on low -loss and the
exclusive featuring of metal -end plate
construction with low -loss.
The
phrase low -loss does not mean anything as applied at the present time;
it has no value, because no standard
of efficiency has yet been established.
In describing our condenser, the
statement that low -loss screws are
used exclusively in construction
means just as much as the phrase
applied to twenty -five different makes
of condensers, the dielectric characteristics of which are certainly not
identical.
Very truly yours,
Rathbun Manufacturing Company,
Inc.
(Signed)
F. F. Rathbun, President.

February 21, 1925.
My dear Mr. Rathbun:
I am sorry that I will not be able
to carry out my plan exactly as I

contemplated in the April issue. That
is, I shall have to use my regular
editorial space for commenting upon
a matter which has recently turned
up and that is of rather vital interest
to the general radio listener, whether
he bé interested in condensers or not.
I shall. however, give your two letters
and mine as prominent a display as
is possible and I shall be just as interested as you are in the outcome.
Very truly yours,
Henry M. Neely.
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?he OldFashioned radio
Set Has Given Way to the

SelIConlained

Now you can enjoy
Radio all summer!
Indoors

-

Outdoors

-

Anywhere

The radio set with outside aerial and dinary so- called "portable" set. It
separate loud -speaker is disappear- has far longer battery life,it is more
ing- following the way of the early efficient, because three years of conphonograph with its awkward centrated effort by nationally known
"horn." In its place has come the engineers are back of it.
complete unit, requiring no outside
Its performance is comparable in
wires or connections, containing range, selectivity, ease of tuning and
everything necessary to efficient ra- tonal qualities with that of any set
dio reception.
on the market. It is ideal for
home use and the only truly
Such a set is the 1925 Op.
satisfatory set for summer
eradio. a powerful receiver
use giving splendid perthat has taken the country
formance and enabling you
by storm. It has six tubes, a
to enjoy radio indoors remarkable loud - speaker,
outdoors- anywhere.
big battery supply and all
parts enclosed in a compact
Mail the coupon below
carrying case. The aerial is
for p booklet telling about
in the cover.
this marvel of radio, which
is amazing and delighting
Think of it! Nothing but
thousands of people every a smart- looking case carried
;J where.
easily anywhere, opened and
Price Complete
tuned in less than a minute!
With Tubes
The 1925 Operadio is not
$18900
and Batteries W
Cinse
Lip
to be confused with the or- Take
it With You
East of Rockies

-

Sc

THE ORIGINAL SELF-CONTAINED RECEIVER

Mail this Coupon

THE OPERADIO CORP..
8 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, Ill.
Please send me complete particulars about the 1925
Operadio.
Name
Address

.City
u u u u. u.

u... u. .. u.. u.
State

April,
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How to Gain Quality

TransI

rmer
Results

Correct loud speaker pertormance depends almost entirely upon transformer design. Jefferson
Transformers provide full, rich, smooth amplification. They furnish the loud speaker with the proper
energy and assure the greatest possible volume consistent with purity of tone.
Even amplification over the entire musical
range; perfect reproduction of the voice and instrument -these are some of the reasons why radio authorities and music lovers the world over recognize

l

fontlnn.41 From

l'air

IV)

tract from the charge already

on the

grid.
In the old days, the grid "return"
lead or F minus of the transformer
was connected to the negative side
of the filament wiring. This was
considered to place a negative charge
of sufficient magnitude on the grid.
Usually it does, but the grid is too
close to the neutral point (neither

plus nor minus) to operate at the
"best point on the curve."
At the proper part of the "curve,"
any alteration in grid voltage produces a
proportional alteration in
plate current and thus the amplification is clear. However, toward the
neutral and positive side of the grid
charge, this relation doesn't hold, and
the nearer the grid gets to positive,
the poorer is the amplification in
point of clarity. Hence, the "C" bat-

1925

higher pitched note and Is superior
for speaking, whereas the larger diaphragm lowers the pitch. The larger
diaphragm seems to make for a more
natural tone even though the articulation is not quite as god as with
the small diaphragm.
The mellow effect is easily gained
by shunting a small fixed condenser
across the secondary winding of the
last audio transformer. A capacity
of .00025, .0005 or .001 mfds. will
answer, the exact size depending
upon the transformer itself to some
extent and also to the extent of "mellowness" that is wanted. The device

it is true, distort voices slightly,
but it has the effect of cutting out the
harsh noise that is so often heard
along with broadcasting as brought
out by the speaker.
Frequently it is noticed that on
very loud notes a tendency to rattle
does,

is present. Several reasons may account for this. usually it is due to
contact between the diaphragm and

Jefferson superiority.
Designed by a concern which has specialized for
more than 20 years in the manufael.ure of high -grade
transformers of every description. Jefferson Transformers meet the most exacting demands of every
circuit. Give your circuit a treat -install Jeffersons.
Ask for latest Jefferson Circuit diagrams.

JEFFERSON ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
503 S. Green St., Chicago, III.

Mgwdattoe d:
Yell Ringing Transformers
Sign Lighting

Tnn.f"rm.rs

Tny Transformers

Rawl Doty filarial Transforms*
Auto Trn.former.
Illth Voltage Tnntormen

Welding Transforms.
A ul umnhII. Igelt lou Coils
Jomt) Spart and Md. nd Break

toll.

Testing Ir.truments
eas ruins.. .nd OII BMW
Ignition
and
Transformers
Equipment

A vient of the operating room nt Station
City, V. J.

PORTABLE SETS
for your summer vacation will take city entertainment into the country with you. Factory-made or
"roll -your -own" -the portable set this year will make
you forget the old summer static when the new high power stations are broadcasting.
Next month's issue will
be the PORTABLE SET
NUMBER. Don't miss it.
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tery is employed to provide

a

fixed

u few volts on
the grid, above and below which the

negative charge of

incoming signal will swing. At the
same time, this negative charge reduces the flow of electrons from
grid to plate and thereby cuts down
the drain on the "B" battery very
considerably. In this way the "C"
battery not only economizes on the
"B" battery, but lengthens the life
of the tube as well, since fewer electrons are drawn out of the filament
in a given time.
Now as to the question of quality
of tone. Some listeners like the sharp.
distinct and slightly metallic tone

that is so good for voice and that
brings out each detail of modulation
with accuracy. A metal horn produces this effect to some extent. On
the other hand, there are possibly
more who prefer a more mellow
sound, and the wooden horn loud
speaker gives this.
Of course, the loud speaker unit
itself has a great deal to do with the
tone. The small diaphragm gives a

WIIAR, Seaside Hotel, Atlantic

the magnets in the speaker. In cases
where there is an adjustment knob or
wheel, whereby the magnet may be
moved away a hit, such rattling is
easily overcome. In non- adjustahle
speakers, rattling is a sign that they
are being operated at too great
volume. The remedy there is obvious.
The best quality is secured when
the diaphragm is very close to the
magnets, as it is in this way only that
the faint overtones are registered and
that the weaker sounds are reproduced in almost as great degree as
the stronger ones. The diaphragm
should be close, but not close enough
to touch on strong notes.

Other vibrations arise from loose
parts in the unit, the horn or the base
on which it rests. To locate these it
is necessary to use as much volume
as possible and then touch the horn
at various points, lift it off the base,
etc., to determine just what is vibrat-

ing.

Some horns are built in two sections that are riveted together. Often

Apri[,
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the riveta work loose, or the parta
that overlap do not lie firmly together. A bit of cardboard as a
wedge corrects this difficulty. Once
in a while a pin or bit of metal or
wood will fall into the horn accidentally and joggle about, causing
rattling noises. And in summer time
tiny insects may get inside and die
and bounce about as the diaphragm
vibrates.
The speaker should be kept from
hard contact with the radio cabinet
or table by means of a felt pad or
rubber feet. Vibration of the support or base is thus avoided and
alteration in tone through such
vibration overcome. A phonograph
used with a good speaker unit makes
a very fine loud speaker.
Frequently there are metal parts
which work loose and start to vibrate
with certain voice or music frequencies. Sometimes it is the starting lever, or the brace which holds
the cover up, or perhaps a few
phonograph needles have dropped
inside and are resting upon the horn.
It is important to connect the
speaker unit so that the plate current
of the audio tube will traverse its
magnets in a direction which will not
demagnetize the permanent magnets
within it. The proper direction may
be quite readily told by trying the
reversal and connecting the cords for
the loudest signals.
The day of the headphones, when
emp'oyed for family radio entertainment, has practically passed, but the
loud speaker and audio amplifier still
have plenty of room for improvement
before the music will equal in faithful reproduction that available on
the 'phones alone. But the many and
obvious advantages of the loud
speaker are bringing it into widespread use. It may he made more
universally pleasing to the ear by a
little painstaking investigation of the
sources of distortion, and by correcting both those disturbances arising
from within the amplifier itself and
the faulty operation of the signals,
the loud speaker's work will he
clearer, smoother and more nearly
perfect.

The Question of
"Low Loss" and "Runk"
(Continued From !'age 15)

to refund, in case his condenser did
not make good, it never would have
beer necessary for us or any one else
t, start a fight for safe, sane and

clean advertising and merchandising
of radio apparatus.
On the other hand, if the claims
made for the metal end plate construction had been proven, or could
have been proven, we would have been
among the first to adopt it, for we
have not been asleep for the last
three years, as you seem to think. We
can probably show you as complete
condenser data, tests, models, etc.,
as any concern in this line.
Tu prove our convictions and still
not attempt to force our product, we
say to the purchasers of our condensers that if they can got longer distance, more volume, sharper tuning
or clearer reception with any other
condenser on the market regardless
of price, they may return ours and
full refund will be promptly made.
Results are what they are interested
in regardless of what the squared
paper of the physicist may say.
We want to ask you candidly, who
do you think is taking all the risk in
a guarantee of this kind? flow can
we retard the march of radio by telling the radio fan to take our condenser, test it out against the field
and bring it back if it isn't satisfactory in every way?
You can name a dozen large and

RADIO IN THE HOME
prominent manufacturers of receiving
sets who use condensers with dielectric ends. They sell these sets on the
results they produce. If they could
improve these results by using condensers with metal ends, wouldn't it
seem logical for them to change, or
do you think they are also asleep to
the march of radio?
The points you bring out about
dielectric material causing self-oscillations may be new; you state it as
an absolute fact, and as such infer
that there is but one perfect set. If
this is true, and your readers have
absolute confidence in your statements, then it would seem wasted
effort for manufacturers of other sets
to advertise and attempt to sell their
products through your magazine.
The perfect set is the ultimate goal
of all. When it arrives, all others
will have to go, but the more we consider this, the more we are inclined
to think that all the hunk is not in
our advertising.
Another point comes to mind in
this connection. Are you sure that
in the set you mention use is not
made of the losses induced in the
metal ends of the condensers for
stabilizing the radio-frequency tubes.
rather than to do this through the
use of potentiometer, reverse feedback or resistance of some kind, and
that this is the reason the condensers
having dielectric ends would not
function? We have not seen this
particular set or circuit, and would
greatly appreciate your securing for
us a circuit diagram, if possible.
Before closing there is another
question. What does !ow -loss mean?
Is there any standard yet established
by which condensers can be rated?
Do you contend that any and all of
the Metal end plate condensers with
which the market has been flooded
recently are low -loss, and that all
those using dielectric for ends are
not?
If you can clearly and positively
define just what low -loss means, and
furnish proof that is convincing
through actual results. you will have
done a wonderful service to the radin
fan as well as to all condenser manufacturers, for it is safe to say that
all conscientious manufacturers are
endeavoring to build into their apps
ratus the highest efficiency possible,
and always welcome constructive
criticism that will better their products.
In the recent trans -Atlantic broadcasting tests, nur condensers were
used in a number of sets that were
successful in bringing in the foreign
stations on their loud -speakers and
we have in our files unsolicited letters
from these listeners who have had
their reception verified.
We have also, today, been advisei:
that broadcast reception, on a loudspeaker has been received from Sydney, Australia. at Atlanta, Ga., on a
Super Ham-Dyne set. using our condensers, verification of which is expected from Sydney very shortly.
Are you prepared to say that metal
end plate condensers would have
given louder reception or longer distance? If not why then are not our
condensers as low -loss and as efficient
as the metal end type? And how are
we fooled, or fooling the public, or
stopping the march of radio in any
way?
Yours truly,
(Signed) F. F. RATRBUN,
Pres. P. Rathbun Manufacturing
Company, Inc.
P. S. -If you care to publish both
sides of this controversy, which you
started, so that those who have read
your editorial can get our side of it,
we are willing to abide by the results. If not. then we shall feel at
liberty to furnish copies of your editorial, together with this letter. and
your reply to same. to certain manufacturers who are interested.
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B-T Condensers Go With Fleet
F. H. Schnell to Accompany Navy in Maneuvers

Schnell's Short -Wave Tuner Set
With 8-T Condensera
Schnell. Tra(fi. Mar of the American Radio Relay League. Is to
accompany the Pacific )leer in its forthcoming battle Practice in Hawauan
waters. With him goes his short wave Tuner set for tsavy- Amateur tapera
mental teste In Li. re. elver i.e often HT Type I. C
Irnser
The enormous
frequencies at low wave
lengths JS.000.000 per second at hi meters,
for example- -compared with 534.000 at 160,
demands the utmost of r.undeneers
Mt.
Schnell chose 13 Us
F.

H

Choice of Experts
The BT Tuner will he found to uch sta.
tions as those of Kruse. technical Edito, of
Q s T: Clayton, Information Service Mar..
and Itodlnng, f orient Service Editor of the

League.

A

Lading Technical Editor

i

This

whet

another

editor say.:

leading

Sayer
Technical

En ye been testing various tuners- everything wo could get on the market. and
I want to go on rta ord that the B -T Typa

"a"
a

T

Type

Mof.

tries

L-7
L -13

125

T.-23
L -35

SOO

11.25
1.50
5.00

750

6 SO

2S0

cirri..

ran

around

the

whole bunch.

Trots wire all made 10 one ereaiag. and
the only changes made wet. one lutist f.t

Lifetime Condensers

another.

'Beat reception wits MOO on no indoor
cage entities with the B. T. sod best wtth
any other we WON. Chicago with an out.
side antenna. 200 ft.
For a motto for LT.
1

suggest.

'Ask the man who owns one.

"

The R -T N4e71.1
The
-tube "homeless" will be found in
America's finest homes. It can be built and
tested etep.by..trp
Writ. for Information
S

on this greatest of IS- I achievements.
deecrlbed in "Better Tuning."

It Is

You Read "BETTER TUNING " -Seventh Edition
Ask Your Drier or Sand Me or Copy

Have

"Better Tuning." a 18.page booklet of diagrams. hook-ups and advice
will help n
n get better ..
all circuits. The 7th edition is ready.
er d.,ran't carry a .toss send for for postpaid ropy. "Hotter
If your deader
Tuning- is packed with each 13 I tuner.

rult

BREMER -TULLY MFG. CO.
534 S. Canal Street
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Chicago

Put en(

Jacks
come in

to

types

SOc to 90c

The spring's the thing!
MU't underestimate the iurpnr laucc ni rood i:ii -k..
Don't buy jacks her:m.r they're cheap
titer tS leatl flit set nia II U (ai tu Irrt caw toil) Parent Janke. They hove that
most important rraen tiat Il car opriop. that keep the Iruioi rorr.Lud :11,1
the i ,.,.tart p r r. -t
11'r,fe for tolnl.p of rn,wplele Pnr.vf l.i.r.
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PACENT ELECTRIC COMPANY, Inc.
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Radio Preacher Is Paid "Country

Style"

(Continued

renew'

broadcast by Pastor Brown.
Again and again he has sounded his
slogan: "No contributions solicited."
But the radio fans won't have it
that way.
After spending more than two
years in Pastor Brown's invisible
congregation, they can't he satisfied
not to make some returns. Hence the
new auto, the radio, the fresh country
eggs, the home -made candy and
Lion

More Power per Tube
brings Greater Radio
Most Economically
Triple power is the basis of Erla Supereflex records.
Tubes. as used in Supereflex, simultaneously amplify
received radio frequency currents. reflexed radio and
reflexed audio frequency currents. So -tube Supereflex
rivals the power of conventional 3 -tube circuits. And
3 -tube Supereflex readily outclasses the ordinary five!
Only such power can give you the thrill of Supereflex
distance and volume; always with Erla crystal -pure
tone -and with uncanny selectivity that gets what you
want when you want it.
This finer radio is brought within the reach of all by
Erla Supereflex C'I R -KIT, the factory- scaled carton of
genuine Erla apparatus for building Supereflex yourself. Anyone can follow the CI R -KIT assembly plan
perfectly, using only screwdriver and pliers, without
the risk of drilling or soldering.
SEE ERLA
Pride of workmanship, extreme econRECEIVERS
omy, priceless radio performance, are
Inherent FA. adv
In power, lone
yours in Erla Supereflex CIR -KI'ï.
and eeleetivuy re now
.,labk
be.uteotre
Select your model at the Erla store.
complete Frie
ItrttI penis rngc
to 5 tubes, antenna and loup types.
Irony $67.50 to 1.22í

rage
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is with the crowds who hear him at
his Omaha Gospel Tabernacle.
"I see 'em all in the steel- framed
glass circles of my microphone," he
declared.
"There's the hard -boiled
husband who won't go to church with
his wife. There's the gang at Billy's
billiard hall at Denver. There's the
little consumptive girl who is taking
There's an old
the fresh -air cure.
couple out on n farm who wrote to

I

loges

1

Both ,wdorm.au end
price place Ede
g

the sen-

rerons of rdso history.

Electrical Research Laboratories
t)ept. Q, 2500 Cottage Grove Ave.. CHICAGO

angel -fond cakes, and almost everything else that will travel by mail
or express.
Nearly two years have rolled
around since the radio fans named
Marylyn Jean the "Radio Baby,"
Pastor Brown's youngest child, born
shortly after he became a radio
preacher. And in those two years
Pastor Brown has become as well acquainted with his assorted congtegation who wear the headphones and
gather around the loud -speaker as he

IRL-A
HIGH QUALITY

PRICE

$230

`7he

TUBE

For Brilliance of Tone, S`arp Vols., More Pep--Us. Claritro..
Th. Highest Quality at the Lowest Obtalnbl. Price. Lo.
prices because w cut out the Jobber-wholesaler's orott.
All types. including our í01A. for 6 -volt storage batten's: oar
499. for 4'r-rolt dry cell b.ttoriev nd our 112. for
-volt
dry call batteries.
ALL VADE WITH BASES OF PURE BAKELITE
for superior efficiency. We Guarantee Complete Satisfaction.
From dealers or die.et by Weil C. O. D. or pren.ld on
receipt of Express or Postal hooey Order.
WE PAS,
POSTAGE. P.30. all types. Dealers Writs?
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-

SUPERIOR RADIO COMPANY, Dept. 204
178 Shepard

Ave.

Newark, N. J.

terles. 0 tie Amo

)
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.

u.

or

Ki
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TYPE 501A
Detector & Am-

dlarr.

6 -e

rolle.

For Storage Ant irrlcs. 0.45 .(mp.

Super Kits Save Half

I

Buy s RUBICON KIT containing only the part
needed to round out your present outht. Coil.. in
tested
termediate transformers and fixed tond
s
to match are importent. RUBICON KITS supply these.
Use you own part for the rest -- and save hell.

Philadelphia, Pa.

g

tube

Ï13í.50

ence where they can't get away can
use subtle methods and build up a

was
after her birth
Even
christened "the radio baby."
the very photograph front which the
above picture wu. taken was paid for
by one of Pastor Brown's listeneradmirers

Figure 5.
Our pencil bursts into
brilliancy at the corners, at the
knot and at the extra binding post,
and me note a drop on meter R.
Not an improvement certainly, so we
go hack to the straight wire. This

(tours

net.. 323.50 to

in a country schoolhouse in Colorado.
"I take off my coat and preach to
them for hours till the perspiration
pours down my face.
"The preacher who has his audi-

An Humble Thought or
Two About Low Lose

21

months old, is

Pastor Brown's youngest.

/Ws to build t

good hoy of him. There's the chap
out in the car inspector's shanty who
hasn't gone to church for years because he has to work on Sundays.
And there's a group of worshipers
a

few

Marylyn Jean, just

RUBICON COMPANY
29 N. Sixth St.

\

i

T

me: You brought Sunday back to us.'

"There's the little lad at the School
for the Blind who says I'm making

climax. Rut the Radio Preacher muet
say something in every sentence."
The letter- carrier brings Pastor
Brown his measure of. success. By
plowing through a stack of letters,
numbering between 15,000 and 20,000,
he has learned that his congregation
now extends into every State in the
Union and elsewhere.
Tit a strange admixture of city
and country, of old and young, of
rich and poor, of ancient and modern
-the World Radio Congregation.
And it pays its preacher in the
good old -fashioned way, with heartfelt "thank ynus" and free -will offerings.

BY MAIL

l',

L»tevtor k Amplifier. 3-4 volt.
For dry , ll nat-

The Holmes five -tube receiver shown above is just another of the hundreds
of presents which Pastor Brown has received from members of his Work]
Radio Congregation.
Pastor Brown is holding, "the radio baby," hie
daughter, Marylyn Jean. His two other ehildren, Rohert, 1Y, and Helen, 6,
have also become ardent radin enthusiasts liner the set war presented to
the Browns

A
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leant-tuned From Page
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wire has up to now been about 50 feet
lung, but we can shorten it and find
that when we do output meter B
again goes up a peg.

1.
p.`

Me

More Money For You

in

RADIO

rpliE

amazing expansion of
Radio has opened up hundreds of wonderful new positions on land and see. Big salaries. fascinating, easy work,
short hours. and a wonderful future are offered to ambitious men
who get into Radio now.
Take advantage of these wonderful opportunities to step into
a big paying portion m this great
new field. You can stay at home
and work up to a position paying
u p to :10,000 a year; or Radio
offers you en opportunity to
travel Anti see the world, wish all
expenses paid. and a fine salary
heudes (hie of our recent graduates. Emmett Welch. of Peculiar,
Mo., .enured
position one week
after graduating. paying a salary
of $300 per month. Hundreds
of other report equal success.

Easy to Learn
Radio at Home
housands of l.erhhed Radio.
Uric iane are wanted
to design
Radio sets: to make new Radio
Improvements; to manufctur
Radio equipment and to install it:
tu 11181111MM and operate great
broadcasting stations and home
Radio sets; to repair and sell
Radio apparatus; to go Into business for themarlvra; to operate
aboard ship and at land stations.
You can canny and quickly qullfy
in your pare time st home through
the help of the National Radio Institute,
school to teach Radio
i

(rt
occfully
I9I4.

training

by

mail.

established

No previous e.jo
needed.
Prominent

experts will help you in every problem. giving you personal attention
You learn by actually domo., as we
furnish free with the course, circuits
nd part for building latest receiving sets, making the work thoroughly
practical. You learn quickly nd
easily- -right at hume.
mis is an absolutely complets
course which qualifies you for the
real 'big pay jobs in Radio and our
big employment department helps
"'i ,set ''ne

Send for FREE

BOOK

No other

held today orfars such
great opportunities . Radio Take
your choirs of the many wonderful
opening everywhere Prepare now to
step into the most interesting nd
best paid profersion today.
Read
about the opportunities open nowdifferent kind. of work- the salari
Write today for the 32paid.
page book that tells how America's
biggest Rdto correspondence school
(government recognized) can teach
you to become
Certified
tricln in your pare time ndRdio
also
Special Offer to those who act at
once)
Mail coupon or write letter
now. National Radio Institute, Dept.

th

54F13 Washington, D. C.

National Radio Institute, Dept. 64Fß.,
Waskiagton. D. C.
Without obligation. nand me your
honk, 'Rich Rewards in Radio." which
all
opportunllie,

uIls
about the
In
Radio. how span. time study at home
will qualify me quickly as a Certified
Radio- trician no I can get one of these
splendid positions. and how your Em
ployment Service help. me to secure a
big pay Job. it lease Write Plainly).
Saone..

Aye

Street
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State

I have saved the condenser and
coils for the last because these seem
to be the most important radio items.
This series of experiments is not as
yet entirely completed and I am therefore unable at this time to show
graphic story of coils. The difference
in variable condensers was, however.
very "illuminating." Metal and plate
condensers are said to he the "hunk."
They were primarily designed to
avoid absorption or poor dielectric
losses prevalent in composition or
hakelite end plate condensers. Certain designers, in fact all of them no
far as I can see, entirely overlook
the fact that hysteresis losses in metal
may be very much greater than
absorption losses in bakelite, etc.
This was very beautifully shown in
our testa at; in Figure 6a. Here we
have any metal and plate condensers
of the type now on the market. The
field around these condensers reached
out to six and seven inches beyond
the condensers, representing a very
appreciable loss. Figure 6b shows a
typical bakelite condenser. The field
is much smaller and the losses evi-

dently less.
Bakelite, then, you

say, is the
answer to low-loss condensers. I am
afraid not, because further comparisons showed that while the field was
less for bakelite than for metal ends,
we found that spacing the plates
closer together made the losses less,
and substituting metal rods for the
bakelite improved matters still more.
Bakelite was mechanically unable to
stand removal as was the metal. We
then built a condenser of extremely
small metal end plates, bakelite only
as insulation, spaced the plates very
closely and secured a condenser that
looked like Figure tic. This seemed
to be the best condenser that we could
But we took
conveniently handle.
the two ends of the insulated wire
and wrapped them around each other,
the more turns the more capacity, and
securing the various capacities in this
manner found that the stray field
was never any greater than that of
the wire itself. This seemed to he
the most efficient condenser, for our
output meter was at top notch.
Figure 7 shows now a continuous line
from "a" to "h," with much less
energy wasted than when we first

started.

These observations, i feel, cannot
heip but point in some degree to the
following answers to our questions.
(1) Yes, "low -loss" certainly does
pay and is not "bunk."
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much more resistance

Of course, we must use
some wire, but if we really try to
build our auto instead of tying :I
"Packard" together with hay wire,
it is surprising how we can cut down
our stray fields and losses.
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and now the TORO-TRAN!

-

CARDWELL, whose pioneer "low- loss" condenser established new
standards of radio efficiency, is now introducing the Toro -Tran
the
ideal balanced coupling inductance for all radio frequency work.
MTRAINS

sta.r

baba

sobbed far

Too -Trap eliminates signal energy
picked up by ordinary tails limn nearby
stations. It eliminates magnetic feedback in multi stagy radio frequency circuits. thus removing the most active
factor in causing howling and distortion
and thereby increasing selectivity and
distance. it rejects almost entirely the
interference effects caused by electrical

The

power machinery, elevators, door bells,
arc stations, etc.
The Toro -Tran winding confines the
field to the inside of the coil, a small
area, and thus avoids one of the greatest
(abuses of loss known to radio receivers

thatufstraymagneticfieldswhichresultin
the absorption of signal rum gy and reduce
theeffrcirncyof the receiver tremendously.

Note these unusual advantages in assembly and operation
I. Compactness The coils do
not rnp,irr sparing .w ngul.r

mount
They ea "Ivy rev
apace than your l rawlen.er
2. Permit exact nullification
for tube and tray capacity
without guess work or tedious
testing
3. Closed magnetic held eliminates magnetic leed bock in
tuned radio frequency sin

plifier..

4.

tote distributed capacity

due to air s,.. Ingo/ewe h erind
ing and to low v.Jtage..ln,p
per turn e.f smell diameter wire

Maximum coupling end
high ratio of voltage increase
due to r.rrentrated field with
S.

zero leakage.
6. Absence of all supporting

insulation in the held of the
coil. This is one of the great

The Toro-Tran has a lower "circuit resistance" (i. C. effective resistance as as.
sembled in a set and not as isolated in
the laboratory for theoretical measurements) than any interstage tuned transformer mode and has a correspondingly
higher amplification factor, its ratio exceeding ten.

To appreciate the many remarkable
advantages of the Toro -Tran write for
our two free booklets: "The Torodyne
Circuit" and "The Most Interesting
Radio Frequency Transformer Ever In-

factor. in the ordinary
circuit and i, not remedied by
est los,

or so-called

ho:' winding,

"low.

7. Rase of neutralising oscillation due to tube capacity by

mean, of rotating control
which anyone can "balance."
A. Low tsp. ity het won, primary and secondary, affording
maat Ill um transfer of ntergy
to succeeding grid -c in oit.

Trans. You will to astonished with the
.results. Most .00035 mid. variable condensers will tune them, hut by using Cardwell Condensers you get maximum
efficiency.
Order from your dealer or direct
CARDWELL TORO.TRAN WITH
BALANCING IV FtNt10 1X)N ..11 4410
Cardwell .00035 Condenser for tuning.. 4.75
Cardwell .00035 Vernier Condenser... , 0. 25
Cardwell .00035 Dual Ceadeaser (twain -one)
I 00
Cardwell .0003S Triple Condenser (three in -one)
12.00
Cardwell AldloTrans (compound audio
transformers/
10 00

vented."
Toro Trans are ready to mount in
any tuned radio frequency circuit. Replace your ordinary coils with Toro-

The Allen D. Cardwell Mfg. Corp.
81 Prospect Street.

Brooklyn, N. Y.
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ALL-GLASS SOCKET
Means Better Reception!

Write for
FRE F.

Made of Virg Ion, a special
glass, processed
for 100% efficiency. Sturdy,

HOOK-I'PS

absolutely heat
moisture
and
proof, and un- Other
tuns

and not "wired" any more
than can be helped. If you must arc

just

.r...

.

"built"

in the set.
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extra and unnecessary field. Bends
are therefore not to be desired.
(5) A set should preferably be
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(2) Metal end plates are better
than bakelite for variable condensers
because it is the amount of material
used that should be considered. Metal
being mechanically superior to bakelite. it is possible to use much less
of it.
(3) A variable condenser for receiving circuits should preferably
have its plates spaced closely together.
(4) A bend in a wire will cause an

wire use insulated wire.
(6) if a set is "built" and not
"wired," one part fitting to another,
the shortest possible connection will
result.
Every inch of wire used
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The 3XP Browning -Drake
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will

"A" battery, either storage or dry cell. If
you wish to use dry cells see diagram
10.

You

need a six -volt

No. 6 for the way to hook them up.
You will also want a 444 -volt "C" battery and two 45 -volt "B" batteries.
One of these 45 -volt batteries should
be tapped so that you may vary the
voltage you use for the detector until

if

find it at the same place on the dials
each time.
Those who have operated regenerative sets before will find this set very
simple to handle. To the rest of you,
1 can
only say do not be disappointed
if you live on the eastern seaboard
and do not get Kansas City during
the first twenty minutes you are run-

.
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Free Shopping Service in the great Radio
Markets of New York and Philadelphia for readers
of this Magazine.
N.

NOOK UP OF DRYCELLS FOR USE AS "N BATTERY
FOR 9160OTUBES IN 3XPBROWNING-DRAKE SET

I Make No Charge for This Service!

S

Avail yourself of the service of an expert BUYER in these
will huy any apparatus mentioned in eh. mega market..
zinc, and send it, carefully packed, direct to your door, at its
regular price, plus only parcel post and insurance. It is
conducted in close co- operation with Mr. II. M. Neely, and
for the convenience of his readers.

'11

i

TO MY CUSTOMERS-PRESENT AND FUTURE

Ruder. of Radio in the flome have been buving Irom
ugg.ation.
me for more than
year now. at Mr.
had
SQUARE DEAL
In witness.
and EVERY ONE

.

N

Nly'

h

N

N

whereof. my repeat business is steadily increasing.
DO NOT BE MISLED BY "CUT PRICE" ADVERTISING
I
do not cut prices or "gyp" in any way.
hop for
STANDARD apparatus only. I personally last and inspect
everything before It Is hipped. end
STAND SQUARELY
BEHIND the merchandise I ship you. If it
not just

probably will still hear the station.

1
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i

1

send

represented.
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and
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Now turn the neutralizing condenser

rung the set. I couldn't either. but
thut was my own fault as I had forgotten to solder a connection and
could not even (;et Philadelphia, thirteen miles away.
Browning and Drake with their
sets in Cambridge, Mass.. have no
trouble in getting KGO with only 20
feet of wire for an antenna. I do not
promise you that but I will say that
we had 8KW at Tunicu. Cuba, on the
loud -speaker at the laboratory In
Delanco. It might also interest you
to know that nt 4:4fi P. M. (Eastern

without

be replaced

will

get the hest results with the tube
you are using. At 3XP we used 60
volts on the detector and 90 volts on
the plates of the other two tubes. In
case you arc in doubt as to just how
to do this see diagram No. 7.
Now with the batteries all connected, set rheostat No. 4 at full reeiatance; insert the tubes, turn No. 4
until filaments light. Tune in a local
station at its loudest. Turn off the
filament rheostat No. 14, and you
YOU

I

PRICE HOUSES CANT DO THIS

S.

N

HERE IS A .SCOOP!

NI
I

doubt whether you can huy Hie NEW

SCHICKERLING S -1600 TUBE
ti

I can supply you with them, despite
the fact they are not as yet on the general market. Q/t
OO
A wonderful tutee, and the price

from any one but myself.

Again I Rent Them to It!
THE XL VARIODENSER MODEL

\

"N"

the high grade neutralizing wnden.er used by
latest circuit. Brand new and the finest thing
I
don't know who else can supply
them yet. but I have them. Each

This

is

in their
ta3XP
I've seen.

.
N.

.

After reading it. description in this Issue. you will surely
want to build it. I have prepared one of my Kits of parts.
made up in exact accordance with the specifications, including
the Variodenser, General Radio Transformer Type 285:
Genuine National Regenoformer, Amperites,
00
and complete parta for

$43

Peat Paid to Your Door

This Has Been Aptly Called the

3XP -$100.00 OUTFIT

The above kit and following accessories:
3
3-1600 SehIekerling tubes
bin
A good

.

Ni

Now for the Big Surprise of the Month
THE 3XP BROWNING-DRAKE
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booklet on this subject, and it
John D.Q. Briggs ha. written
be to the advantage of every builder of the
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5Oe
copy.
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E. M. CLARKE CO.
Office 202, 1523 Chestnut St., PHILA., U. S. A.
Depend on Me for Reliable Radio Apparatus
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No. 3 until the station disappears.
The set is then neutralized and will
not radiate. Turn on rheostat Nn. 14
again and go to it!
A different way of neutralizing is
to rotate the tickler No. 20 until a
click is heard, when the moistened
tip of the finger is touched to the connection marked G on the coil Nu. 18.
Turn the tickler until the clicking
stops. Then, if by to -ning the dial
of condenser No. 6 the clicking appears, the set is not neutralized. Adjust the condenser No. 3 until no
position of condenser No. G gives you
this clicking.
Now, in regard to the jack switch
Nu. 7, in the section on connections
for the antenna and grid circuits to
be used with diagram No. 4 you had
one wire which ran to Al from this
switch and another which ran to A2.
If you are in a congested radio sec-

tion and are after
switch No. 7 so that
contact with the side
If selectivity makes

selectivity turn

you are making
that goes to A2.
no difference to

you, use it in the other position. Of
course you understand that switching
from 'Al to A2, or vice versa, is going
to make a difference in dial readings
on Condenser No. 8. But after you
have once logged a station you will

Standard Time), this set picked up
Montreal, Canada. Not so had for
daylight reception.

The Broadcasting Hotel
Is Overcrowded
1( ontinued From late FM)
long -distance
broadcast
reception
and the increased range would stimulate the large stations to strive for
the best in programs.
"Progress along these lines would
not restrict the development of the
strictly local stations designed to reflect the community life of their own
districts. Such stations, operating on
another band of wave lengths, have
their own function and they may, on
occasion be tied into the general or
national group by means of wire lines
or radio rebroadcasting."

SUCH an idea is in keeping with
the opinion expressed in this
magazine by G. C. Furness, who is
very largely responsible for the link
broadcasting of the famous Ever-

April,
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impractical/ and perfect dry cell
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boot
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All parts
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wher
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Engineering Service
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HENRY M. NEELY
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Complete Set
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SPORTING GOODS

512 MARKET

ST. PHILA.PA.

ready Hour. In our December issue
Mr. Furness said:
"For those who wish to broadcast
but who du not own a station, or who
are interested in the progress and
betterment of radio as a whole, the
remedy for poor programs seems us
clear as the cause. It is to spend
money on the programs themselves,
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s'olI will never know the thrills
of radio until you owls a

FRESHMAN
gASTlEEPOEck

utilizing the facilities of existing
stations, not building and operating
more stations."
This matter of the growing addi-

'qfvllTlll

tions to the number of radio stations

I I I

l

l

I

I I I
1

important that is confronting the listener -in today. The
is the most

plan of the Department of Commerce
to nut all of these new station., below
280 meters is going to cause tremendous confusion on those low wave
lengths, but there is absolutely nothing else that the Department can do.
The low wave lengths must simply be
regarded as a waiting list of stations
which are functioning and will continue to function meanwhile proving
their efficiency or their inefficiency,
until a wave -length channel is vacant
for them above 280 meters.
The Department is now utterly
helpless in the chatter. The solution
remains entirely with the public.
There must hr, in some way a public
showing of undoubted opposition to
the establishment of any more broadcasting stations until the present
chaos is in Ronte way cleared up
i would personally advocate action
by Congress which would enable the
Secretary of Commerce. with a proper
court of appeal from his decisions, to
refuse to grant licenses in his diacre.
tion. This would mean that he could
hold up license applications that are
on their way now and would not have
to grant them until a definite vacancy
occurred in the already existing wave
hands. It would mean that he himself could hold everything up until a
number of present stations went out
of business to enable him to separate
all stations by a margin of at least 15
kilocycles. I du not believe that a 10kilocycle separation is efficient. I am
quite sure that the average reader
will agree with me. Inefficiency is
proved by the fact that there is
scarcely a single setting of our dials
today which will not bring in the
whistle which means that two stations are too close together.
Theoretically, 10 kilocycles separation is all right. Even a moderately
good receiver will tutee out a station
which is 10 kilocycles away from the
desired one.
The difficulty k. that 10 kilocycles
does not allow the slightest margin

I

I

I

II(Iihlll1

I

the Greale,l Value ever
011ered in a Radio Receiving Set

5 tube tuned radio It-piper-re
embodying the 5 big features
demanded in a perfect receiver
q Built of only the finest low loss material in a beau.
aful mahogany cabinet (nr sn-toned lealherite).
q It brings in far distant stations.
e Night after night at the same points on the dials,
q With real loudspeaker volume,
4 And lull throated, true to life tone.
Be sure the

remit number

is

riveted on the

sub- panel. His your protection and euaranter.
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S2eceiseersand
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results are simply amazing"

for variation.

The moment one of these stations
just a few cycles off of its exact
wave length the heterodyne begins
and continues until the stations get
hack to where they belong.
Now, with so little margin for
variation -virtually none, as a matter
is

-it

of fact
is physically impossible
to keep the ordinary broadcasting
station on its exact wave length to a
decimal point of a meter. Changes
in the internal electric wiring system
of a building will throw the wave
length off that much in many cases.
The sagging of the aerial a few feet
under stress of weather conditions
will do the same thing. Most important of all, however, is the fact
that the operator of a station must
adjust his wave length according to
the wave meter which he has in that
station and it is utterly impossible at
the present time to make a portable
type wave meter that will be always
accurate over a period of time to within
two- tenths of a meter. This accuracy
is essential in 10 kilocycle separation.

The NATIONAL

REGENAFORMER

for the

BROWNING -DRAKE CIRCUIT

i

i

The
velly and design of ;Si receiver Iles in the radio
frequency n transformer and that the design
excellent is amply
demonstrated by the results obtained. Remarkable amplification is
obtained in the radio stage, givng the receiver extreme sensitivity
and

distnce -getting ability. Boston Post.

Place an order now with your dealer.
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that you ar. supplied.
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he is not yet stocked,
104 -RII.

for Bulletin

NATIONAL COMPANY, Inc.

send us his name and

Fngin.ers and
Manulact

110 Brookline St., Cambridge, Mass.
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It

is impossible

from the viewpoint

of the portable wave meter manufacturers. The only wave meter which
will do this is one which is permanently installed in some place with
permanent surrounding conditions
and is constantly checked up by means
of the standard frequency signals
from station W W V. i doubt if there
are many broadcasting stations in
the United States equipped to do this.
It is largely for this reason that we
are getting so many heterodyne

whistles and are having su many of
our broadcast concerts utterly ruined.
Let us then demand a l5- kilocycle
separation and demand from Congress authority in the Department of
Commerce to adjust broadcasting stations and withhold or postpone the
issuance of new licenses until we are
able to have this 15- kilocycle channel.
In no other way, su far as I have
been able to gather suggestions from
a number of people, is it possible to
clear up the present terrible conditions in radio.
Unquestionably a great many of
the present stations will go out of
existence in time. I wish they would

-if

stop tomorrow
that is too soon
I am willing to wait until a week
from next Monday -but a great number of them should unquestionably
quit not only to clear the air of its
heterodynes, but also in the interests
of good programs and good taste. The
inefficient broadcaster has no right
whatever to smear up the ether with
a lot of junk merely for his own
amusement and with no regard whatever for -in fact with a deliberate
disregard of -the public service aspect of radio.
In Judge Davis' office in Washington, there is it large map of the
United States with pins of various
colors denoting certain things about

different broadcasting stations. Red
pins mean the Class B broadcasting
stations; black pins mean stations
which have given up the ghost and
quit.
The most interesting part of this

map is the way the black pins are
clustered closely aruuad the red pins.
This means that in the early days
there were a great many small and
inefficient broadcasting stations in
that locality. When a Class B broad-

casting station was erected, started
operation and proved to be so much
better than the smaller stations, the
smaller stations were forced to discontinue operation.
I think there is not a single red pin
in the whole map that is not surrounded by the tomb stones of defunct
and unmourned stations.
But now
the red pins are so thickly scattered
over the map that it is time that some
other condition should arise and get
many of them out of business and so
clear the air further.
There is a chance that this may be
done by the new high -power stations.
Don't let us call them super -power as
is so often done. Super -power should
not refer to anything less than 50,000 watts. And our high -power stations are working on only 1500 or
2000 watts. '('hey are high power hut
not super -power.
It is to be very much hoped that
these high -power stations, representing a very much greater investment
in money and therefore requiring s
correspondingly greater investment
in time and capital to keep their
programs better, will have the same
effect upon the poorer type of Class
B station that the Class B station had
on the old station.
If this does happen, it will be the
best thing in the world for you and
me- providing by that time that the
Department of Commerce has the
authority to delay the issuance of any
more licenses. This proviso is important. Without it, this clearing up of
stations will do no good because, as

gives up, there will he
two more to take its place and the
confusion will still be there.
Nobody can bring about this much
desired result except the radio fans
They must let their
themselves.
Congressmen know that they are demanding this relief from the present
condition of the ether. Radio is no
longer to be regarded by Congress as
a hobby. It is a great public utility
-rapidly becoming prnhahly the most
important form of welding the sentiment of the country together that has
ever been developed. It should be regarded now principally from this
viewpoint of public utility and the
millions and millions of dollars invested in it must be a secondary consideration.
We do not permit great railroad
companies to exercise their right of
eminent domain whenever and where ever they please without regard to
the convenience of the public. We do
not permit street railway companies
to run their tracks on every alley and
We do not
side street they please.
permit telephone and telegraph companies to string their wires all over
our properties without regard to our
rights. These are public utilities and
are managed for the greatest good of
the greatest number.
Radio must now tie looked upon in
the same way. We must consider the
greatest good to the vast and rapidly
growing radio audience. This greatest good requires the immediate and
efficient clearing of the ether. It cannot be done without giving to some
one or to some department the power
to withhold licenses until there is
shown a definite need for the station
soon as one

They have re-designed
but they still use
Formica!
a great deal of activity in the engineering
departments of the set makers since the first of the year -new
simplified sets. Every conceivable subnew
prices,
newly
models,
stitute for Formica panels, tubes and insulating parts has been
examined, tried and thoroughly tested.
But Formica is as prominent as ever in the sets that have been
O.K.'d for production. For there is no substitute- nothing that
combines the beauty and permanence of Formica, its strength,
freedom from warping and distortion.
The makers know that Formica in their sets never gives trouble!
And trouble is the most expensive thing the set maker can have.
No small saving in material cost can make it worth while.
Last year 125 leading makers used Formica -this year the percentage will be just as high.
Dealers and jobbers prefer Formica because it is the best known
and most easily sold line of panel materials.
Write for booklet, "What Formica Is."

THERE has been

THE FORMICA INSULATION COMPANY
4854 Spring Grove Ave., Cincinnati,
S.lea

Church Street
South Clinton It
sic Csatos Bldg
1112 Oraatte Bldg
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will last forever.

--.od hen for years been used by
more makers than all other materials.
in appearance.
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Write for Booklet, "What Formica Is
5 Formica
Form
h.. high maesleal
h
strength
used by 1113 leading mùen

1 Formic.

Formica

ore.
269 Victoria

Ohio

1s

the 11neet

and

always

lectriul qulities of every
4 Formica'
kind far exceed any possible requirement.

will sat break la we.
will not sag from heat or
r
Law under pressure.
It retala
its dimensions. Evervthinr yea lutes
to it
tight and precisely where
you put It
7 rormlc peals are sold in neat craft
paper envelopes which assure you that
you are rotting the n aulae.
and

6 Fun
cold

1

tar

Form let I. one of the most widely
approved materials in radio.

öRMIcAa
Made from Anhydrous

SHEETS

Bakelite Resits

TUBES

RODS

proposed by the licensee, and also,
and probably more important, until
there is available or can be made

available a broadcasting channel for
his operation which will not conflict
with other channels.
With the waning of the present
season, no more important message
can be left with the readers of this
magazine than this one of stirring up
themselves and their friends to write
to their Congressmen demanding
some such relief as this.
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For
Clearest
Reception
your socket

must have
these

3

features

1

Low loss.

2

Lowcapacity.

Laboratory

tests proved that of thirteen best -known makes,
Na -Aid Sockets were
the only ones having
losses lower than a good
low loss condenser.

The

battle test showed that
Na -Aid has lowest ca-

pacity of any socket.
This is very important
for short wave length
reception.

side- scraping
3 Positive
contact (not just

side

pressure) that cleans
corrosion from tube terminals. Only Na -Aid
Sockets have this essential feature.
Use Na -Aid Sockets in
the set you build or buy,

if not already installed
by the manufacturer. De
Luxe, 75e others, 35c
;

and 50c.

Write for free booklet of
tested circuits and facts
about laboratory test.
ALDEN MANUFACTURING
COMPANY
Aleo makers of the famous
Na-AU Dials

Dept. J

5

Springfield, Mass.

/\

Alden Processed

Ä-ALfl
Sockets and Dials
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Biggest dollar's

FoiThe Advanced Student

worth in

RADIO

RE- ACTIVATING TUBE FILAMENTS
1xb' of the greatest puzzles fa the
1l novice- In radio is the fact that gradually. during the course of sir months or
a year,

the

:agnate

seem

to

It 1a probable that most readers will
want fo use this circuit because most of
them

FILAMENT

NO-

have

a

electron emission.
Experiment has
shown. however, that if the filament
voltage can he held closely to a certain value slightly greater than the
rated filament value, this return of
electron emission can be greatly
hastened.
It is impossible to judge this proper
voltage without a voltmeter of good
accuracy.
Alternating Current Reactivation
In general, the alternating current
lighting supply properly applied is the
most satisfactory to use for the reactivation of these tubes. It in a fairly
simple matter to make up a little
equipment on a panel to reactivate
several of these filaments simultaneously from an ordinary A. C. lighting supply. Fig. 1 shows the wiring
scheme and the apparatus required.
A transformer such as used for
bell ringing or the operation of elec

direct current

good

a

Volt

shown by using the combination of Fly
ore : and Figure t requires nothing
more than Is found In the workshop Of
almost any advanced experimenter.
H. S! N

By S. W. GOULDEN
RADIOTRONS UV199 and UV201-A contain thnriated tungsten

filaments, but operate at a tempera
turc of 400" to 600` (Centigrade)
lower than the older types of tungsten filament tubes. The filament,
therefore, operates at a temperature
much below the melting point of the
filament material.
The electron emission from these

-u

SNAP WWI TCH

will

volt meter, whereas, very fete will have
good alternating current volt meter.
The system shown in Figure I will menu
the purchase of a bell-ringing or a toy
transformer and oleo an alternating cur.
rent
meter. whereas the system

become

weaker and weaker on his radii, set and
hr finds that he has to turn his Marne-ill
rheostats all the way up In order to get
any kind of volume- at all_
He wanders what Is wrong with his set.
Usually there is nothing wrong with if.
This is ordinarily a symptom that hi..
tubes air dying
The filaments will light just o. they
always did. but It simply means that
moat of the electrons which were on the
surface of the filaments originally hour
been boiled off and that he has to get the
!7larnents hotter and hotter In order to
boa out the electrons which may be on
the irlskle of the filament.
In a large percentage of 'uses. It IS
possible (u r'ot'e these dying tubes and
to give them . considerable additional
periort of usefulness.
We have been doing fhb at Nratinn
SXP and I had Planned
to write an article
giving the simple tutfe apparatus
which
we arc using, ten( f happened to pack up
a copy of the Feb.va y ISIh Issue
THE TOWN CRIER. the clever little of
"tonthly publication Issued by the Had..bi
IRANSMUI

VOLTMETLR

R

IACI..

SIANDARD SOCKtIS

NNW

IS V

n.pd.d by HARRY E. DART, E.E
Formerly will, the We-stmt. Electric Co.. and
LI S Army lntoetor of Radio
I et-Amorally edam! by F. H DOANP.

-ONLY

514 PAGES

ll
Om

$1

of the most complete bend, of its
kind ever puhli.hed. %Vritten, com
piled and edited 1y pr ad irai radio experts
Packed with coo.
of national reputa
rise. ..,and information useful to even
ailla fan -from beginner to veteran har,Ìu..iled o.sl l'ontent,Electrlcal term wail t i t ua.. otennas,
el.c
bane. in. generator and m
-.

,

tubo, mo.r m....in'
t
hoch,.»., radin and audio Ire.uency
mplification. broadcast and cornm.ctal
tran.mItI tI and ...elvers, se e meters,
super -rrrrnrration. code.. litem. rules
Iron

Now

EIGHT CIRCUIT

No

Many other features
'_FILAMENT
REDUCE

RNtOS

Al.

VOUMEIER

USE

ONE

READING

DR
TO

SEVERAL N
SERIES TO
SA VOLTS FOR 0V-199

{SSVOITS
NOTt

FOR

AW

ttAvt

vOLTUtTER

RUNNINb

ADJUST
VOLTALLS
SPORE
SERTIN6
READJUST

A C SUPPLY

lusts

u

FOR

loll

UVZOI -A

d

INSERTN6
VOLTAGE

TO

1

u

tM. Sit

the ,she. I

r,tum nail

WITH IUHS
TUBES,
AFTER
PROPER VALUI

CONTINUOUSLY

1,. n'nn ,,, u/
'1 tau rice
J.ar Ifs le,lrr,
and Mr,. / eau. nn article on this very
subject but much nuire complete and
than .or could
lure
authoritnfirc
much
have prepared through the Incomplete
experiments which we had made.
I have received th. permission of the
adder of THE TUw\ CRIER. Pierre
Ruu,hrrun, fu reproduce this article. and
so am printing If here for the benefif
of our advanced students and dealers.
Figure I and Figure f are reproduced
directly from refs, TOWN CR1RR Fly
sire e b .imply my own suggrsNOn for

slightly improving Figure 2. It is the
hookup which we have been wing at
SXp.
Figure I b the hookulr for using direct
current freera storage battery or dry cells.
This article rpiaina that it Is much
Hy
better to use alternating current
means of Introducing the doublepote
doublethruw switch. as shown to Figure
J. we virtually u. the storage battery
or dry cell to give us alternating current.
This switch is a -polarity 'hanger." We
allow the tubes to burn for about' fifteen
mutes with the switch thrown to fhc
left and then we throw the switch (o the
right and burn the tubes fifteen minutes
more. .Su we keep reversing the polarity
of the current in the rubes and virttully
duplicate the effect of the alternating
current shown In Figure 1.

2

ORS CELI

STORAGE

filaments is obtained Itou. a liurfacv
layer of active material. Thin surface layer, however, is nut applied by
mechanical means to the filament
during its manufacture, but is auto
matically formed on the surface by
operation of the filament at a certain
temperature. If the filament is consistently operated at an excess voltage, the electron emission will drop of!
more or less rapidly due to destruction of the active surface, and the
tube will become inoperative.
This loss of electron emission is not
always permanent and by operation
of the filament at a certain temperature the electron emission can he
fully restored in a great majority of
cases.
The UV200, WD11, WD12 and ÚV201 employ different types of filaments
which cannot be re- activated.
In the inatruction sheets accompanying the tubes it is stated that
operation at rated voltage without
any plate voltage will restore the

-
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for vacuum tube filament operatto
is preferable. The two General Electric transformers recommended for
reactivation of filaments of both the
UV190 and ÚV201 -A radiotrons are:
(a) Catalogue No. 236,093. Type
1
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L -4, specification 3,1166,126, 50
watts, 110 volts primary. secondary 4 to 22 volts in two-

(b) Catalogue No. 258,676. Type
L -4, specification 3,069,526, 100
watts, 110 volts primary, secondary 4 to 28 volts in twovolt steps.
With a 50 -watt transforma' 200
11V199 radiotrons or 30 ÚV201 -A
radiotrons may be reactivated at once.
With a 100 -watt transformer. double
the number may be reactivated.
Where only a small number of radio trons need be reactivated at once the
Westinghouse bell - ringing transformer, style number 284,616 -A will

I
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DID you ever look the tube

ques-

appeal to the dealer. With a 110 -volt,
110 -cycle power supply, two 1.1V201 -A
or eight UV199 radiotrons may be
reactivated at one time
Where the
frequency, however, is 25 cycles, only
one UV2O1 -A or eight UV199 radioirons may be reactivated.
On the low side of the transformer
in series with the filaments to he
operated, a rheostat should be included, this rheostat to have such a
resistance that with one radiotron (or
with the minimum number to be reactivated at once), the applied potential may he reduced to 3.6 or 5.5 volts
in the case of the UV199 or UV201 -A
radiotrons respectively. The desired

DC
Model FD
The wire connections for direct
current reactivations are shown in
Fig. 2.
In the operation of reactivation
equipment the following precautions
should be observed:
A rheostat having sufficient resisance to adjust, to the correct reacti-

vating voltage, the filament potential
applied to one radiotron (or the
minimum number to be reactivated
at one time) should be set so that
its maximum resistance is in the circuit.
The radiotrons to be reactivated
should then be placed in their sockets

tion square in the face? Ever
stop to realize that the vacuum tube
will make or break your receiving set
as

tar

as

good results are concerned?

Give your set a fair chance to bring
in the distant programs. Resolve now
that a good set deserve% good tubes
and decide on
-I-he results will

MAGNATRONS.
pleasantly surprise

you.

number

MAC,NATRONS know

no

supe-

riora. And vet the MAGNATRON
DC-201A, the
M AGN ATRON
DC-199, and the J'IAGNATRON
DC-199 tvith the large base cell for
only $v3 each, at your dealer's.
Connewey Electric
New York City

Hook-up to change polarity alun twiny storage battery or dry cells.
is a modification of the circuit shnu,n in Fig.

Laboratories
Manufacturers

of

UV199 or UV201 -A
sockets (only one type to be uaeil at
a time), should be connected in

parallel as shown.
An Alternating Current voltmeter

of good quality should be used, such
as

Model Number

Scale

0-7.5 Volts

G. E. Model

P -R

Westinghouse, Type

0-10 Volts

Weston, Model
429

0

Roller- Smith,

0

PY-4, Style 439,136

Now that you get
"distance," how

about "quality

?

AC or DC

-10 Volts
AC

Type FA

MAG NATRONS

AC or DC

-10

Volts

AC
The meter used should preferably
have a full scale reading between six
and ten volts.
The lower the full
scale value down to six volts the more
preferable the instrument, because
readings can he closer.
Ab A. C. voltmeters require con-

a voltage drop which
should be carefully adjusted to the
correct reactivating voltage, viz:
ÚV199
36 volta
11V201 -A
55 volta
The correct reactivating voltage
should he maintained as closely as
possible throughout reactivation. An
under-voltage will retard the speed
of reactivation and an over-voltage
will prevent reactivation and possibly
permanently injure the radiotrons.
The voltmeter should be left continuously in circuit, as its removal

canses an increase in voltage.

The tubes should be left operating
at the stated voltages for a period of

Overcome Local Interference
WITH A

siderable current, they should he left
permanently in circuit in parallel
with the tubes. This is necessary because if the voltmeter is only occasionally connected In circuit to take
a reading the voltage is usually greatly increased when it is disconnected
from the circuit.
No plate voltage should he used in
connection
process.

with

this

TOROFORMER
fA Trantdern.e for Tun.d Radio

F..euney Amplification i

Placed ahead of your
It si.e
Greater

sirrus

Distance

reactivation

Increased
Selectivity

Direct Current Reactivation
When no alternating current supply
available, storage batteries or dry
batteries must be used, the former
being preferable. For the UV2O1 -A
type three lead cells fully charged
are required, while for the UV199
type two lead cells are sufficient.
Dry cells are not recommended fur
this purpose, but if the other sources
of supply are not available, they can
be employed, although they greatly
increase the cost of reactivation. Use
is

Obhrin front your
Ike "RaDealer.
SISTOR MANUAL.,"
our complete hand.
book on
Coupled
Now

Resistance

Ampliltea.

Price 1Sc, Postpaid

ßVeg

SSC

To the Hume Set Bulkier the naves Resletance Coupled Soper Amplifier will be
It simplifies the
found thy moat Ideal.
construction of his receiver, which. when
pleted, will reproduce the broadcasted
concerts with a faithfulness not obtainable
with any other method of amplification.
Let your nest amplifier he Itealatance
Coupled. for this Is the only method of
audio amplification whereby high and
low tames are amplified alike, therefn^e

diatortlonless.

AiAO10

Cooiío

The DAVEN
SUPER AMPLIFIER

roar
N

.pith

Dario
the

AMPI. IFIER

-

ran

supply you
SUPER

DAVEN

Sold EvarytaAere.

DAVEN RADIO CORP.
"Resistor Specialista

Newark

New Jersey

THE .4101-OMIT OF J-IMPLIFIERS

one group of four in serles

for

each

UV201 -A tube to be reactivated. For
UV199 tubes use three in series. One
group of three dry cells is sufficient
for one to three UV199 tubes. In the
use of dry cells for reactivation purposes, the voltage must be watched
closely as in use there is considerable
voltage drop with time in this type
of cell.
For Direct Current voltmeters, the
following are suggested:

Model Number

Scale

G. E. Model

0-10 Volts

DO
G. E. Model

DC

P-ft

Westinghouse, Type
PY-4, Style 439,135
Weston, Models
267 or 301

Roller-Smith,

0-7.5 Volts

AC or DC
0-10 Volts
AC or DC
0 -10 Volta
DC

0-10 Volts

Thie

This will cause

Thousands of Radio Fan, are
already using the Toroformer.
It vastly Improves any Renee or
Radio Frenueney set. such as
Acme. Murad. De Forest Reflex
Newt-, Erta Loop Aerial Cots and
neta built for
loop aerial In which
a Torofonner may be used In a
mingle stage of tuned radin frequency.
It doom not pick up stray or nnwanted signals. le unaffected by
other tarts of the circuit and has
no effect on other Instruments.
Used as an antenna coupler, the
Tornfonner makes It pnanlhle to
use un antenna with a set Intended for a loop, without adding
any controls to the set
Complete diagrams and hook -ups

with each outfit.
Sent on 10 days' approval,
Parcel Post, C. O. D.,
direct to you for only

$5

Sittig/action

Guarantd

00

The Sears Manufacturing Co.
1456 Leader -News Bldg., Cleveland, O.

\IA11.
(

)

(

)

Tuf`` C(,I-PPN TOOAT

Please mend me desrrIMlve folder.
Kindly send ms the Toroformer

Name
Add rese
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about two hours. They should then
be removed and tested in the radio
equipment. If found to give satisfactory operation at normal rated voltage
(three volts for the UV199 and five
volts for the UV201 -A), they may be
considered reactivated.
if they do
not show very satisfactory operation
at rated voltage, they should he run
for about five hours more and again
retested.
If, again, they are not
satisfactory, the run may be carried
on up to about fifteen hours. If by
the end of this time, satisfactory
operation has not been restored, the
filaments cannot be reactivated so as
to give satisfactory operation and
further operation at the reactivation
voltages is of no benefit because the
useful life of the radiotron has been
expended, either due to the fact that
it has completed its normal operating
life or that it has been excessively

.+a

KENNEDY

abused.
The filaments of reactivated tubes
should, of course, be operated at
normal -rated voltage when used for
radio purposes after reactivation.
Tests on a considerable number of
tubes returned from users, showing
loss of emission, have demonstrated
that about one -third of them could be
fully reactivated by the above procedure.

MODEL XV
cuts through power-

", ful local broadcasting
and brings in distance.
Yet even achild can tune
this highly selective receiver, stations arc Always found at the same

Bird's -Eye View of
the "Low -Loss" Idea

dial settings.
I)r.rcrrptier circular tent

By SYLVAN HARRIS
IF ONE were to tell you, my reader,
that a man went out and paid fifty

on request

Price $142.50 without accessories

The Colin D. Kennedy Company

KE

dollars for a pair of shoes, what
would you think? There might be
three answers to this question: either
the man was crazy, or he was very
extravagant, or the narrator of the
story was a fabricator. Assuming

brie

Sr.

NEDY

N
91.4-h

`

.ys.de

that the narrator was telling the
truth and that the roan was perfectly

LAS
IO TUBE
BRINGS IN THE WORD

INSTRUMENT TESTED
Fig.

are
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able to the ordinary workingman.

$9.10

Tubes

teutredyne Mot- -6 Tubes
15.90
Mup.wheter.dyee Mat---il Tuber, 11.119
They will get the moat sut of r.ur
Radia Set.
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mas Saving Fund?
Or, would he
sane, the only answer would be that

But, upon learning that the purchaser of the shoes was a multi-millionaire, the idea of extravagance
dwindles, for a mere fifty dollars
means nothing to him.
To carry the illustration a little
bother to invest a small amount of
money in something that would bring
him an income of five dollars a week?
The five dollars a week would be a
negligible quantity to the rich man,
whereas it may amount to consider-

w will (uvulae. .elert.d. Inslrumest- tested. matched tubes in
Iteaes

-

the man is very extravagant.

charge.

eels no

cnriuli"n or rests
plates

further, can you, dear reader. imagine
a multi-millionaire joining a Christ'

Atlas lastrumat- Tested Tube

det

1- Shou'iny

unce with setting of condenser

are ruranteed to function efficiently
in Reflex. Neutrodvne. Superbetero.
donc. Itodk, Freuuw.ry or any of
the circuits which rectoirs highest
efficiency In tube,.."

At bed deafer.

teas l.xlt$ nd JOBBEIM
There
satisfaction ss well as prods In han
dans ATLAS TI'11PM. the first tube
to he sold on merchandising principle
affording full protection and satifac
fion to
customers.
Writs or wire for proposition.
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Adjustable JraIl Circuits
Three-circuit tuner

shown above

ix

The last word in Low -Loss Coil cofustructetl

for

Stiperdyne, Netltrtulyne, Harkness,
Roberts' Reflex, and for all other circuits.
Write for details.
Basket weave windings large wire
duplex insulated. Minimum of dielectric
each coil fully adjustable --18O' tickler.
Extreme volume --distance- selectivity.
The Three.- Cirruit Tuner t.4 indorsed
by H. M. Neely -The Non- radiating
Coil -The "Hegtnner'a Heat Her."

-

At Your
Dealer, or
Direct
plus p. p.

Send $1.00 for full -sized blue prints,
for 18" panel and baseboard, lay -out

and complete instructions for building the ideal threw-tube set.

C. O. D

.1.44.ar end Dodo. Write far Open Torstarter

PERFECTION
RADIO MFG. CO.

Dept. R. 1520 Chestnut St.
Philadelphia
U. S. A.

Unlike Any Other Tuner
You Ever Saw!

Mad. in All Standmd Types

Reset the guarantee furnished with
every Atlas Tub.
"This Atlas Tube has been Individually Instrument tested and IS
guarnt.et to give entire satisfaction,
If unsatlafactory for any reason
whatever. It may laio returned within
period of thirty days to the ,
teetunr or to the dealer from whom
it was bought, provided the filament
has ont been burned out.
"Healers are uthorlsed by the
manufacturer to make replacement
or refund (in Such cassa) whichever
may be desired by the customer.
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Then, again, consider the man in
moderate circumstances
who will
walk a mile to buy a pack of cigarettes because he can get them a cent
or two less, while at the same time
he squanders his money on questionable stocks or other risky speculations.
But what has this to do with the

of "low- loss" in radio? Just
this, that things look entirely differant when viewed from different points
of view, and with regard to this "low loss" idea the radio fan has not as
yet learned the proper point of view,
nor has he learned how much impor-

It clears up muffled, fuzzy signals and separates conflicting
stations in a way you will never
fully realize till you prove it in
Your own set. It permita complete
control of the antenna circuit over
the entire B. C. range, Cutting
down antenna losses, strengthening reception and doing away with
all tapped coils and high -loss aerial
tuners.

1.4

K Variable Clarifyins
Selector
II'at

try.' sur,

Improves All Standard Circuits
No matter what your set is, it. can be improved with this
Variable Clarifying Selector. And it is especially recommended
for use with the L i K VT25 Variotransformer. The Selector
is $7.00; the VT25 is $8.50, at your dealer's.

Send for FREE DIAGRAM Spread

It shows the complete i. K line of technically accurate tuning devices, layout of the Super Selector (the improved Greene
Concert Selector) and other standard hook -ups.
+

-

Set Builders -Attention!
Make good money, part or all time. We'll show you an easy
way to get into the set- making business.

THE LANGBEIN- KAUFMAN RADIO CO.
Dept. R, 511 Chapel Street, New Haven, Conn.

idea

Jog Carts., Rondine. Cleveland. Oble
711 FJUcott S.nre. Buffale. N. T.
609

chamber of ('am.. Pittabarrh. l'a.

LANGREIN +KAUFMAN LK
High Grade "Low Loss" l'uni ny `Devices
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should be assigned to some
things and how much should be assigned to others. In other words, he
has not acquired a "sense of proportion" in connection with the "low -loss"

1925

tance

idea.
A difference of a tenth of an ohm
more or less in the resistance of a

P

A

1

tuned circuit, consisting of a coil and
a condenser, which has a total resistance of, say, 30 ohms, means no
more with regard to the low -loss idea
than the fifty dollars did to the multimillionaire. Why? Because a tenth
of an ohm out of 30 ohms represents
only one -third of one per cent of the
total circuit resistance.
But when this same tenth of an
ohm. more or leas, is considered in a
"low -loss" circuit which has a total
resistance of, say, 5 ohms, it now
represents 2 per cent of the total circuit resistance. In the first case the
one -tenth of an ohm change in the
circuit resistance was hardly appreciable, but in the latter case it was

1 ICi

TRANSFORMER

"Bringing the artist to your home"
is a reality when Rauland-Lyrics
are used in the audio amplifying
stages of your radio receiver.
No other device makes possible
such faithful reproduction

not

RaulandLyrir

is a I atrvatoryeerade audio transformer designed
especially for mum. lovers. The price is nine dollars Ikrrip.
Otte eir.ular with amplificationcurve will be moiled on request.
Raularai Mfr. Co. 26r6 Coyne St Chicago

LOOP AERIAL

so.

wise and dollar foolish" about this
"low- loss" idea. Nothing is gained
by trying to reduce the lasses in a
condenser when the resistance of the
condenser in the first place was small
compared with the resistance of the
coil used with it.
Thus, suppose a condenser having
a resistance of 0.5 ohm is used with
a coil having o resistance of 30 ohms.
It is true that if the resistance of the
condenser is lowered 0.1 ohm, it will
represent a reduction of 20 per cent
of the resistance of the condenser.

But it will only represent
30.1 X

100

=!

7,

of the resistance of the coil and condenser connected together.
The resistances of nearly all the
different makes of variable and fixed
condensers on the market were lately
measured, and were found to vary
from 0 5 ohm to 1.5 ohm, having an

of Noted Music Critics

Newest Seblckerfing Tube !

The

CARTER

The moral to be learned from this
lesson is that we should not be "penny

.

The Choice
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t
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Greater Volume, Distance and
much greater Selectivity. Carter
Compound Pentagon Winding.
Here is a loop Is inches in diameter that gives better results
than any on the market. The
elimination of the frame, the
compound
Pentagon
winding
gives efficiency never had he.

fore. Try it yourself.
Write for folder. Order from
your jobber.
Offices in principal cities
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THINK of it A big husky tube with the
equal volume and sensitivity of the quarter ampere tube, yet consuming only 16/100
ampere filament current!
Pus combined Detector, Oscillator, Amplifier tube is the true economy tube for
multi-tube sets. Imagine
5 tube set
equipped with these new SchickerlingtUses
will consume onlyR roofan ampere as against
l'.' amps using the usual ',¡ ampere tubes.
Can be used in all sets now using % amp.

Sold with a written
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A standard base
consuming but
16/100 amperes!
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CAPACITY Or A VARIARI

5 volt tube
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average resistance of slightly less
than an ehm. These condensers included all types, with metal endplates, end -plates of insulating ma-

terial. inclosed and open.

Used with

resistance coil, it is very
doubtful if any radio fan can detect
any difference in the operation of his
receiver, when changing from a half
a

high

ohm condenser to a one ohm condenser, without exercising his imag-

ination considerably.
Many may think that they have
detected the difference in their own
sets, and many assert that the difference is like day unto night. But it
will generally be found that other
things in the circuit were changed at
the same time the condensers were

changed.

For instance, it is not fair to make
any comparison between two condensers unless they are set at the
same dial setting.

This is because

the resistance of a condenser changes
with the setting of the plates. Suppose a 0.001 microfarad condenser
(t'ontlntied

on
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Miss Olive Stiles
Allen in her "skyscraper kitchen" making some of the chocolate layer cake like
"mother used to

Magic Radio

Clearness

make"

From Dollars
to Doughnuts
By GOLDA M. GOLDMAN
ARE ynu one of those who compose
what Mr. Horace K. Hutchens,
of the American Bond and Surety
Company, calls "the substantial and
reliable element" of the radio nudience, or are you one of those who
always claims the T. B. M.'s right to
be constantly amused in the evenings?
If you are une,of the latter, and
always tune out immediately upon
hearing a human voice speaking instead of singing, usually without
even waiting to find out what all the
talking is about, you have never had
the pleasure of meeting Mr. Hutchens or of getting any of the excellent
advice which he puts on the air. You
have also missed a number of other
regular features which might easily
solve some of those problems which
keep you awake at night and dull
during the day. The features come
from the National Surety Company,
the Bank of America, the Metropolitan life, and a dozen other established
corporations -and if you are the guiding spirit of a hume, we must remind
you of the cooking talks broadcast by
Miss Olive Allen for Procter &

Gamble, the makers of Crisco, Ivory
Soap, etc.
For the privilege of giving you
these talks,
the above -mentioned
firms engage the facilities of WEAF
and its affiliated stations at stated
intervals. They pay the expenses
and they divide the resultant benefits with you fifty -fifty; they get the
incidental advertising and what business that may bring and you get the
full advantage of the talk.
A survey of these results indicates
the fact that this "substantial and
reliable element" who recognizes the
knock of opportunity when it sounds
in the earphones is far larger than
might be expected, and it shows also
that the talks must be extremely
valuable to cause such an enormous
response from these listeners -in. Let
me tell ynu, therefore, about two

Horace K. Hutchens, of the American
Bond and Surety Company

widely different instances of what you
are missing if you are confining your
attention to jazz orchestras and M(1Gun-picture symphonies. It is a far
cry from first mortgages to Christmas fruit cake. but if you haven't
something similar to the former you
are apt to have to do without the

latter-you will find on the air a
roan to tell you how to obtain the

"filthy lucre"

and a woman to tell you
how to make the cake.
Mr. Hutchens does not look much

like a wizard as he sits at a very
prosaic office desk on the second floor
of the American Bond and Mortgage
Company, yet unce a month for ten
minutes he tells you how you may
lift yourself out of the class of those
who must worry perpetually because
of the difficulty of making both ends
meet into the enviable society of
those for whom the future holds no
terrors, but rather the assurance of
comfortable age and unruffled home
life. This is very modern magic. It
lacks, perhaps, the ancient color and
mystery of alchemy and transformations; it smacks, undoubtedly, very
much of the things of this world
of dollars and cents, of budgets and

hank balances -but it does not disappear when the fnmes evaporate or
the alarm clock goes off.
A
thoroughly alert man, this
Horace Hutchens, with the sincerity
of the business man well sold on his
own commodity, which in this instance
happens to he safe investments. He
thinks it is it good thing that you
can't sec him when he talks over
the radio, because he is not old, or
dignified, but youngish and full. of
fun. Since "money to be invested is
a serious thing," as he says, he never
tells you any of his humorous stories
over the radin, for fear you will
think him a charlatan. Instead, he
sticks very rinse to his subject,

whether it be "Fortune Building,"
"Will Your Ship Come In ?" "What
Makes a Good Investment," "Estate
Building," "flow to Have Five Thousand Dollars" or "Building Good Citizens."

About two years ago Mrs. Clara
I. Judson came on from the Middle
West and talked from WEAF on
budgets. Mr. Hutchens accompanied
her to the studio and was impressed
by the wonderful force which could
be put to work.
As he was consid

with this new- principle
horn -this K e l l o g g
Symphony Reproducer.
This offers a new conception of
radio clearness-a recent scientific advance in radio reproduction It "brings in" the marvels
of the air exactly as they were
broadcast.
With an ahnolutc
fidelity of tone that will delight
you.

-

This new way is the Kellogg
Symphony Reproducer
now
made in quantity production to
sell at prices within the reach of

every radio owner. It is made
by
the
28- year -old
Kellogg
Switchboard & Supply Co., lead ing specialists in the reproduction of sound. The acoustical
engineers of
this
company
worked for years on the problem
of clarifying radio reproduction
before they finally perfected the
Symphony.

the shape and contour-the
composition of the horn itself,
is one of the principal features.
But the theory and design of
this "unit" is the secret of its
wonderful success.
This "unit" is unlike anything
ever offered before for radio.
The

magnetic feature gives it
precision. The imresults are noticeable
instantly to any who hear it.

watchlike
proved

Hear It Today
Today, hear the Kellogg Sym
phony. Do not buy any lesser
horn until you have heard it.
It will increase the value of your
set 100% in musical quality -in
pleasure to your family and
yourself. Any dealer will gladly
demonstrate the Symphony for
you. Hear
today!

it-

KELLOGG SWITCHBOARD
& SUPPLY CO.
Chicago, Ill.

KELLOGG
Symphony

Reproducer
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ering its possibilities, Mr. Smith,
one of the account executives of
WEAF, came to talk to him, with
the result that for two years now
this monthly talk has been a regular
feature. Usually Mr. Hutchens himself makes it; sometimes one of the
district managers talks by means of
a tie -up from a station in the city
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The Charger with
Ten Points of Superiority
When you buy a battery charger, ask for the Valley and you
will he sure of these ten points of superiority:
8. Listed as standard by
I. No bulbs.
2.

3.
4.
5.

6.

7.

No liquids.

Quiet in operation.
Cannot harm your battery.
Efficient. Takes about a
dime's worth of current for
a full charge.
Correct 6- ampere charging
rate enables you to recharge
your battery overnight.

Ammeter mounted flush
with panel shows if battery
is receiving charge and if

9.

Underwriters' Laboratories.
Has only two wrnring parts.
the contacts. which can he

replaced easily and cheaply.
Average life of these Iontacts is about two years.
10. Built in handsome black
case with grained and engraved Bakelite panel and
clear glass top which shows

simple, patented working
parts. llnrmnni_cs with the
finest receiving set.
charging rate is correct.
The Valley is the only charger needed for all radio batteries:
b-volt A batteries; one, two, three or four 24 -volt B batteries;
and 2 -volt batteries. Also 6- and 12 -volt automobile batteries.
MEd. by VALLEY ELECTRIC COMPANY, St. Louis, Mn.

Valley

Battery

I

where his office
"The basis of
Mr. Hutchens,
this confidence

is located.

selling bonds," says
confidence, and
cannot he obtained
without personality. Radio provides
the contact by which that personality
can be felt as no other advertising
medium does. Selling must be done
on an emotional basis.
Mr. Hutchens thinks that his subject is among the most romantic in
the world, for, he says, "One of the
greatest romances in the world is the
Were he
accumulation of money."
called to his secretAry to bring him
u clipping from a recent newspaper
reporting that a piece of land purchase for $87 in Manhattan Island
in 1fi58 had just been sold for more
than two million dollars. While I was
still gasping he hurled at me the fart
that that same $87 invested in 6
per cent bonds in the same length of
time would have been ninety -seven

"is

millions!
Mr. Hutchens has found that the
indirectness of radio publicity does
not make it a poor medium, but
heightens its value. "The less i try
to sell first mortgage real estate
bonds, and just talk sense, the more
I sell." he insists.
If you are interested in the talk
of the evening, you may, of course,
write to the speaker, asking any
questions you wish, and you will be
answered either directly or by means
of a related pamphlet. All letters
either of inquiry or of appreciation
for advice or inspiration, are ac-

knowledged, and are followed up by
salesmen, for a very live list is obA man or a
tained in this way.
woman who is interested in a talk on
how to live within your income, nr
what it costs to send a child to college, is a person who will he interested in sound investments sooner or
later, so here is where the American
Bond and Mortgage Company gets its
direct returns. This list, of course,
runs into the thousands. and about 60
per cent of these people eventually

invest.
Mr. Hutchens has the good fortune to have done a number of different things in his life-time, so that he
knows the needs and problems of
various communities and types of
He comes from a small
persons.
country town, Pulaski, in New York.
He went to Union College in Schenectady, arid then came to New York
City to he a writer. He even went
off into the North Woods to give the
muses a chance, and wrote some fiction there. but gave it up to go into
the navy during the war. Roth before and after that he had advertising experience with a variety of
Arms, such as Hampton's Magazine,
and the McCall Company. He was
assistant to the manager of the Photographic History of the Civil War,
published by the Review of Reviews
Company, and editor of the ifry
Goods Guide. It is interesting to note
that in doing advertising work he
constantly sold himself, being offered
one position after another by the
Arms with which he came in contact.
Por instance, in selling an advertising account, he was offered a position
as advertising manager, and was
taken away from that place in the
same way, only to have the experience repeated with his present firm.
So there you have him -alert,
widely experienced, thoroughly sincere, entirely dependable-and to let
him finish his own story, "I live in
New Rochelle and like to raise roses
and shoot a lot of bull!" And play.

incidentally, with the most beautiful

four-year -old daughter in Westchester County.
And now let me introduce to you
another person -you've had the dollars, now for the doughnuts.
Miss Olive Allen looks like a witch
as little as Mr. Hutchens looks like
a wizard, yet her magic is quite as
potent as his. Just as he takes the
kinks out of your pocketbook, so does
she spread cheer through your home
-and so, instead of a witch, she

should properly be called the best
kind of a household fairy, as indeed
she is, with her sweet face, soft voice,
and gift of turning out goodies that
would cause the best -intentioned person in the world to desert a diet.
You will find her in a sunny white
kitchen, perched, of all places, on
the fifteenth floor of a New York

skyscraper-the Wurlltzer Building,
in Forty -second Street. This is the
test kitchen in which the Blackman
Company, an advertising agency, test
out the household products of the
companies whose advertising they

handle.
Miss Allen is a busy person. On
my first visit to her kitchen, she was
ironing a buffet scarf which she had
just washed with one of the soap
products advertised by the Blackman
Company. The second time she was
taking a rake out of the oven. She

investigates dyes, cans by the oven
method -hut if I'm going to tell you
about her I had better begin at the
beginning.
The best cooks in the United States
come from Dixie and New England
-at least, with all the boasting that
New York and Chicago and Los Angeles do, I never heard them talk
very loudly about their fried chicken
Miss
or brown bread or oysters.
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When
the phone

rings

Snap

AND ALL IS SILENT

Snap again.

AND THE PROGRAM
CONTINUES

without retuning

No modern set lacks the convenience of a MARCO fila
ment battery throw switch
Its definite on and off posit
nons make it far superior to
any pull switch. Saves tubes
and bataves- --you don't forget to turn them off! Saves
annoying intcrnipncros when
you only want to stop reception for a minute!

Make your set
convenient with a
ON AND OFF
BATTERY

SWITCH
i
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WEAF.
All education must have a definite
aim. Miss Allen is, of course, interested in proving the value of one
definite food product, hut she has a
far bigger goal than that. She wants
to prove that housework is not mere
drudgery.
"People 'rat with their eyes' in
cafeterias and restaurants," she said
as we chatted over a cup of tea, supplemented by one of her delicious
cakes. "If the food does not look
good to you, you will not eat it. The
same fact is true in a home. Appetite is stimulated by attractive appearance. If the housewife has grown
so tired of her task that she just
throws things together any old way,
and fails to make them look well on
the table, her husband and children
are not appealed to, and so do not cut
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Greaterdisftance for any set

with a Brandes
A headset adds just about thirty per cent
to the distance that am" re.ening set can

get

means not only greater dig-lance-but
keener clarity et tone

It

means listening in without disturbing
others -and without being disturbed
It

k means getti ng the best out ofvour set
whether it be large or small
Bu} the receiver than equipped with

COMPANY

York City. N.Y.

"Cooking is an art, and America is
the last country to make it so. Italy
was the first country to appreciate
that fact. Then Catherine de Medici
took her cooks into France, and soon
the French cooks surpassed the Italian. In those days even kings did
their own cooking, partly through
fear of being poisoned and partly
through pride in the accomplishment.
The women of America look upon
cooking only as drudgery, yet in the
American courts it has been proved
that cooking is an art."
It is all of these points that Miss
Allen has in mind when she makes
her radio talks from WEAF. They
are carefully written, each one being
devoted to a single phase of cookery,
so as to focus attention.
For instance, there is her "Bread Talk," her
"Apple Talk and Apple Recipes," her
"Christmas Dainties," her "Thanks giving Specialties" and a dozen more.
Each talk consists of an informal
little chat on the art of cooking, with
possibly an historical background
for the subject under discussion. Then
comes a slowly given recipe of such
delectable titles as "Christmas Snow
Balls," "America's Favorite Cake,"
"Dutch Bread" or "Jolly Boys." If
you like these you may write to Miss
Allen and request a copy of her talk,
and you will receive a most attractive
folder containing not only the radio
material but a great number of additional recipes for the same type of
cookery.
Miss Allen's work does not stop

-
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Allen comes from Connecticut, which
automatically puts her in the right
class, and she has spent most of her
life in Massachusetts. She began her
career by doing catering for schools
and colleges; then she went into the
same work with hotels, but during
the war, canteen work attracted her
and she was put in charge of the
headquarters of the National League
for Women's Service. Many are :he
stories told of the boys who were
taken out on parties from the hospitals, and who, when asked where
they would like to eat, aid they
would just as soon return to the hospital if they couldn't have one of
Míss Allen's dinners.
The war over, she looked for work
that would put her in touch with real
business people. She found en ad in
the paper which she thought required
some kind of welfare work, so she
answered it. In reality it was a car rying -on of the Blackman Company
unique test- kitchen policy in regard
to their food accounts.
She was made mistress of one of
the cheeriest spots in the building
the sou thwr.at corner of the fifteenth
flour, and was given carte blanche to
order what she thought she needed.
That was three years ago. Today,
in n modern kitchen, Miss Allen
tests Criacu and its competitive products, makes new recipes, plans
menus, instructs you in methods of
cooking and of making the home attractive, and gives the instruction
both by means of the printed page
and via the radio through hlatiun
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with this. She also writes all the
Crisco advertising matter now appearing in the leading periodicals.
When she started in the "Skyscraper
Kitchen" three years ago she knew
nothing of advertising, had never
done any writing, and did not know
that she could explain to others
that is, that she could teach. Yet if
you will look up one of her pages in
the Ladies' Home Journal or Pictorial Review, you will find not only
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the recipes which she has perfected,
menus which she has proved, and attractive reading material, but you
will find some one procesa explained,
step by step and detail by detail, with
the assistance of colored sketches carried out by Blackman's Art Department. Incidentally the goodies depicted there will make your mouth
water, whether your pet weakness
happens to be chicken patties, candied
sweets or chocolate cake.
i think that Mr. Livingston, of the
marketing department of the same
company, very aptly summed up Miss
Allen's work when he said of it:
"This work is just as touch an
education as going to the public
schools. Miss Allen is giving Something really constructive. Radio has
many possibilities, and every one is
not attracted by the same thing.
There is, however, some interest for
every person, and she has found the
right interest for a great mass of
women. Radio reaches another cross section of the great American public.
The fact that these talks arc so interestingly introduced takes away the
encyclopedia feeling frorn the instruc
Lion which she is giving, and so the
talks are eagerly assimilated and real

work is accomplished."
As many as eleven hundred letters
have been received in answer to one
of these talks. Sometimes the requests for folders come weeks after
the talk has been given, which is the
result of "back -fence advertising ";
that is, one woman sends for the
recipes. tries them out., likes them,
and tells her neighbors about them.
And again we answer the question,
"Is advertising of this sort worth
while?"
Miss Allen also believes in keeping

one's self human by having a hobby.
Mr. Hutchens raises roses; she playa
the harp, and she has, by the way,
one of the most beautiful instruments

in the country. Her early ambition
was to be a musician, hut probably it
is her artistic sense carried over that
has enabled her to see the beauty of
tasks which seen) sordid to so many

million other women.
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of the microphone. Let Mr. Hutchens pad your bankroll and Miss
Allen glorify your housework, and
don't tune out next time you hear
the sound of some one talking.
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So here you have a little introduction to some of the modern magicians
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Rird's -Bye View of
the "Low- Loss" Idea
I

('nnlluo.A From )'age It

is being compared with a 0.0005 conThis is generally done by
denser.

connecting the two condensers to a
double - pole, double - throw switch,

listening to a certain signal, ur setting an oscillator going at a given
wave length, and comparing the vol-

ume of sound in the earphone or the
deflections of the current measuring
device. This is illustrated in Fig. 1.
If both of the condensers are
resonated to the same wave length
it is evident that the 0.001 condenser
must have its plates considerably out
of mesh, while the 0.0005 condenser
will have them considerably in mesh.
As a result the 0.1)111 condenser may
show up the poorer even though it
may be the better condenser.
This
is because the resistance rises rapidly

April, 1925

at the low dial settings, as shown in
Fig.

2.

Fig. 2 also brings out
portant idea which has

very imheretofore
been entirely neglected, and which
may cause considerable surprise to
many. This is, that a condenser, to
be used efficiently, should not be used
at the very low dial settings. Fig.
2 shows the resistance of one condenser to begin to increase very
rapidly at about 25 on the dial. This
curve is characteristic of all variable
condensers, though the position of the
bend of the curve may vary somewhat.
At any rate, since the condenser
should not he used at the low dial
settings, why worry about what th'
minimum. capacity might he?
There has been a great deal of fuss
over this idea of "low- minimum capacity" of condensers, and it seems
that nearly all the manufacturers
have been trying to outdo one another
in obtaining the lowest minimum. In
fact, the whole thing has been almost
ridiculous.
For instance, one advertiser has it that the minimum capacity of his condenser is 2.16 micromicrofarad. Any one who has ever
attempted to measure the capacity of
a condenser at radio frequencies will
at once recognize that the 2.16 micromicrofarad does not mean anything.
in fact, to make such a statement
implies that the person who made the
measurement can determine the capacity of the condenser as close as
one- hundredth (0.01) of a micromicrofarad.
As a )natter of fact, it is extremely
difficult to approach such precision,
even at low frequencies with the most
precise instruments.
The average
radio engineer does not stake such
measurements at low frequencies, but
makes them at radio frequencies,
under which conditions a precision of
about 1 micro -microfarad is generally
all that can be attained.
It is not necessary to go further into
this, however. it has been shown that,
a

since the resistance of a condenser
may be very high at the low dial settings, and consequently, that the condenser cannot be used efficiently at
these settings, we may just as well

forget about the minimum capacity,
assuming, of course, that it is not
abnormally high.
Some one may raise the question,
he possible to tune to

"How will it

if the minimum
capacity of the condenser is not low ?"
It is a sad fact, but a true one, that
many have forgotten that the inductance oe the coil in the tuning circuit
the low wave lengths

determines the wave length of the
circuit as well as the condenser. The
wave length is determined by the
product of the inductance and capacity. So, if the condenser will not tune
low enough, the inductance can be
cut down by making the coil of fewer
turns.
To avoid using the condenser at
the low dial settings, then. it. is required that the proportion of capacity
to inductance it the tuned circuit be
such that the whole wave length range
can be covered between 100 on the
condenser dial and, say, 20. The reduction in the size of the coil at the
same time Seduces the resistance of
the circuit considerably. Also, since
a larger condenser must he used, and
the
have generally slightly lower
resistance than smaller ones, a small
gain is also obtained in this respect.
Such a combination can be secured
by using a 0.001 microfarad condenser.
At 20 on the dial this condenser will have a capacity of,
roughly, 0.0001 microfarad. If a 100
microhenry coil be used with this condenser, the wave length range of the
combination will be, roughly, G00 to
190 meters between 100 and 20 on
the condenser dial. The whole range
is, therefore, covered without going to
the very low dial settings. A coil like
this can be made of about 25 turns of
ordinary bell wire. closely wound, on
If this coil is used
a 3% -inch tube.

as a secondary, and has a

primary

coil coupled to it, more turns, of
course, will be required. A regenerative receiver employing these principles of design was described in the
last issue of Radin in the Home. The
advantages of such design are explained in that article.
As to the proper proportion of coil
and condenser to Use in a tuning circuit. more will be said later. For the
present it is advised that the radio
fan experiment along these lines himself. Ac will find much to surprise
him. The thing that will surprise
hint mostly is, perhaps. the fact that
condensers with end -plates of "molded
mud" will give as satisfactory results
as those with end -plates of metal,
and also that coils built like this will
be truly "low-loss" coils in spite of
the heavy insulation and the bakellte
or cardboard tubing.
The secret of the low coil resistance
lies in the fact that the thick insulation furnishes considerable spacing
between the turns, thereby reducing
the skin -effect in the coil. This will
be explained in detail in a subsequent
article. The reduction of the skin effect far overbalances the added
losses due to the insulating material
and the coil capacity. The idea is
that in this design the more serious
causes of losses are tackled first. In

single layer coil the effect of coil
capacity is negligible compared with
the skin-effect and the losses in the
insulation are likewise ::mall.
(To he continued)
a
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The DAVID GRIMES
INVERSE DUPLEX SYSTEM

COMING
the Final Chapter in
Radio Development
asking the public to "stand by'
WEforARE
startlingly new developments in
radio receivers by David Grimes, Inc.
A complete line of receiving sets embodying
an intensive application of the David
Grimes Inverse Duplex System will soon be
offered to the public.
The success which has attended so many
of the leading radio manufacturers who
have applied the reflex system to only one
tube is a confirmation in itself of the broader
and more thorough application of the reflex
principle embodied in the Inverse Duplex
System of David Grimes, Inc.
The perfect balance incident to the Inverse
Duplex System, because it distributes the

burden on the tubes evenly, is a guarantor
in itself of pure tone quality.
Incidentally, the economy on tubes, on batteries, yes, and on space effected by tubes
performing double duty, is another item in
the Inverse Duplex System of David
Grimes, Inc., which calls for careful
thought.
Whether you yourself will want to own one
of the new David Grimes, Inc. receivers, or
whether a friend will ask you to recommend
a satisfactory set, please bear in mind the
tone quality, the economy, the all -round
perfection of the Inverse Duplex System
embodied in the official laboratory models
of David Grimes, Inc.

DAVID GRIMES, INC., 1571 Broadway, New York
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THE RADIO KINDERGARTEN SERIES-The above issues contain right Ier.uni on the fundamentals of radio. These lesson, are written in simple language and are designed to acquaint the
beginner in radio with the leading phases of radio reception.
BROADCASTING STAT IONS -The following Stations were described and illustrated in the issues
listed above: WBAP, WD%R, WJAX, WJAZ, WORD, WGN, WLS, WL.1G, KFNF, WEAF, WTAM,
KSAC, W EEI, WTAT.
The torn below Is for your convenlenr In ordering.
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